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Abstract 

A recent study by the National 
Institute of Justice suggests that 
jail crowding is the most serious 
problem confronting criminal justice 
professionals today. Jail crowding 
affects the activities and decisions 
of those responsible for jail opera
tions, as well as other justice sys
tem actors, including law enforce
ment, prosecution, the judiciary, 
probation, and the community at 
large. As a systemwide problem, jail 
crowding requires a systemwide 
response. 

Alleviating Jail Crowding: A Systems 
Perspective provides an in~depth 
discussion of the range of options 
available to criminal justice pro
fessionals who can help alleviate 
jail crowding while safeguarding 
public safety. The experiences of 
many jurisdictions demonstrate that 
such options can be effective in 
~jdressing the jail drowding problem. 
Among the programs and practices dis
cussed are the use of field citations 
by law enforcement in Oakland, 
California; ea~ly screening of 
charges by prosecutors in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin; prrapt bail-setting in 
Mecklenburg Cc lnty, North Carolina; 

n 

and practices designed to reduce 
presentence investigation time by 
probation officials in Lucas County, 
Ohio. Other practices discussed 
include the establishment of system
wide jail population management 
programs in Lucas County, Ohio; Salt 
Lake County, Utah; and Shawnee 
County, Kansas. 

Though program modifications and 
activities aimed at improving ca~e 
processing efficiency can be effec
tive in reducing jail crowding, 
accurate information concerning 
chara~teristics of the jail crowding 
problem is necessary for the develop
ment of appropriate remedies. The 
report provides lnformation to guide 
data collection efforts, identifying 
what information is needed, how it 
should be collected and how it should 
be analyzed to support the decision
making process. Additional sugges
tions concerning the implementation 
of jail population reduction stra
tegies are also provided. 
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Chapter 1 
Jail Crowding: The Problem and the Need 
for a Systemwide Approach 

1.1 Introduction 

The words "jail" 11 and "crowding" 
have appeared together so often in 
recent years they have come to be 
considered virtually synonymous. The 
condition of j~il crowding has been 
described as "the most pressing 
problem" facing criminal justice 
systems across the nation. 21 

One measure of the extent of the jail 
crowding problem is the proliferation 
of lawsuits challenging crowded liv
ing conditions. With officials from 
over three-quarters of the nation's 
3,400 jails responding to a 1932 
survey by the National Sheriffs' 
Association, over 10 percent reported 
being under court order to remedy 
crowding and other conditions. 
Another 20 percent indicated involve
ment in pending conditions suits. 31 
Further, in 1983, one survey found-50 
of the nation's 100 largest jails 
under litigation for crowding. ~I 

Cities and counties often respond to 
jail crowding situations and result
ing litigation precipitously, without 
careful study and planning and with
out the participation of all justice 
system agencies. Such approaches 
generally produce only expensive 
symptomatic relief, leaving unad
dressed the underlying causes of 
crowding as well as the possible 
c,onsequence of increased danger to 
the public. Hurried, quick-fix 
solutions often raise the specter of 
wholesale release of violent 
criminals. Jail crowding may, in 
fact, compromise public safety 
through lack of adequate space to 
confine those who pose the greatest 
threat to the community. 

Responsible local officials, consi
dering community safet] and the pos
sibility of expensive litigation, ag 
well aJ the interests of those living 
and working within the jail, are 
under growing pressure to respond to 
crowded jail conditions. In a crlS1S 
atmosphere, these concerns are often 

simply translated into a need for 
building larger jails. However, 
construction and operation of local 
jails is an extremely expensive 
proposition. 

Even thoug~ new construction tech
niques may reduce initial costs 
substantially, 51 operating costs 
alone will continue to present an 
important obstacle for fiscally 
pressed local governments. During 
the year ending June 16, 1933, local 
jail expenditures totaled more than 
~2.7 billion, 51 with average operat
ing costs of $19,000 per bed, 71 and 
per bed construction costs averaging 
$43,000 per bed ($51,000 for an 
"advanced practices" jail). 91 
Assuming an average institutional 
life-span of 30 years, the National 
Institute of Corrections has esti
mated that the cost of operating a 
jail generally exceeds original 
construction costs by a factor of 
ten. 2/ 

The problem of jail crowding must be 
recognized as one which demands the 
involvement of all key system actors 
in systemwide investigation and 
cooperation. This view was recently 
expressed by James K. Stewart, direc
tor of the National Institute of 
Just ice. In commen ts on the threat 
posed to community safety by 
increasingly crowded jails, Stewart 
cited a 1933 NIJ survey of 1,400 
criminal justice officials, stating: 

"The findings show a system 
under great stress. Some areas 
of the criminal justice system 
are making adaptations that 
work to the disadvantage of 
other parts of the system. We 
need to focus our resources on 
the overcrowding problem, but 
if we deal with it on a piece
meal basis, we will not be 
meeting the needs of the whole 
system." lQ.1 

Though SUbstantial resources have 
been applied in this area (such as 
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the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration's Jail,Overcrowding 
Project, which produced useful . 
publications for jUrisdictions 
wishing to follow the Project's 
structured format for jail population 
management planning), 11/ this 
document is designed to-complement 
the efforts of local officials by 
provid;ng a framework for ana~ysis 
and planning. 

1.2 Overview 

Jail crowding must be recognized as a 
local problem. Solutions to the jail 
crowding dilemma must be developed in 
accordance with the unique needs and 
desires of individual communities. 
Construction of new facilities to 
increase the supply of jail bed space 
may well be one appropriate component 
of solutions developed to address the 
crowding problem. While we recognize 
this, the emphasis of this document 
is on other activities which can help 
to ensure that existing bed space is 
effectively utilized. Accordingly, 
this document provides information to 
assist counties and cities in the 
study of case processing and in 
planning systemwide strategies, with 
particular emphasis on the role each 
local criminal justice agency can 
play in solving the problem of how to 
best use jail space to prevent crime 
and maintain public safety. 

Briefly summarized, this guidebook 
focuses primarily upon the following: 

• The series of case-handling steps 
and decision stages in the local 
criminal justice process and the 
choices available at each -
Chapter 1 presents a flowchart as 
a visual representation of a 
typical adult criminal justice 
system. The importance of length 
of confinement in determining jail 
population levels is also dis
cussed (Appendix A provides a 
brief narrative of decision points 
and options displayed in the 
flowchart) • 

• The policies and practices of 
criminal justice officials (as 
well as non-system actors) who in 
some way affect who is jailed and 
for how long - Chapter 2 uses 
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survey information to give spe
cific examples of ways local 
criminal justice actors, including 
law enforcement, jail administra
tion, prosecution, pretrial 
services, judiciary, defense, 
probation/parole, bail bond, and 
extra-system officials, can affect 
the size of the jail population. 
Systemwide mechanisms are also 
discussed in Chapter 2, as are 
local, state and federal laws and 
standards which may affect efforts 
to plan for the most effective use 
of jail space (Appendix B provides 
a listing of the local system 
contacts cited in Chapter 2). 

• The nature of the jail population 
and system case flo~, i.e., the 
development and use of information 
on the background and length of 
confinement of inmates and the 
movement of cases and persons 
through the local system - Chapter 
3 describes the information needed 
to perform a thorough jail popu
lation analysis and the methods by 
which such information can be col
lected and analyzed. The chapter 
also discusses the need for 
obtaining accurate information on 
the volume and types of cases/ 
persons passing through the 
various system stages, average 
time expended at each stage and 
the use of court and extra-system 
placements. (Appendix C is a sur
vey instrument which can be used 
as a tool in gathering such case 
flow information. Appendix D 
provides sample forms as guides 
for gathering jail admission and 
release information.) 

• Factors to consider in implement
ing strategies to address jail 
population pressures - Chapter 4 
emphasizes the prerequisites of 
obtaining accurate data on system 
operations and achieving full 
participation of key criminal 
justice actors in devising and 
implementing jail population 
reduction strategy. Advantages 
and disadvantages of programmatic 
changes and procedural modifica
tions are outlined, and a check
list is provided to assist in 
implementing strategies to curb 
jail crowding. 

Though such factors as local demo
graphics and indices of criminal 
behavior deserve attention in 
exa.mining the utilization of jail 
space, our emphasis is on the process 
of local criminal justice administra
tion and on policies and practices 
controlled by city and county 
officials. Similarly, although 
discussion of the role of criminal 
justice officials, local chief 
executives and legislators, advocacy 
groups and others in organizing and 
conducting broad-based planning 
efforts may be useful, it is beyond 
the scope of this volume. 12/ 

1.3 Survey Method 

Information on the efforts of local 
governments to achieve more effective 
use of available jail space was 
gathered by Pretrial Services 
Resource Center staff from mid-1934 
to early 1935 through interviews (by 
phone and in-person) with a number of 
criminal justice officials in 14 
jurisdictions, on-site visits in 4 
jurisdictions, and from sites con
tacted in the course of ongoing 
Resource Center activities. 

Officials were interviewed in a total 
of 40 counties or cities. State 
officials were interviewed in three 
states. 

1.4 The Need For A System Perspective 

Jail crowding may become an issue in 
a community for a number of reasons-
through litigation initiated on 
behalf of jail inmates, a citizens 
campaign, a state agency citation for 
violation of capacity standards, or a 
sheriff's plea for jail expansion due 
to an increasing population, to cite 
a few. The extent of jail crowding 
may be determined in a number of 
ways--according to square footage, 
inmates per cell, or some other 
standard. State regulations may 
measure crowding according to staff 
efficiency criteria; a judge may 
define it based on the pronouncement 
of another court or a professional 
organization; or ~ county may measure 
crowding by the numbers of persons 
forced to sleep on the floor or in 

areas intended for programs or 
recreation. Whatever the context or 
standard, the combination of sharp 
population increases and tightening 
local purse strings is bringing 
hundreds of communities face-to-face 
with an unwelcome dilemma. 

Various justice officials may have 
different reasons for desiring 
long-term resolution of crowding 
crises. Judges, prosecutors, pro
bation/parole officers, and others 
may find that crowding acts as a 
severe constraint in dealing with 
individual cases in which jailing 
appears necessary but space is 
unavailable. Prosecutors, public 
defenders, and pretrial services 
officers are among those whose 
functions are likely to be impaired 
by delayed access to inmates caused 
by overloaded facilities and jail 
staff. Court functions may suffer 
from an inability to move inmates to 
and from scheduled court appearances 
in a timely manner. Indeed, the 
ramifications of jail crowding--in 
lowered productivity, diminished 
employee morale, and increased 
operating expenses--affect all agen
cies involved in handling criminal 
cases. Most affected is the jail 
administrator, 13/ who must deal with 
such matters as-rhe increased likeli
hood of prisoner and staff tensions, 
damage to facility and equipment, 
inability to meet program and service 
standards, and budgetary problems 
resulting from overtime staffing. 

An increasing number of jurisdictions 
faced with dangerously crowded jails 
and strained local finances have 
begun looking for ways to curb jail 
population growth and the need for 
increased space by diverting persons 
from jail and shortening the custody 
period of those who remain, while 
insuring that neither premature nor 
inappropriate release occurs that 
could endanger public safety. 
According to those surveyed for this 
publicat~on, this approach has proven 
highly effective. These and other 
communities have also concluded that 
whether jail crowding is periodic or 
chronic, it should be recognized as a 
clear signal that a thorough examina
tion of criminal justice policies and 
procedures is warranted. 
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As Walter Busher, director of the 
LEAA Jail Overcrowding Project, 
stated: 

"The experiences of numerous 
jur5~dictions have clearly 
shown that the problem cannot 
be solved by simply creating 
morE" jail capacity. Officials 
in communi ties that have sig
nificantly increased the size 
of their jails have often 
realized belatedly that if jail 
overcrowding is to be dealt. 
with effectively on a long-term 
basis, the problem must be 
factored into Ciluses and 
symptoms." ]i/ 

Through various combinations of 
system efficiency measures and 
carefully considered alternatives 
many jurisdictions have succeeded'in 
curbing jail population growth and 
a~oidi~g the need for larger facili
tles wlthout compromising community 
safety or the integrity of the jus
tice system. These measures have 
been based on: (1) a realization 
that the factors determining jail 
population go well beyond the local 
crime rate; (2) a recognition of 
joint responsibility for jail popu
lation levels among agencies involved 
in criminal case handling; (3) an 
understanding of the overlapping 
functions and interdependence of all 
justice system components, and (4) 
careful planning involving all 
components of the local criminal 
justice system. 

This section of the guidebook is 
intended to help the reader: 

• view the local criminal justice 
system as a screening mechanism 
which can be modified to attain 
the best use of jail space; 

• recognize the effects nf day-to
day decisions and agency policies 
on the size of the jail popula
tion; and 

• understand the role of each 
criminal justice actor in 
investigating jail use patterns 
and devising measures to control 
the size of the jail population. 

4 ALLEVIATING JAIL CROWDING 

1.5 Looking at a Typical Criminal 
Justice System 

Jail capacities and populations are 
often determined haphazardly rather 
than by coordinated policy developed 
by officials of local criminal jus
tice agencies, the "users" of the 
jail. However, a number of juris
dictions have employed a systemwide 
approach to the problem, adopting a 
variety of means toward the goal of 
controlling or reducing the number of 
persons who must be incarcerated. 
Some have initiated action to reduce 
waste of resources and avoid costly 
lawsuits. Others have responded to 
litigation and the possibility of 
court-mandated measures by developing 
appropriate remedies. 

A detailed understanding of the 
operation of the criminal justice 
case-handling process, from the sys
tem's initial contact with potential 
arrestees to the final disposition of 
convicted offenders, is a prerequi
site to the development of effective 
jail crowding strat.egies. Hany 
systems accumulate a wide variety of 
~ersons in the jail, some clearly 
lnappropriate for criminal justice 
handling, and hold them for excessive 
periods. 15/ However, local systems 
can be modified to efficiently divert 
many arrested and convicted persons 
to more appropriate dispositions or 
to substantially reduce periods of 
confinement, without threatening 
community safety. 

Charting the stages of the criminal 
process at which custody or release 
decisions are made ~nd the disposi
tions available at each point is an 
essential first step in understanding 
local justice system operations and 
identifying workable improvements. A 
carefully constructed flowchart will 
also demonstrate the participation of 
each actor at each decision point and 
the options each can use in 
conserving limited jail space. 

A model of the flow of cases through 
a typical criminal justice system is 
presented in Figure I (see pp. 6-7). 
In this composite, 12 decision points 
are depicted to represent stages at 
which custody status may be affected. 
The model is intended to illustrate 

. 
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the field of options which, though 
utilized to great advantage in 30me 
communities, remain unknown or under
utilized in many others. With the 
exception of the very first "on-the
street" decisions made by the victim, 
witness, or field officer on whether 
to engage the formal crime response 
system, the decisions represent 
potential points of incarceration; 
that is, procedures in which a number 
of system and extra-system actors may 
employ discretion in determining 
whether the arrested, detained, or 
convicted individual will or will not 
be jailed. (See Appendix A for a 
discussion of the decision points 
shown in Figure I, including options 
which may be employed and criminal 
justice actors which may be 
involved. ) 

While this model may include features 
not found in some communities, other 
local systems may utilize many more 
decision points and options in 
handling criminal cases. Moreover, 
certain decision points in Figure I, 
such as the prosecutor's charging 
decision, may be found earlier or 
lat0F in the course of events; 
others, such as bail review, may 
occur a number of times in a juris
diction's system of processing cases. 

1.6 Length of Confinement - An Added 
Dimension 

Jurisdictions which have constructed 
a system flow chart for misdemeanor 
and felony cases such as that 
depicted in Figure I, and have used 
the chart to follow sample cases 
through the court process, quickly 
realize "catch points" which may 
substantially extend the length of 
confinement (LOC) of persons appro
priate for r~lease. Reducing LOC 
often becomes the first focus of 
population reduction efforts, for 
several reasons. 

First, efficiency measures may cost 
much less than creating or expanding 
alternatives to incarceration. 
Second, many jurisdictions encounter 
much less resistance to the idea of 
improving speed and efficiency of 
system operations than to the pros
pect of diverting substantial numbers 

• 

of current jail admissions. 
local analysis often reveals 
sive LOC as the most serious 
lying cause of crowding. 

Third, 
exces
under-

Although a jurisdiction may boast an 
impressive array of pretrial and 
sentencing alternatives, it will 
continue to suffer serious jail popu
lation problems if burdened by a 
sluggish, poorly coordinated case 
management system. Jails may be over
burdened due to delay in preparing 
the presentence investigation, pro
cessing persons for release follow
ing dismissal of charges, carrying 
out a revocation hearing, or any 
point at which system agencies must 
prepare a file for the next step in 
the process. 

A second aspect of delay lies in the 
system's approach to considering non
jail options, particularly in the 
pretrial stage. That is, length of 
confinement may be determined not 
only by the availability of release 
options, but ~lso by the points at 
which they may be applied, whether 
earlier or later, in the continuum of 
case/defendant handling. If a "pre
trial" system official (police, pre
trial services, prosecutor or court) 
is able to consider and choose a 
release option in the earliest stages 
of custody~ LOC may be shortened 
considerably. 

For instance, in many local systems 
the prosecutor's charging decision 
takes place prior to the defendant's 
initial appearance. Although the 
number of choices available to the 
prosecutor generally does not vary 
from system to system, jail space 
needs may be significantly reduced if 
the prosecutor acts to drop appro
priate cases and reduce other charges 
prior to initial appearance rather 
than waiting several days or weeks 
afterwards to take the same action. 

Length of confinement is also related 
to a third factor--bail practices--in 
that higher financial bail amounts 
generally result in longer pretrial 
confinement, with indigent persons 
(and others unable to readily furnish 
bail) reprasenting a primary jail 
population. Average LOC may increase 
further if meaningful bail review 
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Figure I 

Criminal justice decision points and options 

Note: Victim or witness 
must first decide how to 
respond to offense; may opt 
not to report to criminal 
justice system. 

Code: 

o System decision point 

Report or 

observation 
of offense 

Decision not 
to intervene 

----. Direction of case/person movement 

T 
o 

Case action affecting subsequent 
placement decisions 

Extra-system placement 
or disposition 

Placement under court supervision 
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Citation 
release 

Refer to extra
system services, 
family, friends 

Summons 

Discharge case 
and release 

Citation 
release 

Refer to extra
system services 

Detain on 
financial bail 

schedule 
amount or 
without bail 

Release on 
bail schedule 
amount 

Release on 
• recognizance (ROR) 
• nonfinancial condi

tions or 
• financial bail 

Decline to 
file charge 

Detain for 

court 
appearance 

Place in 

~
rosecute on original or] 

reduced charge--charge 
,-- reduction may result in 
: pretrial release, early 
I case disposition, or bott> 

Continued 

detention 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

diversion program, 
suspend 
prosecution 

Release on ROR, 
nonfinancial con
dItions, or financial 
bail 

Dismiss 
charge 

Accept guilty plea 
and sentence 

Release on ROR, 
nonfinancial con
ditions, or financial 
bail 

Continued 

detention 



Dismiss 
charge 

Release on RCR, 
nonfinancial condi
tions, or financial 
bail 

----[indict]-----I 
I 
I 

-- [file charge(s)] --

Detain on 
financial bail, 
or without bail 

Release on ROR, 
nonfinancial condi
tions, or financial 
bail 

Dismiss 
charge 

Accept guilty 
plea and L.-______ ---l 

sentence 

Dismiss 
charge 

Note: Adjudication of guilt, or 
violation of pretrial release, 
diversion, or non-jail sentence 
conditions, may result in 
revocation and confinement. 

Detain 
pending trial 

on financial 
bail, or 
without bail 

Acquit 

Convict or 

Convict-

detain for 
sentencing 

accept guilty plea 

Accept \:0 
plea and 
sentence 

1 

Release prior to 
sentencing on ROR, 
nonfinancial condi
tions, or financial 
bail 

I 

Sentence 
immediately 

Jail 

sentence 

Note: Appeal may be 
filed immediately after 
adjudication. 

Release pending 
appeal on ROR, non
financial conditions, 
or financial bail 

Release for 
time served 

Release on 
conditions 

>-_ ... ~ Completion 
ot sentence 
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does not take place or if private 
sureties are unwilling to offer 
services. As with other determinants 
of LOC: such problems could be 
addressed without sizable financial 
expenditures. 

Recognition of decision points, po
tential non-jail placements and the 
determinants of length of confine
ment can lead to improved system 
performance. Moreover, review of the 
number of actors involved at each 
decision point can reveal the inter
dependency of justice system agencies 
and stimulate their participation in 
reducing jail crowding. The perspec
tive to be gained from a detailed 
ca~e flow model is not the complexity 
it will reveal, but the opportunities 
that exist as means for resolving the 
jail crowding situation. 
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Chapter 2 

How the Actors Can Affect Jail Population 

2.1 Introduction 

The case flow diagram in the first 
chapter summarizes the decision 
points at which justice system 
officials, along with certain private 
or extra-system actors, directly 
affect the number of persons held in 
a jail system. This chapter provides 
examples of how each key actor can 
influence or control the size of the 
jail population. (See Appendix B for 
a listing of contacts for the pro
grams and procedures highlighted in 
the following sections.) 

System studies in a number of juris
dictions have suggested, as one 
surveyed judge said, "a lot of little 
ways" to halt or reverse jail popu
lation increases. The following 
actor-by-actor discussion highlights 
some of the "little ways" that are 
available and how officials in cer
tain jurisdictions ar~ ~aking use of 
such prac t ices to in f1 dence jail 
admissions and length of confinement 
(LOC). The chapter concludes with a 
brief discussion of state legisla
tion, court rules, executive orders, 
and other "external factors" which 
may affect jail populations and local 
jail use planning efforts. A 
cautionary note: As with the case 
flow diagram, the examples offered 
here should be considered in the 
light of local statutes and 
practices. 

2.2 Law Enforcement 

Decisions surrounding local arrest 
practices--whether to arrest, whether 
to transport to the jailor station
house, whether to book, whether to 
detain for bail-setting __ are critical 
determinants of jail population size. 
Thus, local police agencies, exercis_ 
ing discretion in the field and at 
the stationhouse, dominate the 
initial admissions decision. 

--Pre-arrest Practices 

Individual officers have long 
referred certain cases to family, 
friends, or other services outside 
the criminal justice system or have 
used informal dispute settlement 
techniques. Recognizing these and 
other types of pre-arrest diversion 
as especially effective means of 
reducing unnecessary jail admissions, 
a number of local systems have acted 
to formalize certain measures. 

Perhaps the most common form of pre
arrest diversion is that of short_ 
term detoxification or "sobering up" 
facilities for public inebriates. 
San Diego County, California, and 
King County (Seattle), lvashington, 
are examples of large jurisdictions 
which have established such services. 
King County's Division of Alcoholism 
has a screening unit and a 96-bed 
detoxification unit for police 
referrals. San Diego County claims 
success in relieving jail crowding 
through its inebriate reception 
program, where inebriates must remain 
for a minimum four-hour period.' The 
facility is operated by the 
Volunteers of America, a non-profit 
organization. Both counties also 
offer extended care and treatment for 
those Who desire it. 

Alcohol programs are also used 
successfully by law enforcement 
agencies in smaller, largely rural 
areas. One such program diverts a 
large number of public inebriates 
from the jail in Frederick County 
(Winchester), Virginia. Operated by 
the Division of Court Services, a 
detoxification facility admits 
"walk-ins" as well as those brought 
in by law enforcement officers. 

Persons suffering from mental illness 
often are jailed due to lack of &de
quate mental health care programs in 
the community. Studies in a number 
of jurisdictions have estimated that 
mentally ill, emotionally disturbed, 
or mentally retarded persons comprise 
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from 10 to 20 percent of their jail 
populations. 1/ Law enforcement 
agencies in some communities have 
responded to this problem by creating 
training programs for officers in 
recognizing mental illness and have 
obtained extra-system services to 
provide emergency mental health care. 
The Dayton, Ohio, police department 
has contracted with three community 
agencies to provide non-jail mental 
health services. Dayton officers can 
call the centers for immediate assis
tance on an around-the-clock basis. 

A similar program has been initiated 
by the Galveston County, Texas, 
Sheriff's Department. A team of 
deputies has received special train
ing in order to assist other deputies 
in meeting the emergency needs of 
severely disturbed and mentally ill 
persons. Such persons are taken 
directly to mental health care faci
lities instead of the county jail. 

Shelter programs are also becoming 
available as alternatives to jailing 
in many cities. Operated with 
governmental or private funding, 
shelter facilities generally provide 
sleeping space, food and clothing to 
persons who might otherwise be taken 
to jails due to drunkenness, mild 
mental disturbances, trespassing or 
va&rancy violations. The Stat~ of 
Connecticut recently allocated monies 
to support privately operated shelter 
programs, in part because of the need 
to reduce inappropriate use of jail 
space. 

Another recent development in pre
arrest options is the establishment 
uf police teams trained to intervene 
without arrest in family disputes and 
to divert the disputants to available 
services if necessary. Family inter
vention units are reported now in use 
in New York City, Denver, Chicago, 
and Oakland. 2/ (However, recent 
research indicates that in cases 
involving physical assault, arrest 
appears to be the most successful 
deterrent to repeated violent 
incidents. 1/) 

--Post-arrest Practices 

"Of obvious advantage to defen
dants, the citation procedure 
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also saves considerable police 
time and money, In a time of 
stringent budgets ... [it] ena
bles officers to go back on 
the street quickly, saves the 
community unnecessary detention 
costs, helps reduce jail over
crowding and the need for big
ger and more expensive jails, 
and saves court time." 4/ 

Citation and stationhouse release (or 
notice-to-appear) procedures offer an 
effective method of deflecting many 
arrestees from jail intake. Both 
large and small jurisdictions, for 
example, Duval County (Jacksonville), 
Florida, and Genesee County 
(Batavia), New York, use field 
release to such advantage. Genesee 
officials credit increased use of 
"appearance tickets" by police 
officers as one of several measures 
leading to a reduced jail population. 
In Duval, increased use of field 
citations has served as an important 
part of that jurisdiction's popula
tion control effort. The Sheriff's 
Department has assured its effec
tiveness by issuing clear written 
guidelines setting forth procedures 
for use in the field, and emphasizing 
the importance of citation release in 
eliminating unnecessary jail 
bookine;s. 

Citation release may also be applied 
at the stationhouse to avoid formal 
booking, or may be used following 
booking to eliminate further 
detention. In Washington, DC, police 
substation and pretrial services 
staff use a 24-hour-a-day phone link 
to determine if arrestees qualify for 
immediate release. Salt Lake County, 
Utah, reports using "non-book 
release" as a means to reduce jail 
admissions. Law enforca~ent and 
pretrial services coop~rate to screen 
detainees charged with misdemeanors 
and traffic violations. 

Recent surveys have determined that 
citation release is used to some 
degree in 45 states (5 permit use in 
some felony cases) and that over 75 
percent of the nation's largest 
police departments use the procedure. 
Field citations have resulted in 
substantial savings in officer time, 
transportation, bookings, and 

. .. 

incarceration in a number of 
jurisdictions. Cost analysis in 
Oakland, California, revealed that 
field citations were accomplished at 
less than one-half of the average per 
case expense of arrest and 
incarceration. 5/ Due to the 
advantages of cost savings and jail 
population containment, the number of 
jurisdictions using citations 
continues to grow as new state 
legislation requires its application 
in certain cases. 5/ 

--Other Practices 

If earlier arrest options are 
inappropriate, police agencies may 
also use authority delegated by the 
court to set and accept bail amounts 
according to a bail schedule. The 
court may also authorize police to 
accept established fines for traffic 
violations and misdemeanors where the 
arrestee is willing to waive formal 
adjudication. 

Law enforcement policies can have a 
bearing on jail populations beyond 
initial arrest and booking; for 
example, bail magistrates, pretrial 
reletise personnel, and courts may be 
influenced by police bail recommenda
tions, which can, in turn, increase 
the use and duration of detention. 
Police may also practice direct 
filing of cases with the court, 
eliminating the possible salutary 
effect of early prosecutorial 
screening. 

--A Note on Private Security 

Crime prevention and control has 
traditionally been the responsibility 
of the public sector, primarily local 
law enforcement agencies. Increas
ingly, however, retail businesses, 
manufacturers, and other institutions 
are turning to privnte security firms 
for assistance. It is estimated that 
1.1 million persons are now employed 
in this field and that annual private 
security expenditures outst~ip those 
of federal, state and local law 
enforcement by almost 60 percent. 7/ 
Although the effect of private -
security agencies on jail populatidns 
has not yet been documented, 
substantial impact is possible. 

The private security industry 
provides services in the areas of 
physical, i~formation, and personnel 
security. While private security 
firms generally report UCR index 
crimes to law enforcement, incidents 
of employee theft, insurance fraud, 
industrial espionage, commercial 
bribery, and computer crime tend not 
to be reported. Instead, these 
activities are often dealt with 
through in-house mechanisms. These 
procedures vary widely, and little is 
known concerning the standards 
associated with their use. 
Nonetheless, it appears that large 
numbers of criminal acts are 
presently handled internally by 
private businesses, never entering 
the public justice system. 1/ 

However, private security practices 
can exacerbate jail space problems. 
In some jurisdictions, increased 
private security activity, often 
resulting from apprehension for minor 
violations such as trespassing, has 
also generated a concomitant increase 
in the number of cases referred to 
law enforcement and/or persons 
actually delivered to the jail by 
private security agencies. 9/ While 
the use of summons or citatIon 
release procedures can be highly 
useful in alleviating jail population 
pressures, when private security 
officers obtain arrest warrants from 
court officials, police and jail 
officials must arrest and bookl 
preventing use of these discretionary 
options. 

--Summary of Law Enforcement 
Options 

• Pre-arrest diversion of public 
inebriates (San Diego County, CA; 
KIng County, WA; Frederick County, 
VA) 

• Pre-arrest diversion of mentally 
disabled (Dayton County, OHj 
Galveston County, TX) 

• Use of shelter programs (State of 
Connecticut) 

• Use of family dispute intervention 
units (New York City; Denver, CO; 
Chicago, IL; Oakland, CA) 
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• Field citation procedures (Duval 
County, FL; Genesee County, NY) 

• Stationhouse release procedures 
(Washington, DC; Salt Lake County, 
UT) 

2.3 Jail Administration 

Many jail administrators are familiar 
with the challenge of managing a 
facility filled to overflowing with 
prisoners. Classification procedures 
become useless. Day-to-day 
operations teeter on the edge of 
chaos as areas never intended as 
living quarters are filled with 
prisoners who have no other place to 
go. Privacy is non-existent. Staff 
morale plummets, and tensions mount 
to intolerable levels. Everyone who 
works or lives in the overpopulated 
facility is endangered. 

With such conditions constantly in 
mind, no official has a more vital 
interest in permanent alleviation of 
the crisis in numbers than the chief 
jailer. Some contend that this 
interest is difficult, if not 
impossible, to translate to action. 
However, even though the jail 
administrator is first responsible 
for the "care and custody" of all who 
are admitted, this actor is far from 
powerless in minimizing jail capacity 
requirements. If direct control over 
admissions and length of confinement 
is not within his or her authority, 
the ability to affect these elements 
does exist in large measure. 

--Assuring Access 

The high cost of jailing places a 
premium on cooperation between the 
jailer and other actors responsible 
for in/out screening. Obstacles to 
efficient decision-making at the 
first stages of processing may be 
extremely difficult to overcome. 
Jail policies and procedures which 
combine to delay the pretrial 
services interview or the setting of 
bail, or limit the defendant's 
information or contact with persons 
in the community, may have systemwide 
repercussions. Delay reduction 
strategies, then, often hinge first 
on whether jailing practices 
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facilitate or hinder expeditious case 
processing. 

As discussed, a number of 
jurisdictions (e.g' f Frederick, Salt 
Lake, and Mecklenburg Counties) have 
placed magistrates and/or pretrial 
services staff in the midst of the 
booking/admissions process with 
excellent results. Whether such 
intervention is made at that point or 
shortly thereafter, easy access to 
detainees appears to be a charac
teristic of successful population 
reduction programs. That access 
depends upon the cooperation of the 
jail administrator. 

In addition to assuring ready access 
for release screening and fo~low-up 
before and after the initial 
appearance, defendant access to 
telephones has become an important 
device for many jail administrators. 
Jail systems in Milwaukee County, the 
District of Columbia, and Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, report that the 
installation of collect call phones 
in cell blocks has worked to expedite 
release for thousands of detainees 
and generate sizable savings in 
operating costs which far outweigh 
the expense of installing and 
maintaining the units. 

--Supplying Needed Data 
\ 

The jail administrator's relationship 
with the court may also playa 
pivotal role in keeping the jail 
population down. Feedback to 
individual judges regarding those who 
are in jail, pre- and post-adjudica
tion, is often lacking in local 
system operations, yet jurisdictions 
which have established jail crowding 
task forces have found that reliable 
information on the jail population is 
a prerequisite for sound planning. 
The key figure in providing much of 
this vital information is the jail 
administrator. Again, without 
accurate information and an 
established, clear format for 
providing that information to the 
court and other officials, the 
population reduction program may be 
seriously hampered. 

Brevard County, Florida, is one 
jurisdiction which depends on its 
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jail commander to supply data for use 
by its population oversight committee 
in weekly individual case reviews. 
The jail commander, working with the 
committee's coordinator, supplies 
vital LOC and court status informa
tion on each case. Similar prooe
dures are instrumental in a number of 
other systems. 

Bexar County (San Antonio), Texas, 
which claims marked improvement in 
cutting average confinement time, 
depends on regular jail population 
reports to its population review 
board and to the judges. The 
Mecklenburg County (Charlotte), North 
Carolina, senior district judge 
tracks pretrial LOC using a weekly 
list from the chief jail 
administrator. The oourt there has 
also granted the chief jailer ~he 
authority to issue "tickets" to 
certain categories of persons 
sentenced to jail time, deferring 
service of the sentence until 
adequate Gpace is available. 

In Campbell County (Covington), 
Kentucky, the chief jailer works with 
the pretrial services director to 
supply a weekly report of jail cases 
to all judges, indicating the judge 
responsible for each case. This has 
proven highly useful in showing the 
outcome of bail-setting decisions, 
revealing cases in which unintended 
detention has resulted. The jail 
administrator also brings individual 
cases which appear to be delayed to 
the attention of the appropriate 
judge. This practice, initiated by 
the jailer in concert with a "jail 
counselor", has aided the court in 
delay reduction efforts. 

--Monitoring Detention Cases 

Campbell County is one of a number of 
counties which have established jail 
case monitor positions. Campbell's 
"jail oounselor" works as a liaison 
between jailer and prisoners and is 
responsible for the classification 
system. The counselor also serves as 
an ombudsman when grievances arise, 
and is generally responsible for 
tracking the court status of all 
prisoners to assure that cases are 
moved through the court process 
expeditiously and that length of 

confinement is not extended through 
oversight or inattention. Though the 
counselor is an employee of the 
court, the duties are based in the 
jail. Originally required under the 
terms or a consent agreement in a 
jail crowding lawsuit, the jail 
counselor's work is now recognized as 
an essential feature of the county's 
policy of jail crowding avoidance. 

In more heavily populated communi
ties, the jail case monitor may 
concentrate entirely on delay 
reduction and bail review. Bexar 
County's "jail case coordinator" 
position was created in 1992 and has 
played a vital role in the stream
lining of court processing and the 
development of various program 
options to jailing. The case 
coordinator also provides regular 
population reports to the members of 
the county's population review board. 

Shawnee County (Topeka), Kansas. also 
relies on special "population cbntrol 
officers" who are part of the jail 
staff. These personnel are respon
sible for daily case status review, 
classification, expediting paperflow, 
providing jail case information for 
use by key officials in the county's 
planning program, and identifying 
persons Who should be diverted to 
treatment programs outside the jail. 
These officers also conduct follow-up 
interviews on persons not released on 
recognizance at booking (booking per
sonnel have direct release authority 
in certain cases) and are on call 
around the clock. Describing the 
work of these officers, the adminis
trator of the Shawnee corrections 
department says, "They spend their 
days walking paperwork through the 
system and getting people out of 
jail. " 

Given the variety of tasks performed 
by population monitors, it should be 
reiterated that their principal acti
vity in each jurisdiction remains 
that of transmitting information from 
the jail to the court to facilitate 
population reduction strategies. Al
though a number of devices have been 
used in Campbell County, its jail 
counselor is credited with playing a 
central role in that system's 40 
percent reduction in jail numbers. 
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--Developing Non-jail Options 

Jail administrators also work in the 
community to develop alternative 
release and sentencing programs. 
Where release authority is obtained 
from the court, the jailer can have a 
direct effect on the use of non
financial release. In Marion ~ounty 
(Salem), Oregon, jail booking offi
cers are empowered to interview and 
release arrestees immediately on 
recognizance bonds in all except 
capital cases. The sheriff or jailer 
may also establish a pretrial ser- .~ 
vices unit responsible for direct 
release, interviewing for court 
bail-setting, and developing further 
conditional or supervised release 
options. 

New laws mandating minimum jail sen
tences for driving while intoxicated 
have placed severe strain on many 
local jails. The Sarpy County 
(Papillion), Nebraska, jail experi
enced sudden population increases and 
severe crowding following enactm~nt 
of Buch legislation in Nebraska. 
However, the sheriff obtained agree
ment from the court and prosecutor to 
divert persons who would have 
received two-day mandatory jail 
sentences directly to the community's 
alcoholism treatment center: prior to 
the formal filing or charges. The 
six-month out-patient program is 
reported to be highly successful in 
combating the problem of alcohol 
abuse and alleviating jail crowding. 

In the post-adjudication area, the 
jailer may initiate contact with 
other city or county offices, private 
businesses and schools to establish 
community service and work/study 
release placements. As discussed in 
the Judiciary section, the efforts of 
the sheriff in Genesee County 
(Batavia), New York, have led to the 
creation of several new sentencing 
programs, including community ser
vice, intensive probation, house 
arrest, and "victim-directed" 
sentencing. The San Mateo County 
(Redwood City), California, sheriff's 
work release program has served as a 
vital element of that county's pro
gram to minimize jail use. And in 
Brevard County (Titusville), Florida, 
the sheriff operates a work program 
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for persons sentenced to county time. 
The program offers increased "good 
time" for those willing to do various 
types of manual labor for municipali_ 
ties in the county. The community 
service work program is also avail
able to those ordered to serve week
end sentences. The Brevard sheriff 
has also obtained authority from the 
court to credit persons serving jail 
sentences with "good time" at the 
rate used by the state prison system, 
11 days per month. lQ/ 

--Assessing Costs 

Per diem fees may offer considerable 
leverage to a city or county jailer. 
Many counties calculate the cost of 
booking and jailing on a per day 
basis, charging for each booking 
and/or jail day "used" by other units 
of government. King County (Seattle), 
Washington, corrections officials 
believe that the various municipal 
law enforcement agencies in the 
county became more aware of arrest 
and booking options when the county 
began billing ~40 per booking. 
Similarly, Bexar County jail offi
cials have increased their per diem 
charge to municipalities to $50 per 
day, more accurately reflecting the 
county's jail operating expenses. 
This is said to have contributed to 
an increase in the use of citation 
release and informal disposition of 
complaints and violations by 
arresting agencies. 

--Cooperating with Other Sites 

Jail administrators may also 
cooperate on a multi-county basis to 
share available jail space. In 1977, 
three counties in rural Northern 
Virginia joined in such a cooperative 
arrangement. Officials in Clarke, 
Frederick and Warren Counties became 
concerned over the probl~ms of 
crowding, inadequate separation of 
juveniles and females from other 
prisoners, and a general inability to 
maintain adequate classification 
procedures in their respective jails. 
With the help of state corrections 
officials, the three counties 
successfully applied for federal 
monies to hire ~ small coordinating 
staff and finance an inter-county 
transportation system. A plan was 

devised to use each jail for a par
ticular population group while elim
inating crowded conditions, and a 
shuttle transportation system was 
initiated, circulating to each county 
several times a day to move prisoners 
to and from scheduled court appear
ances and maintain the classification 
system. 

Today the system operates in much the 
same way with 100 percent local 
funding but now includes two more 
counties, Page and Shenandoah, which 
joined the "regional jail project" in 
1981 and 1932 respectively. Two vans 
operate at all times, making three to 
four circuits each day. The staff 
comprises a coordinator (based in 
Frederick County), a classification 
officer, two drivers, and five guards 
(hired to provide 24-hour supervision 
of female and juvenile prisoners at 
the Clarke jail). 

The five cooperating counties intend 
to continue using this space-sharing 
system, citing it as their key to 
avoiding crowding problems and 
construction of additional jail 
cells. While regional pooling of 
jail space is no guarantee against 
escalating jail numbers, the record 
of this particular system has been 
quite favorable. The combined popu
lation fell by 30 percent over a 
recent 24-month period, perhaps in 
part a function of the coordi?ator's 
role of oversight and communication 
with jail administrators and the 
courts. Moreover, the coordinator 
reports that only two court dates 
have been missed due to the trans
portation system since inception of 
the project. 

These examples demonstrate the fact 
that sheriffs and others who are 
responsible for administering jails 
are not powerless in responding to 
the problem of crowding. Jail admin
istrators are most aware of the dan
gers of crowding and are best able to 
answer questions of who is in the 
jail and for how long. Further, they 
are in a key position to facilitate 
population reduction programs. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

--Summary of Jail Administration 
Options 

Access to defendants for pretrial 
release screening and follow-up 
(Frederick County, VA; Salt Lake 
County, UT; Mecklenburg County, 
NC) 

Defendant access to telephone 
(Milwaukee County, WI; District of 
Columbia; Pittsburgh, PA) 

Providing jail census data to 
other key system actors (Brevard 
County, FL; Bexar County, TX; 
Mecklenburg County, NC; Campbell 
County, KY) 

Special detention case 
monitors/expeditors (Campbell 
County, KY; Bexar County, TX; 
Shawnee County, KS) 

Creation of new administrative 
structure (Shawnee County, KS) 

Direct recognizance release 
authority (Marion County, OR) 

Community development of pretrial 
diversion and sentencing options 
(Sarpy County, NE; Genesee County~ 
NY; San Bateo County, CA; Brevard 
County, FL) 

Assessment of booking and per diem 
charges to user jurisdictions 
(King County, WA; Bexar County, 
TX) 

Creation of multi-county jail 
space sharing/classification 
system (Clarke t Frederick, Page, 
Shenandoah and Warren Counties, 
VA) 

2.4 Prosecution 

A majority of jurisdictions surveyed 
indicate that their prosecutors have 
assumed a prominent role in reversing 
jail population growth. This in
volvement is especially important 
given the prosecutor's participation 
at more case-handling decision points 
than any other system official. De
pending on the extent of early case 
review, the prosecutor's scope of 
activity in a particular jurisdiction 
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may range from pre-arrest screening 
of warrants through possible revoca
tion of non-jail sentences. 

--Early Case Screening 

Individual prosecution-based stra
tegies for case management are 
numerous. One which appears to 
improve system efficiency and result 
in reduced jail admissions involves 
the early screening of arrest 
warrants. A number of localities now 
require police officials to obtain 
prosecutor approval before arrest 
warrants are served. System and jail 
space savings have prompted state 
legislation mandating this practice 
throughout Michigan. 

Significant reductions in jail 
admissions and LOC may result from 
immediate review of charges at the 
point of booking or shortly 
thereafter. In Milwaukee County, 
Wisconsin, assistant prosecutors 
immediately review new arrests on a 
round-the-clock basis in order to 
eliminate or downgrade weak cases as 
quickly as possible. The process 
usually consists of examining police 
reports and any other information 
about the alleged crime, often 
conducting meetings between the 
complainant and the arrestee, then 
deciding whether to charge the 
arrestee and on what charges. The 
Milwaukee prosecutor generally 
reaches a charging decision within 24 
hours after an arrest made on 
weekdays, 36 hours on weekends. 

As a result or. involvement in the 
LEAA jail Overcrowding Project, the 
Lucas County (Toledo), Ohio, prose
cutor's office provides 24-hour 
screening of "on-view" felony arrests 
(those made immediately after an 
offense, without warrants). Under 
this procedure, investigating offi
cers interview felony suspects Rnd 
witnesses, then call the proseuutor's 
office to relate, the circumstances by 
telephone and receive a definition of 
the proper charge. Previously, po
lice could file oharges directly with 
the court; now the county jail will 
not accept felony suspects if the 
prosecutor has not been consulted. 
This practice has resulted in more 
accurate initial charging and a 
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sUbstantial reduction in the per
centage of felony com-plaints even
tually dismissed. Lucas County 
officials also believe the practice 
has helped reduce the level of the 
jail population. 

More accurate initial charging--
leading to decreased admissions and 
length of confinement (LOC)--has been 
reported in a number of other 
jurisdictions, including Ramsey 
County (st. Paul), Minnesota. 
Minnesota Rules of Criminal Procedure 
mandate that the prosecutor's 
charging decision be made within 16 
hours of the time of booking on 
felony charges. In Jackson County 
(Kansas City), Missouri, earlier 
prosecutorial review has not resulted 
in an increase in case dismissals; 
but dismissals are occurring sooner, 
again reducing LOC and saving jail 
space. 

An essential ingredient in successful 
early case screening is the use of 
experienced assistant prosecutors, 
who are sufficiently familiar with 
case disposition patterns to quickly 
determine which complaints are most 
likely to result in felony indict-
ment, which should be downgraded, and 
which dismissed. In Sacramento Coun
ty, California, a senior prosecutor, 
a former police officer with exten
sive felony trial experience, screens 
new felony cases. The prosecutor's 
office reports that approximately 50 
percent of an average 1,200 cases per 
month are currently reduced or 
declined and that the average case • 
review and presentment time has been 
cut from two days to one. 

Hudson County (Jersey City), New 
Jersey, uses a special unit headed by 
a senior member of the prosecutor's 
office to conduct evaluations of 
cases prior to the initial appearance 
in the county's Central Judicial 
Processing (CJP) Court. The pro
secutor's CJP unit screens the arrest 
report and the defendant's criminal 
history to assess the likelihood of 
grand jury indictment. Cases un
likely to lead to indictment as 
charged are immediately downgraded, 
resulting in increased non-financial 
release and lower bail for cases in 
which money bond is required. Quick 

disposition of less serious charges 
is a major factor in the county's 
effort to relieve jail crowding 
pressures. 

--ExpedJting Detention Cases 

If a defendant is detained following 
the charging decision, initial court 
appearance, and pretrial services 
bail review (as discussec in the fol
lowing section), the next critical 
element influencing the jail popula
tion is elapsed time to the prelimi
nary hearing and/or grand jury delib
eration, then to arraignment and 
trial. Here again the prosecutor 
plays a large, often dominant, role 
in the movement of cases, especially 
where he or she is responsible for 
the scheduling of cases. Even where 
the case scheduling, or "calendar
ing," function is reserved to the 
court or court administrator, the 
expeditious handling of cases is 
strongly influenced by prosecutorial 
management techniques. 

Three particular case movement tech
niques are frequently utilized by 
prosecutors. First is consolidating 
the handling of multiple charges. 
Many systems have discovered that 
substantial numbers of prisoners are 
adjudicated on one charge, but remain 
in pretrial detention on other char
ges or holds, and have adopted a 
policy of consolidating cases filed 
against individual defendants when
ever feasible. For instance, in 
Kentucky, the Fayette County 
(Lexington) prosecutor reviews case 
filings on a daily basis in order to 
consolidate cases of persons held in 
the jail. 

Second, many prosecutors have reduced 
trial time significantly through 
"vertical" processing; that is, 
assigning prosecution to the same 
assistant attorney or team of 
attorneys from start to finish. 
Reassignment of cases from one 
assistant or team to another after a 
particular court event ("horizontal" 
processing) may cause stagnation in 
case flow, increased requests for 
continuances, ",nd lengthened time to 
trial. Vertical prosecution has 
improved felony trial efficiency in 
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, and 

Mecklenburg County, North Carolina. 
11/ 

Third, although the consolidation of 
charges and vertical case assignment 
may streamline court administration 
in any jurisdiction, the benefits 
appear to be multiplied when the 
cases of pretrial detainees are 
prosecuted on a "preferred" or 
"accelerated" calendar. Salt Lake 
County has established expedited 
handling as a part of its population 
de-escalation strategy by setting a 
standard of 45 days elapsed time from 
preliminary hearing to trial for jail 
cases. A 10-day standard has been 
established for the period between 
charge filing and preliminary 
hearing. 

Jail cases are also handled on a 
priority basis throughout the State 
of Connecticut, contributing to low 
pretrial populations. Connecticut's 
Chief Bail Commissioner reports a 
statewide pretrial detention level 
well below 20 percent of the state
wide jail population. Reduction of 
time to indictment for jail cases was 
identified as a needed step in Bexar 
County's population reduction 
strategy. Cutting the average time 
to 60 days from a previous average of 
90-120 days has brought a sizable 
drop in average LOC in that sy~tem. 
Disposition of misdemeanor cases has 
also been shortened from 60 to 30 
days, another key to lowering the 
Bexar jail population. 

In Lucas County, Ohio, all felony 
cases are expedited by the use of 
daily grand juries (Ohio statutes 
require gr~nd jury deliberation in 
all felony cases). Lucas County 
felony cases receive preliminary and 
grand jury hearings on the same day. 
The same-day system has completely 
eliminated the previous four- to 
six-week wait between the two events, 
according to local court officials. 

--Task Force Leadership 

Prosecutor involvement is vital where 
local strategy is concentrated on 
cutting case processing time, but it 
is no less important when considering 
alternatives to arrest, pretrial 
confinement, or sentencing. In the 
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adversarial process it might be said 
that the prosecutor is the one offi
cial who takes possession, who "owns" 
each case on behalf of the state. 
With the prosecutor's overriding 
interest in each criminal case, 
legislators, executives, and other 
officials, are rarely willing to 
propose changes in criminal case
handling without first gaining this 
official's support. If early release 
procedures, expansion of supervised 
release, pre-arrest diversion, or 
other modifications to existing 
practices are contemplated, the 
prosecutor's cooperation will be 
essential to implementation. 

Moreover, the effectiveness of task 
forces or groups attempting to deal 
with jail crowding may depend on the 
prosecutor's leadership. In 
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, 
the district attorney is one of five 
members of a "key court officials" 
group deemed essential in keeping 
jail numbers below capacity. Bexar 
County (San Antonio), Texas, is 
another jurisdiction in which the 
district attorney plays a leadership 
role, chairing the county's ten
member jail population review board. 

--Prosecution Diversion 

Diversion of defendants from 
prosecution also offers possibilities 
for achieving a lower level of jail 
use. As noted in the discussion of 
law enforcement options to jailing, 
pretrial diversion programs may 
intervene at the pre-arrest stage. 
However, following arrest, the 
prosecutor becomes the key figure in 
deciding which arrestees should be 
directed away from adjudication. 

Although diversion advocates may be 
more concerned with the specific 
treatment needs of certain types of 
arrestees than with jail population 
size, prosecutors are also aware that 
criminal case processing becomes 
increasingly costly at each suc
ceeding stage. Diversion from pro
secution is sometimes used as an 
alternative for persons arrested 
while under the influence of alcohol 
or some other intoxicant. Though 
sometimes operated by the prosecu
tor's cffice, screening and 
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supervlslon of the defendant is more 
often administered by the pretrial 
ser-vices, probation, or court social 
services division or by private 
agencies under contract to the 
jurisdiction. ~/ 

Many jurisdictions using prosecution 
diversion programs cite their value 
in providing a viable alternative to 
the court system, containing costs, 
reducing court caseloads, and 
reserving jail space for more serious 
cases. 

--Other Practices 

The prosecutor may also influence 
jail use through policies on requests 
for continuances. Some prosecutors 
have imposed a limit on continuances 
for each case and have sought esta
blishment of such limits on defense 
counsel. Sentencing recommendations 
made by the prosecutor may also have 
a significant effect on jail use, as 
may policies toward release pending 
appeal. Though the option of release 
pending appeal may be open to the 
court, prosecutorial opposition in 
all or certain types of cases may 
aggravate jail space problems. 
Incarceration may be an appropriate 
course of action in some appeal 
situations, but prosecutors often 
determine that release can 0ccur 
without undue risk to the 00mmunity. 

As in the pretrial area, the prose
cutor's office wields considerable 
influence regarding sentence revoca
tion, work/study release, and in 
dealing with individual applications 
for early release or sentence 
mitiga~ion. At these decision 
points, standard procedure usually 
requires proseoutorial consultation 
or approval, demonstrating once again 
the broad scope and importance of the 
prosecutor's posItion in working to 
achieve lower levels of jail use. 

Although not treated separately in 
this volume, victim/witness services 
may also affect jail use. Sometimes 
established independently, but most 
often located in the prosecutor's 
office, such services ~rovide a wide 
range of assistance, including notice 
of case status and specific court 
events (e.g., initial appearance, 

~ 
! 

arraignment, indictment, continuance, 
trial, verdict, and sentencing), 
victim impact statement preparation, 
court appearance scheduling, trans
portation to court, and plea negotia
tion consultation. Victim/witness 
programs also often refer clients for 
crisis counseling and other emergency 
needs. 

Victim/witness programs are rela
tively new to the criminal justice 
system, and it is difficult to gauge 
their impact on jail populations in 
the jurisdictions where they exist. 
Insofar as such services emphasize 
advocacy for protection from defen
dants and convicted offenders thought 
to be dangerous, they may cause some 
courts to favor increased pretrial 
detention and jail sentences. On the 
other hand, judges may compensate by 
making bail and non-incarcerative 
sentences more accessible to those 
not charged with or convicted of 
crimes of violence. 

Moreover, it is conceivable that 
increased victim involvement could 
result in speedier resolution of 
cases, reduced pretrial detention 
time and, where some form of victim
offender reconciliation is attempted, 
increased use of alternatives to 
jailing, such as restitution, 
community service, and treatment. 11/ 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

--Summary of Prosecution Options 

Pre-arrest warrant screening 
(State of Michigan) 

Screening of new charges upon 
booking (Milwaukee County, WI; 
Ramsey County, MN; Jackson County, 
MO) 

24-hour "on-view" arrest screening 
(Lucas County, OH) 

Use of senior staff in early 
screening procedures (Sacramento 
County, CAl Hudson County, NJ) 

Consolidation of multiple charges, 
additional charges (Fayette 
County, KY) 

Vertical case processing 
(Milwaukee County, WI; Mecklenburg 
County, NC) 

• 

• 

• 

Priority handling of detention 
cases (Salt Lake County, UTi State 
of Connecticut; Bexar County, TX) 

Same-day grand jury and prelim
inary hearing (Lucas County, OH) 

Leadership in jail overcrowding 
committees and other crowding 
alleviation efforts (Bexar County, 
TX; Mecklenburg County, NC) 

2.5 Pretrial Services 

The delivery of pretrial services may 
vary among different jurisdictions 
more than any other local system 
function. 14/ Regardless of program 
structure--whether under the juris
diction of the court, probation, jail 
staff, other unit of government, or 
as a private, non-profit organlza
tion--the pretrial services agency is 
frequently the detained defendant's 
first system contact beyond the 
arresting agency. In systems lacking 
pre-arrest diversion, citation 
release, Or other "outlets".described 
in the Law Enforcement sectlon, 
pretrial services agency contact may 
also represent the first point at 
which the need for further detention 
is determined. 

--Early Intervention 

A number of local systems dealing 
with jail crowding have benefitted 
from close scrutiny of pretrial ser
vices practices. Many cite early 
agency contact with the arrestee as a 
particularly valuable part of overall 
strategy. Clark County (Vancouver), 
Washington; San Mateo County, 
California; and Salt Lake County, 
Utah, are among a number of juris
dictions that have chosen to incor
porate pretrial agency screening at 
the point of jail booking. 

Jail numbers may be related to the 
hours of availability of pretrial 
services personnel for initial 
screening. Jail population levels 
may benefit significantly merely by 
adjustment of staff schedules to make 
certain that a maximum number of 
defendants are interviewed and that 
interviews are conducted on a timely 
basis. If full and timely coverage 
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is lacking, the number of detainees 
may swell to unnecessary levels. 
Some court systems accept large 
numbers of detainees awaiting initial 
appearance as a matter of course, 
particularly un weekends and 
holidays, but others recognize 
continuous screening as necessary for 
efficient jail and court operations. 

In Mecklenberg County (Charlotte), 
North Carolina, for example, the 
court makes pretrial services and 
magistrate bail-setting available on 
a 24-hour, 7-day basis as a means of 
ayoidi?g dangerous crowding 
sltuatlons. And in Kentucky, pre
trial services staff are on 24-hour 
call, even in rural counties, to 
interview arrestees, notify the judge 
by phone of their qualifications for 
release~ and supervise ~he release 
process if the judge authorizes 
non-financial bail. 

In Clark, San Mateo, Salt Lake, and 
Mecklenburg Counties, agency staff 
are also authorized by the court to 
release persons charged with less 
serious offenses prior to first court 
appearance. Such direct release 
authority in misdemeanor cases is 
fast becoming the rule rather than 
the exception. Felony release 
authority is also being used on a 
limited basis. In King County, 
Washington, pretrial services staff 
operating under the jail administra
tor are empowered by the court to 
release certain felony defendants 
prior to initial appearance. Police 
agencies and bail commissioners in 
Connecticut's uniform statewide bail 
system are also authorized to make 
direct releases in specified cases, 
including certain felony charaes. 
And in Oregon, custody refere~s (bail 
commissioners) have release authority 
for all cases except murder and 
treason. 

--Special Needs Cases 

An increasingly important aspect of 
pretrial services screening is the 
early identification of persons whose 
special needs may call for diversion 
from confinement. Public inebriate 
and driving-while-intoxicated (DrHI) 
defendants, drug abusers, and the 
mentally disabled constitute a large 
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and growing segment of many jail 
populations. For example, DWI 
arrests and jailings are increasing 
with the current crackdown on 
intoxicated drivers. Local systems 
are beginning to utilize pretrial 
agencies in obtaining needed infor
mation and developing appropriate 
options for this special needs 
category. 1.2/ 

In Charleston, South Carolina, muni
cipal court judges are requested to 
authorize release of DWI arrestees to 
the custody of family members or 
friends immediately after booking. 
Officials there view third-party 
recognizance release as a means of 
preserving scarce jail space, as well 
as reducing the possibility of medi
cal com~lications or suicidal behav
ior among such detainees. The same 
measure is used in Fayette County 
(Lexington), Kentucky, where pretrial 
services staff contact DWI arrestee 
references and arrange for immediate 
release to the custody of responsible 
third parties. 

Thousands of persons suffering from 
mental illness or disability are now 
found in the nation's jails, 16/ but 
few jails have personnel with~he ex
pertise to identify such problems or 
provide proper treatment. Pretrial 
services agencies perform an essen
tial function in some jurisdictions 
by e~ploying specially trained staff 
to screen defendants or contracting 
with individual psychiatrists or 
clinics to perform evaluations. A 
specially trained staff person in 
Multnomah County (Portland), Oregon, 
screens arrestees with mental or be
havioral disorders prior to initial 
appearance and identifies extra
system services and non-jail place
ments for court consideration. 
Third-party custody agreements are 
also arranged for certain defendants. 

Though a number of cities and 
counties have initiated such 
programs, effective diversion of 
"special needs" cases from jails may 
be hampered by such factors as: 

• lack of local treatment 
facilities; 
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• poor coordination between service 
programs and criminal justice 
agencies; and 

• inadequate training in recognizing 
substance abusers and the mentally 
disabled. 

Even so, pretrial services programs 
may be called upon to take the lead 
in early identification and diversion 
of special needs defendants as other 
local criminal justice system actors 
recognize their potential to relieve 
jail crowding. 

--Expanding Release Options 

The range of release options avail
able to local courts can be greatly 
affected by the initiative of the 
pretrial services agency. When ini
tially introduced during the 1960's 
and early '70's, the first and most 
fundamental job of these agencies was 
to provide information to the court 
on the suitability of release on 
recobnizance (ROR) pending trial. 

More recently, however, many 
abencies, such as the Washington, DC, 
program, have responded to local 
needs by creating a broader group of 
judicial choices, such as conditional 
release, supervised release, third
party release, unsecured bail, and 
deposit bail (for definitions, see 
Initial Appearance Point Discussion 
in Appendix A). "Target populations" 
for conditional, supervised, or 
third-party release are those 
determined ineligible for ROR due to 
insufficient community ties or 
previous criminal justice 
involvement. 

Increased use of various types of 
non-financial pretrial release has 
allowed greater court flexibility and 
helped reduce jail crowding in the 
District of Columbia. A five-city 
release-on-recognizance program begun 
in Connecticut in 1980 is credited by 
the corrections commissioner and 
local jail administrators for 
lowering that state's pretrial jail 
population. The program screens jail 
inmates unable to make bail, recom
mends those considered to be good 
risks, and monitors court 

appearances. The court appearance 
rate for those released under the 
program has equaled that of persons 
released on cash bonds. 

Notwithstanding favorable experience 
in these and other localities, 
non-financial release programs may 
fail to reach defined target 
populations. Pretrial agencies and 
independent researchers have dis
covered that those who fail to meet 
eligibility criteria for ROR may not 
actually pose a higher risk of fail
ure to appear or pretrial rearrest 
(due to overly restrictive ROR 
screening), and that many defendants 
released under special conditions 
ordinarily would have received 
release without conditions. 17/ 
Because these options may be-misused, 
resulting in increased costs and 
supervisory burdens without positive 
effect on pretrial detention rates, 
local governments exploring new 
release techniques will need to give 
careful consideration to defining the 
target populations. 

--Supervised Release 

Pretrial agencies are also generally 
responsible for supervising persons 
released before trial, often includ
ing those released on financial 
bonds, as well as on non-financial 
conditions. This places the agencies 
squarely in the middle of the revoca
tion decision should the releasee 
fail to abide by program conditions. 
Agency policies toward recommending 
revocation of release status for 
various conditions violations will 
affect jail admissions. Many agen
cies exercise discretion in consider
ing relatively minor offenses and may 
even attempt to contact those who 
fail to appear in court in order to 
minimize the need for arrest 
warrants. Such policies can save 
valuable court and police time, as 
well as jail space. 

A recent study found that by select
ing participants from among felony 
defendants otherwise unable to secure 
release, supervised pretrial release 
programs in Miami, Florida; Portland, 
Oregon; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
significantly reduced the bail-held 
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population without significantly 
increasing the risk to public safety. 
18/ Increased use of supervised 
release is reportedly a chief means 
of checking jail crowding in San 
Mateo County (Redwood City), 
California. Supervised releQ,se is 
recommended by the county pretrial 
services program, which is also 
responsible for supervision. (The 
same agency conducts jail intake and 
classification, with authority to 
carry out stationhouse release in 
misdemeanor cases.) 

--Follow-up Review 

Beyond the reassessment of release on 
recognizance criteria (cited by Bexar 
County, Texas, officials in their 
population reduction efforts), pre
trial agency officials can institute 
review procedures for detainees 
rejected for ROR or unable to satisfy 
a financial bond. Post-initial 
appearance review can be an effective 
tool in reducing LOC when used as an 
added screening procedure for super
vised and third-party release. Those 
pretrial agencies which are most 
successful in using regular bail 
review programs have streamlined 
screening and judicial approval 
procedures and developed a number of 
supervisory or treatment options. 

Wisconsin Correctional Services 
(WCS), a ~rivate) non-profit super
visory rel~ase agency in Milwaukee 
County, Wisconsin, interviews all 
defendants remaining in jail more 
than 72 hours following initial 
appearance to gather information from 
detainees with specific problems, 
such as drug and alcohol use and 
mental disorders. WCS verifies the 
information, devises an appropriate 
release/treatment program, then 
recommends placement to the court. 
The agency also supervises pretrial 
releasees with mental disorders and 
is licensed to dispense prescribed 
medication. 

Other jurisdictions relying on 
pretrial agency follow-up review for 
jaiL population control are 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, through 
the Pretrial Services Division's 
Conditional Release Section, 
Washington, DC, and the State of 
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Kentucky. The Kentucky Pretrial 
Services Agency, as part of the 
state's Administrative Office of the 
Courts, assists local courts in 
conducting statutorily required bail 
review within 24 hours of the 
defendant's initial bail-setting. 
The District of Columbia pretrial 
program reviews those failing to meet 
ROR or conditional release criteria 
for short-term placement in a 
residential facility while the agency 
works with private service providers 
to develop individual supervised 
release plans. 

The pretrial services agency may also 
play a role in screening defendants 
for diversion from prosecution. Such 
screening may be conducted by the 
prosecutor's staff, but in some 
jurisdictions the pretrial agency 
performs initial information gather
ing, then makes certain information 
available to the prosecu~or or other 
agency responsible for accepting the 
defendant for diversion. In Monroe 
County (Rochester), New York, the 
local bar association sponsors a 
combined pretrial release/diversion 
program. The Pretrial Services 
Corporation has a special deferred 
prosecution component for persons 
charged with driving while intoxi
cated, which screens, determines 
eligibility, makes recommendations to 
the court and prosecutor, and super
vises program clients. 12/ 

--Presentence Investigatio~ 

In most jurisdictions presentence 
reports are prepared by the probation 
department to aid the judge in 
sentencing. Pretrial services staff 
often participate in the investiga
tion process by providing background 
information collected and verified in 
the pretrial phase. Information on 
the offender's compliance with pre
trial release conditions may also be 
valuable to the court in considering 
non-jail sentences. The Cobb County 
(Marietta), Georgia, pretrial agency 
is one of many which assist in expe
diting the presentence investigation 
procedure. ! 
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--Jail and Case Flow Information 

Pretrial services agencies also serve 
to communicate useful information to 
the court and others in city or coun
ty government relating to pretrial 
case flow and the jail population. 
Local criminal justice advisory 
groups or jail crowding task forces 
may rely on the pretrial agency to 
provide such data on a periodic 
basis. Several of the agencies 
mentioned above (Kentucky's statewide 
program and Salt Lake, for example) 
provide regular jail census and/or 
system flow statistics. 

--Summary of Pretrial Services 
Options 

• Release screening at jail booking 
(Clark County, WA; San Mateo 
County, CAl Salt Lake County, UT) 

• 24-hour, 7-day pretrial services 
screening (Mecklenburg County, NC) 

• Misdemeanant direct release 
authority (all of the above 
jurisdictions) 

• Felony direct release authority 
(King County, WA; State of 
Connecticut; State of Oregon) 

• Screening to divert DWI arrestees 
(Charleston, SCi Fayette County, 
KY) 

• Screening to divert mentally 
disabled (Multnomah County, OR) 

• Expanding release options 
(Washington, DCi State of 
Connecticut) 

• Supervised pretrial release (San 
Mateo County, CAl and Miami, FLj 
Portland, OR; and Milwaukee, WI) 

• Revision of release on recogni
zance criteria (Bexar County, TX) 

• Post-initial appearance follow-up 
for bail review (Milwaukee County, 
WI; Philadelphia, PAl Washington, 
DC; State of Kentucky) 

• Prosecution diversion 
~~reening--DWI cases (Monroe 
County, NY) 

• Assisting in presentence 
investigation procedure (Cobb 
County, GA) 

• Providing jail census/system flow 
statistics (Salt Lake County, UTi 
State of Kentucky) 

2.6 Judiciary 

The judiciary guides case processing 
virtually each step of th~ way; no 
system entity makes more decisions 
affecting the jail population. 
Whether the court of general juris
diction (handling felony trials), the 
court of limited jurisdiction (set
ting bail on felony and misdemeanor 
charges and trying misdemeanor 
cases), or the magistrate court 
(which may set bail and screen 
request~ for arrest warrants)--each 
affects jail admissions and length of 
confinement (LOC). (Note: The court 
administrator, not dealt with 
separately in this volume, may also 
affect jail numbers by generating 
case processing data, managing the 
court calendar, and sometimes by 
supervising the pretrial services 
agency.) 

--Systemwide Leadership 

The broad discretionary power and 
influential political position of the 
court may bring the presiding judge, 
as well as other judges, to a natural 
position of leadership in formulating 
and implementing a systemwide 
approach to the problem of jail 
crowding. Evaluators of the four
year LEAA Jail Overcrowding Program 
found that the most successful 
project sites were those with strong 
judicial leadership. 

Survey work for this publication 
points to the ~ame conclusion. 
Examples of vigorous court leadership 
may be found in virtually every site 
mentioned. For example, in Brevard 
County, Florida, the Chief Circuit 
Court Judge has played a principal 
role in the creation of a jail 
population oversight committee. The 
five-member comw.ittee meets weekly to 
review all jail cases, pre- and 
post-adjudicatio~, to detect 
instances of delay in case-handling, 
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to determine whether confinement is 
necessary, and to identify system 
procedures which may require 
modification. 

In rural Frederick County, Virginia 
the General District Court Judge ha~ 
established a 24-hour, 7-day release
on-recognizance screening program 
utilizing bail magistrates at the 
county jail and has initiated weekly 
review of all jail cases. The court 
has also provided leadership in 
developing a number of pre- and 
post-adjudication alternatives to 
jailing, including a detoxification 
facility and a residential work 
release facility outside the jail for 
felony and misdemeanor offenders. 

Milwaukee County's success in creat
ing pretrial release/treatment pro
grams and improving court efficiency 
has been due in large part to the 
activism of the Chief Judge of the 
Circuit Court. Top level court par
ticipation in the work of population 
review boards in Salt Lake County, 
Utah, and Lucas County, Ohio, has 
proven highly important. In 
M~cklenburg County, North Carolina 
the Senior Superior Court Judge co~
ducts weekly reviews of all persons 
held in pretrial detention for over 
60 days, contacting other judges and 
key court officials to determine 
whether "50-day club" cases can be 
expedited. These examples indicate 
the potential for local court
sponsored initiatives~-as opposed to 
federal court mandates--in subduing 
jail population problems through 
measures which need not involve 
costly jail construction. 

--Prompt Bail-Setting 

Local court rules governing early 
handling of cases have brought about 
substantial progress in many locali
tie~, ~articularly in reducing jail 
adm~sslons. Court policies that may 
be lnstrumental in diminishing 
?rowding pressures include enGourag
lng the use of summonses in lieu of 
arrest warrants, granting direct 
release authority for law enforcement 
and/or pretrial services personnel 
extending bail-setting coverage ' 
beyond normal daytime court hours (or 
on a 24-hour basis), expanding the 
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number of initial appearance 
locations in geographically large 
counties, and tightening time 
standards for the arrest-to-bail_ 
setting period. 

Immediate review by a bail commis
sioner or magistrate may also improve 
system efficiency and reduce overall 
costs substantially. North Carolina 
bail laws establish magistrate 
screening at the point of booking. 
In Mecklenburg County, as well as 
other jurisdictions in the state 
bail magistrates are on duty at the 
jail around-the-clock. Each arrestee 
appears before a magistrate to have 
bail set according to a financial 
range recommended by the chief judge. 
Pretrial services personnel (also 
present 24 hours/day) then immedi
ately interview arrestees to deter
mine eligibility for "unsecured 
appearance bond", a form of recogni
zance release. Eligible cases are 
then returned to the magistrate, who 
may opt for direct release to pre
trial services supervision or con
tinuation of financial bail. More 
sparsely populated jurisdictions such 
as Frederick County (Winchester), 
Virginia, also use 24-hour bail 
magistrates to guard against jail 
crowding. 

--Delegated Release Authority 

The King County, Washington, district 
court has established guidelines for 
pretrial services personnel specify
ing types of charges for which the 
pretrial staff may (1) effect release 
without court consultation, (2) carry 
out release with court consultation 
by phoning a duty judge, or (3) sub
mit recommendations to the court for 
the most serious felony cases. This 
"three-tier" reldase policy has led 
to significant reductions in court 
time, jail admissions and LaC (see 
Pretrial Services section for des
cription of King County's felony 
direct release program). In nearby 
Snohomish County (Everett), 
Washington, circuit and district 
courts have authorized the jail 
administrator to close the jail to 
persons charged with misdemeanors and 
have granted personal recognizance 
release authority for all others 
except Class A and some Class B 
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felony cases, the most serious 
charges under state law. 

--Release Options 

Expansion of the use of pretrial 
release options is also cited by a 
number localities as an effective 
strategy. 20/ We have mentioned the 
court's \-lork in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
to increase the range of release 
programs for "special populations" 
such as the mentally ill, as well as 
the program innovations spearheaded 
by the court in Frederick County, 
Virginia. Increased use of non
financial release options is also 
cited as a key element in achieving a 
40 percent drop in population figures 
in Shawnee County (Topeka), Kansas. 
Although the county has no formal 
pretrial services agency, officials 
report a 65 percent rate of non
financial release following implemen
tation of a bail schedule and intro
duction of a point scale for court 
use in assessing ROR eligibility. 

Evaluation of the ROR eligibility 
scale and the list of factors 
excluding persons from ROR considera
tion (exclusions may include charges, 
reSidence, employment, past failure 
to appear, etc.) led to a major over
haul of pretrial procedures in Bexar 
County, Texas. The Bexar court 
lowered eligibility criteria and 
reduced recognizance bond exclusions, 
resulting in increased use of recog
nizance bonds and reduced jail admis
sions without significant increase in 
conditions violations. In addition, 
another non-jail option was created 
with the establishment of a super
vised release program. 

Similar results have been achieved in 
Brevard County, Florida, through the 
court's use of an individual case 
review procedure and employment of a 
full-time jail case coordinator. The 
court-chaired population oversight 
committee meets weekly, identifies 
cases by length of confinement and 
the bail-setting judge and requests 
bail reviews. This procedure has 
safely reduced the pretrial popu
lation and has generated increased 
awareness among judges of delay and 
its effect on the jail population. 
The Campbell County, Kentucky, court 

system has also used weekly feedback 
to individual judges as a feature of 
its population reduction efforts. 

Some years ago the Lucas County 
(Toledo), Ohio, court assumed 
authority for the county's pretrial 
services program from the legal 
services office, bolstering support 
for the use of non-financial release. 
The pretrial agency has since been 
delegated authority to release eligi
ble misdemeanor defendants. The 
Lucas court also makes frequent use 
of percentage deposit bond for those 
not released through pretrial 
services. Ohio law allows misdemea
nor defendants to elect between 10 
percent court deposit and surety 
bail, but the choice is left to the 
court's discretion in felony cases. 

--Delay Reduction 

As discussed in the Prosecution 
section, effective calendaring of 
cases from initial appearance through 
adjudication and sentencing is 
crucial to effective use of jail 
space. Jurisdictions which have 
realized the greatest success in 
switching to a lower level of jail 
use are those which have moved most 
aggressively to eliminate "dead time" 
in handling detention cases. 

Bexar County, Texas, has demonstrated 
success in this area through the 
criminal district court administra
tor's focus on efficient handling of 
jail cases. The court administrator 
there works with a jail case coordi
nator to identify individual cases in 
need of special attention and to 
detect processing steps which may be 
shortened. Each judge receives a 
weekly list of prisoners awaiting 
indi0tment, trial, sentencing or 
revocation procedures in his or her 
court. One result is a 50 percent 
reduction in time to disposition on 
misdemeanor charges, with a signifi
cant cut in overall LaC. 

The case backlog in Middlesex County 
(New Brunswick), New Jersey, was 
recently reduced from over 1,600 
cases to less than 1,000 through 
introduction of a new case-management 
system devised by the presiding 
criminal court judge. The system 
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relies on vertical case management by 
te~ms of probation officers from 
pretrial release screening through 
field supervision. Elimination of 
duplication has also led to a sub
stantial increase in case disposi
tions per judge and a reduction in 
average time between arrest and 
disposition from 12 to 7 months, with 
corresponding reductions in average 
pretrial detention time. 

Elapsed time between adjudication and 
sentencing should not be overlooked 
as an element of length of 
confinement. A number of jurisdic
tions have discovered that persons 
awaiting sentencing constitute a 
considerable portion of their jail 
populations and that prompt sentenc
ing can produce significant savings 
in length of confinement. Here 
again, Brevard and Campbell Counties 
offer examples of improved sentencing 
timeframes. In Brevard, the average 
time between receipt of the PSI 
report and sentencing was rolled back 
from 15 to 5 days. 

Research now underway at the National 
Center for State Courts, funded by 
the National Institute of Justice, is 
investigating a number of sites in 
which significant court delay reduc
tion programs have been established. 
Intensive case studies, interviews, 
and case processing data will be used 
to identify critical elements in suc
cessful programs and produce a set of 
practical guides on reducing court 
delay in urban courts. Such strate
gies may prove useful in decreasing 
LOC, thereby reducing jail crowding. 

--Sentencing Options 

Although to this point much of the 
actor-by-actor discussion has cen
tered on practices employed prior to 
adjudication, post-adjudication prac
tices warrant the same scrutiny. The 
absence of community programs for 
offenders with recognized treatment 
needs (or lack of confidence in such 
programs) may lead judges to impose 
jail sentences in the hope that such 
needs will receive some degree of 
attention. 

Numerous localities have worked to 
augment the range of available sen-
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tencing options, including restitu
tion, intensive probation supervision 
and treatment, and community service, 
only to fail to reach those who would 
otherwise be incarcerated. Courts 
which have shown success in assuring 
proper use of non-jail sentences 
(avoiding the tendency to use such 
sanctions simply as "add-ons" to 
other forms of community supervision) 
have employed one or a combination of 
three basic approaches: 

1. Greater ~dvocacy for individual 
cases at sentencing - This may 
include modifying the probation 
agency's presentence investigation 
to more fully explore the possi
bility of non-jail sentences, and 
providing support for probation or 
public defender services in pre
paring community sentencing plans. 
Private agencies may be contracted 
by the court or the offender to 
develop individualized proposals 
for court consideration. One such 
agency, the National Center on 
Institutions and Alternatives 
(NCIA), based in Alexandria, 
Virginia, contracts to provide 
"Client Specific Planning" (CSP) 
services. For persons who appear 
likely to be incarcerated, NCIA 
develops proposals detailing 
specific plans for supervision, 
treatment, and restitution. 

2. Designating target populations and 
strict eligibility criteria for 
non-jail sanctions based on the 
characteristics of those receiving 
jail terms - A jurisdiction may 
set guidelines for the use of 
non-jail programs based on a study 
of sentencing patterns or may 
limit placements only to those 
with prior records, since first 
offenders often do not receive 
jail sentences. The Community 
Service Sentencing Project oper
ated by the Vera Institute in New 
York City accepts only those who 
have received jail terms of one to 
six months and who h~ve prior 
convictions. 

3. Selecting offenders for non-jail 
sanctions from among those who 
have just received a jail sen
tence - This form of selection 
usually provides the judge the 

option of referring jail-bound 
cases to a review board which may 
recommend modification or suspen
sion of the original sentence and 
placement in a residential or non
residential program. Virginia's 
Community Diversion Incentive 
(CDI) Program uses such a review 
process for misdemeanants given 
local jail sentences, and for 
felony offenders given state 
prison terms. Local 15-member CDI 
boards may also oversee pre- and 
post-adjudication community pro
grams, as in Frederick County, 
Virginia. 

Non-Jail sentences include probation 
supervision, suspended sentence, fine 
and/or payment of court costs, commu
nity service, restitution, special
ized treatment, community residential 
(halfway house) placement, or some 
combination of the above (for defini
tions, see Sentencing Point discus
sion in Appendix A). Given the wide 
variety of available dispositions, 
courts have a great deal of latitude 
in applying sanctions in individual 
cases; community resources can often 
be enlisted by the court to create 
sentencing options that meet the 
needs of the victim, the community, 
and the offender. 

The survey used for this publication 
brought several creative sentencing 
practices to light, plainly demon
strating that local courts need not 
be bound to two or three standard 
dispositions. Genesee County, New 
York, offers one example of how, even 
in a jurisdiction with a small popu
lation, ingenuity in sentencing can 
lead to success in reducing the need 
for jail space. 

The Genesee County court, with strong 
support from the sheriff (who oper
ates the jail), has implemented 
several new sentencing options in an 
effort to control jail numbers. 21/ 
The county's community service pro
gram, geared to jail-bound offenders, 
is a feature of the crowding avoid
ance policy. Private grant monies 
have enabled the Sheriff's Department 
to develop local government and pri
vate placements for offenders. An 
independent evaluation of the program 
has concluded that: 

"the number of offenders 
placed, the number of courts 
served, the number of job sites 
developed and the low failure 
rate point to this program as 
representing a genuine alter
native punishment which costs 
far less than incarceration." 
22/ 

Genesee courts also make use of house 
arrest and intensive probation super
vision as specialized county proba
tion programs. 

Community service and restitution 
programs are cited by the Salt Lake 
County court as a primary ingredient 
in keeping the jail population down. 
Although these sanctions serve only 
as "get-tough" alternatives to fines 
or probation supervision in some 
communities, especially for drunk 
driving offenders, 23/ court offi
cials in Salt Lake cite a significant 
reduction in the number of persons 
serving jail time since the programs 
became operative. Like Genesee, 
which claims considerable savings in 
jail days and operating expenses, 
Salt Lake officials believe their 
county has reaped large economic 
beneri ts. 

In Campbell and Mecklenburg Counties, 
courts have also instituted ~he prac
tice of deferring service of jail 
sentences for certain offenses when 
the jail is at capacity. Postpone
ment of jail terms in Campbell was 
first initiated as an emergency mea
sure following a federal court order 
establishing a ceiling on facility 
population. However, even though 
other long-term measures have since 
taken effect (mid-1984 figures showed 
jail population at 70-30 percent 
capacity), the district court con
tinues to use deferred jail terms in 
selected cases as the need arises. 

A growing number of courts are 
resorting to this strategy, some 
dedicating a fixed number of jail 
beds for sentenced offenders and 
deferring cases until space becomes 
available. These are cases in which 
local confinement is believed the 
most appropriate sentence but where 
the underlying rationale does not 
require immediate jailing. 
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--DWI Treatment 

Few forms of criminal behavior have 
gained such prominent and well
deserved visibility in recent years 
as that of drunken driving, as state 
and local governments throughout the 
nation have increased their efforts 
to check a worsening problem. Local 
jurisdictions have responded in a 
variety of ways, depending upon the 
level of driving-while-intoxicated 
(DWI) arrests and public concern over 
such behavior. Jail/non-jail deci
sions in dealing with this and other 
offenses are clearly matters of local 
policy. While many local justice 
systems have acted to increase the 
jailing of DWI arrestees and convic
ted offenders, some have acted to 
divert such persons. 

For example r Salt Lake County courts 
use specialized detoxification and 
treatment programs as an alternative 
to jailing DWI offenders. Though 
state laws mandate custody, public 
and private treatment services are 
generally considered by local courts 
as more appropriate than jailing. 
Jail administrators and judges also 
believe these programs will help 
limit jail population increases. 
They point to a recent increase in 
beer taxes earmarked for such pro
grams as proof of broad support for 
diverting DWI offenders from jail. 

Similar alternatives to jailing of 
DWI offenders are being implemented 
elsewhere. In Greene County 
(Springfield), Missouri, the circuit 
court suspends the 3D-day jail sen
tence and requires the offender to 
attend a highly structured 46-hour 
session of evaluation and counseling. 
The individual must pay $200 for the 
"Weekend Intervention Program" (WIP), 
as well as court costs. Those unable 
to pay the program fee are assisted 
in locating a community service 
placement with a local non-profit 
agency. Hours of unpaid service are 
then accepted in lieu of the WIP fee. 

In Quincy, Massachusetts, DWI 
offenders may be placed on probation 
as an alternative to a 43-hour jail 
sentence and ordered to a treatment 
center for 48 hours of assessment and 
evaluation. They are then required 
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to attend four Alcoholics Anonymous 
meetings a week for 30 weeks. Both 
programs are reported to be effective 
jail crowding countermeasures while 
yielding high rehabilitative success 
rates. 

--Early Release 

A number of courts have established 
special early release mechanisms for 
persons sentenced to jail time. 
These mechanisms (as distinguished 
from "good time" programs, which 
credit individual prisoners with time 
off the jail term for good behavior) 
may become permanent, particularly 
where no local parole board or system 
exists. However, early release is 
most frequently used as a temporary 
measure in crowding emergencies, with 
the court setting eligibility cri
teria and the number of days or weeks 
by which jail terms may be reduced. 
Such procedures in San Mateo County, 
California, allow for a five-day 
reduction in jail terms for certain 
sentenced prisoners, netting substan
tial savings In jail days. 

Other courts have devised more 
sophisticated systems, including 
step-by-step procedures to be 
followed to reduce jail numbers to a 
specified level. Procedures may 
include review of all sentenced 
offenders and establishment of a 
system to reduce the sentences of low 
risk prisoners by a set percentage. 

Court-wide cooperation and leadership 
are essential components in contain
ing jail populations while meeting 
the ends of community safety and 
system integrity. Indeed, this study 
found no jurisdiction claiming to 
deal successfully with this problem 
where the judiciary, or at least a 
majority of judges, was not princi
pally involved in developing confine
ment policies and non-jail options. 

--Summary of Judicial Options 

• Leadership in systemwide crowding 
alleviation efforts (Brevard 
County, FLj Frederick County, VA; 
Milwaukee County, WI; Salt Lake 
County, UTi Lucas County, OH; 
Mecklenburg County, NC) 
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• Prompt magistrate bail-setting 
(Mecklenburg County, NC; Frederick 
County, VA) 

• Use of delegated release authority 
(King County, WA) 

• Court po~icy oPPosing detention of 
persons charged with misdemeanors 
(Snohomish County, WA) 

• Development of non-financial 
release optio~s and programs for 
special popula~ions (Milwaukee 
County, WI; Frederick County, VA; 
Shawnee County~ KS) 

• Revision of pretrial release 
eligibility criteria (Bexar 
County, TX) 

• Use of individual jail case review 
procedures (Brevard County, FL; 
Frederick County, VA; Mecklenburg 
County, NC; Campbell County, KY) 

• Administrative transfer of 
pretrial services unit (Lucas 
County, OH) 

• Overall emphasis on reducing delay 
in handling detention cases (Bexar 
County, TXj Middlesex County, NJ) 

• Reduced adjudication-to-sentencing 
time (Brevard County, FL; Campbell 
County, KY) 

• Use of community service and 
restitution as sentencing options 
(Genesee County, NYj Salt Lake 
County, UT) 

• Deferred service of jail sentences 
(Campbell County, KY; Mecklenburg 
County, NC) 

• Use of special treatment programs 
for DWI offenders (Salt Lake 
County, UTi Greene County, MOj 
Quincy, MA) 

• Use of special early release 
mechanisms (San Mateo County, CAl 

2.7 Defense 

Defender policies are crucial to 
alleviating jail population 
pressures. Indigency screening and 

appointment, application of pretrial 
release options, use of bail review, 
consideration of dismissal, plea 
bargaining and adjudication, and 
sentencing and sentence mitigation 
are some of the system procedures 
critical to determining population 
levels. All may be affected by 
defense practices. 

--Defender Case loads 

Though public defenders or appointed 
defense attorneys may be concerned 
over jail crowding, many may also 
experience difficulty in participat
ing in plans to lower jail numbers. 
Many defense attornejs are burdened 
with staggering caseloads and lack 
the resources to take more than a 
small number of cases to trial. 
Since jailed defendants are more 
willing to plea bargain than released 
clients, the rushed attorney may 
choose to negotiate a plea rather 
than invest time in expediting 
pretrial release. Large caseloads 
may also cause lawyers to overlook 
clients likely to spend only a few 
days in jail before being released. 

One jurisdiction which has realized 
the important role of defenders in 
reducing crowding is the city of st. 
Louis, Missouri. There the chief 
public defender successfully promoted 
the hiring of private attorneys to 
handle felony cases. A three-month 
experiment in early 1983 demonstrated 
exceptional benefits in reducing 
average caseloads for the permanent 
public defender staff and cutting 
case disposition time. Caseload 
reductions also resulted in increased 
bail review activity, which led to 
shorter periods of pretrial confine
ment for many defendants. 

--Prompt Identification 

Early indigency screening, defender 
apPointment, and defendant contact, 
like early prosecutor intervention, 
can yield substantial jail space 
savings. The timing of defense 
intervention varies among juris
dictions, but a recent test demon
strated the potential of expedited 
representation. With National 
Institute of Justice support, the 
Urban-Rural Systems Associates (URSA) 
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Institute evaluated a one-year field 
experiment in three counties with 
public defender offices (Palm Beach 
County, Florida; Passaic County, New 
Jersey; and Shelby County, 
Tennessee). In these jurisdictions, 
"test" defender staff provided a 
range of services (defendant contact, 
investigation, plea negotiation, 
etc.) much earlier in the process 
than normally operating "control" 
staff. 

In terms of pretrial detention, the 
experiment showed that "test" defen
dants obtained pretrial release much 
sooner than comparable "control" 
defendants. On overall case
processing, the report stated that: 

"Early investigation, early 
plea negotiation and increased 
public defender involvement in 
cases at the lower or municipal 
court level resulted in the 
early resolution of a higher 
proportion of test cases than 
control cases, and considerably 
reduced the average time for 
all test cases. The savings in 
case processing time and money 
were achieved ••• without an 
appreciable increase in the 
expenditure of resources." 241 

--Case Review 

The URSA findings support the asser
tion that commitment of the highest 
possible quality of system resources 
at the early stages of the court 
process is an essential ingredient in 
combatting jail crowding. Early de
fense intervention in case screening 
may also foster improved defender
prosecutor cooperation. In 
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, 
senior defense and prosecution 
attorneys hold regular conferences as 
a means of identifying and eliminat
ing or downgrading marginal cases, 
thereby allowing each office to 
budget staff time more efficiently. 

This informal process led the two 
offices to campaign jointly for a 
multi-agency system for defendant 
intake and case evaluation. That 
system, which became operative in 
fall 1934, features court presentment 
within three hours of jail admission, 
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following complete arrestee identifi
cation and arrest report preparation, 
district attorney case review, and 
pretrial services and public defender 
interviews. 

Pretrial conferences are a key fea
ture of the Jackson County (Kansas 
City), Missouri, system. There the 
defense counsel arranges to meet with 
the trial court judge and prosecutor 
following initial appearance, in an 
effort to speed plea negotiation of 
jail cases. This procedure has 
greatly reduced the time from initial 
appearance to preliminary hearing and 
further enabled many defendants to 
obtain earlier pretrial release. 

--Pretrial and Presentence 
Services 

Use of social service workers or 
paraprofessionals to complement the 
work of the attorney staff can also 
diminish jail population pressures. 
Two similar long-standing special 
defender services programs claim 
considerable success in advocating 
non-jail dispositions for those 
considered most likely to be jailed. 
In Portland, Oregon, "trial assis
tants" are assigned to work with 
defense attorneys on all felony cases 
to expedite bail review, arrange 
placements in treatment programs, and 
prepare defense presentence 
investigations. 

In New York City, the organization 
contracted to provide indigent 
defender services, the Legal Aid 
Society, has created a special unit 
to work with the legal staff as 
felony cases proceed to disposition 
in court. Like the Portland program, 
the unit assists in preparing bail 
reports, makes referrals to various 
community resources (e.g., psychi
atric treatment or vocational 
training), and assists in preparing 
presentence memoranda recommending 
specific non-jail dispositions. 

--Alternatives Advocacy 

Interest within the private defense 
bar in improving bail practices has 
also led to the establishment of pre
trial services agencies in a number 
of communities. Bar associations 
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have sponsored the creation of pre
trial offices in San Mateo County, 
California, and Monroe County, New 
York, and ongoing bar involvement has 
served as a primary catalyst in 
dealing with jail crowding in both 
jurisdictions. Court officials in 
Campbell County, Kentucky, also in
dicate that several members of that 
community's defense bar have acted to 
educate other system officials on 
possible pre- and post-adjudication 
reforms and have worked with judges 
to facilitate population reduction 
strategies. Much of Campbell Coun
ty's progress in jail population 
reduction has been attributed to the 
high level of defense bar 
involvement. 

Public defender offices may also 
support special alternative senten
cing projects. The Connecticut 
Prison Association's Center on 
Sentencing Alternatives works with 
public defender offices in Hartford 
and New Haven to develop highly 
structured, individualized sentencing 
recommendations for clients who 
appear likely to receive jail terms. 
This program is based on the Client 
Specific Planning (CSP) model pio
neered by the National Center on 
Institutions and Alternatives. 

Santa Clara County (San Jose), 
California, offers another example of 
defense involvement in tackling the 
jail crowding issue. When that 
county was first faced with serious 
population pressures in 1980, the 
public defender's office responded by 
submitting a set of recommendations 
to the county's jail crowding task 
force. The document identified a 
number of problem areas causing un
necessary jaili'ng, including delay in 
charge filing and inadequate public 
defender and prosecutor staffing. 
One result was a demonstration pro
ject involving the assignment of a 
case worker to assist in advocating 
non-jail alternatives in individual 
cases. Substantial jail-day savings 
convinced the county to create a 
full-time release advocate position 
in the defender'S office. 

--other Practices 

Finally, the defender'S system of 
case-processing may influence the 
jail population. Vertical processing 

_ (assigning a case to the same attor
ney or team throughout the court pro
cess) may reduce court delay and save 
jail space. Reassignment of cases as 
eaoh passes a certain stage (horizon
tal processing) often results in 
considerable case "dead time" while 
the new attorney becomes familiar 
with the case and defendant. 

--Summary of Defense Options 

• Staff enhancement to reduce 
caseloads (st. Louis, MO) 

• Prompt indigency screening, 
appointment of counsel and 
defendant contact, early 
investigation and plea negotiation 
(Palm Beach County, FLj Passaic 
County, NJj Shelby County, 
TN--from URSA Institute 
evaluation) 

• Intensified review procedures for 
detention cases (Mecklenburg 
County, NCj Jackson County, MO) 

• Special defender services programs 
(Portland, ORj New York City) 

• Support of pretrial and sentencing 
alternatives programs (San Mateo 
County, CAl Monroe County, NYj 
Campbell County, KYj Hartford and 
New Haven, CT) 

• PartiCipation in jail crowding 
task force (Santa Clara County, 
CA) 

2.3 Probation and Parole 

The range of alternatives to a jail 
sentence can be effectively expanded 
in any jurisdiction if support and 
resources are mobilized for success
ful implementation. In most, if not 
all, communities the probation 
agency is charged with the mobiliza
tion task, as well as conducting the 
presentence investigation (PSI), 
arranging for se~vices, and super
vising probationers. 
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--Pretrial and Sentencing Options 

Probation/parole agencies, particu
larly those funded directly by local 
units of government, are vital to the 
enhancement of non-jail sanctions. A 
number of survey sites appear to rely 
on these agencies to work in the 
community to expand the range of both 
pretrial and sentencing options. 
Moreover, local and state probation 
departments combine to administer 
approximately 25 percent of all local 
pretrial services programs in the 
nation. The role of marshalling 
community resources for pretrial 
conditional release placements can do 
much to reverse escalating jail popu
lations. Jackson County (Kansas 
City), Missouri, and Genesee County 
(Batavia), New York, are two survey 
jurisdictions which call upo~ their 
probation agencies to provide pre
trial services, and where those ser
vices are regarded as a principal 
means of alleviating crowded 
conditions. Genesee also depends on 
its probation office to develop and 
administer a program of intensive 
supervision for felony and assaultive 
misdemeanor offenders (see Judiciary 
section). 

Another jurisdiction where probation 
officials have played a crucial role 
in containing the jail population is 
Campbell County, Kentucky. There a 
number alternative sanctions have 
been employed, but the high level of 
confidence among judges in the super
visory ~apability of probation staff 
has brought about a substantial 
increase in the proportion of offen
ders sentenced to probation 
supervision. The agency is also re
sponsible for sup~rvision of those 
placed on deferred sentence status 
while awaiting space in the jail tsee 
Judiciary section). 

--Delay Reduction 

While the presentence investigation 
(PSI) is an invaluable tool in formu
lating sentences, delay in preparing 
the PSI report can also seriously in
flate jail population levels. Several 
jurisdictions report finding signifi
cant numbers of offenders waiting 
considerable periods of time in jail 
for completion and submission of the 
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PSI to the trial ~ourt. In Brevard 
County, Florida, the jail population 
oversight committee identified PSI 
delay as a serious problem through 
its study of the jail population in 
late 1993. The group then worked 
with the state probation/parole 
agency's local office to streamline 
the PSI procedure, achieving a reduc
tion from 90 days to 30-35 days for 
submission of reports in jail cases. 

Other survey sites that report saving 
jail space through improved PSI 
efficiency are Shawnee County, 
Kansasj Ramsey County, Minnesota; 
Lucas County, Ohio; and the State of 
Connecticut. Both Ramsey and Lucas 
cite new average PSI times in the 
15-21 day range. The Lucas County 
probation department claims to have 
reduced its investigation process 
from go to 16 days for all cases. 

The experience of these five juris
dictions atte5ts to the potential of 
probation agency initiatives in delay 
reduction programs. These agencies 
and others are now monitoring court 
demand for presentence reports (where 
PSI's are not mandated by state law), 
percentages of felony and misdemeanor 
cases receiving PSI's, the number of 
prisoners awaiting completion of re
ports, and the average time between 
adjudication and submission of the 
PSI to the court. Practices aimed at 
reducing "dead time" have helped 
relieve population pressures. 

Another critical jail population seg
ment tracked by probation and parole 
agencies is that group confined on 
detainers, or "holds", for investiga
tion of possible conditions viola
tions or new charges. Whether a pro
bation/parole agency is operated by 
the local government or the state, 
its policies regarding revocation and 
detainers will directly affect jail 
admissions and confinement time. 
Jail population studies often detect 
sizable numbers of "holds" or persons 
ordered detained by request of 
probation or parole authorities. 

State probation/parole officials in 
Brevard County, Florida, working with 
the county's jail population over
sight committee, determined that the 
number of prisoners held awaiting 

revocation proceedings was sympto
matic of case-handling dead time. 
Action was then taken to expedite the 
revocation decision, cutting that 
time to 24 hours and achieving impor
tant jail space savings. Likewise, 
the state parole office in San Mateo 
County, California, cooperated with 
the sheriff by implementing a speedy 
revocation decision process, reducing 
the number of holds significantly. 

--Other Practices 

Aside from timely revocation proce
dures, probation/parole agencies can 
affect jail population levels through 
their policies on the use of automa
tic detention or revocation in the 
event of rearrest or failure to pay 
fines and through authority to issue 
arrest warrants. Direct issuance of 
arrest warrants without court or pro
secutorial screening may result in 
inappropriate demands on scarce jail 
space and other system resources. 

--Summary of Probation and Parole 
Options 

• Pretrial release screening and 
development. of conditional and 
supervised release programs 
(Jackson County, MOj Genesee 
County, NY) 

• Strengthening the use of probation 
as a sentencing option (Campbell 
County, :(Y) 

• Reduced presentence investigation 
(PSI) time for jail cases (3revard 
County, FLj Shalvnee County, :(S; 
Ramsey County, MIl; Lucas County, 
OU; State of Connecticut) 

• Prompt action on probation and 
parole revocation (Brevard County, 
FLj San ~1ateo County, CA) 

2.9 Bail Bondsmen 

Even though bail bondsmen are private 
businesspeople technically operating 
outside the criminal justice system, 
their practices--and the regulations 
and policies that influence their 
decisions--can have a marked effect 
on jail populations. lfuen surety 
bail is ordered as a condition of 

.-
release, an arrestee must find a 
bondsman willing to write the bond. 
The defendant then pays the bondsman 
a non-refundable premium, usually 1~ 
percent of the bail set, and the 
bondsman assumes responsibility for 
the d~fendant's appearance in court. 
Should the defendant fail to appear, 
the bondsman must either locate and 
return the defendant to court or 
forfeit the entire bail amount. 
Consequently, many bondsmen require 
collateral and/or a cosigner in case 
of default. 

The bondsman--not the court--makes 
the release decision in cases where 
surety bail is set, writing bonds for 
some defendants and rejecting others. 
Their deciSions are based not only on 
whether the defendant is a "good 
risk," but also on the defendant's 
ability to pay the premium or post 
sufficient collateral to cover the 
bond. 

Surety bail is a pretrial release 
option available in most jurisdic
tions; only four states have replaced 
surety bail with defendant-option 
deposit bail, and one state has 
specifically outlawed bail bonding 
for profit. 25/ In the remaining 
jurisdiction'S"";" bondsmen'S deCisions 
and their resultant impact on jail 
populations vary according to the 
conditions affecting the profita-
b il ity 0 f their bus iness. Those 
conditions include: 

• state laws and administrative 
regulationsj 

• local court practices regarding 
use of surety bail as a release 
option, collection of forfeited 
~onds, time to case disposition, 
and general support for bail 
bonding activitiesj 

• market share and the structure of 
the local industry (i.e., the 
extent of insurance company 
involvement as underwriters for 
local bail bond firms); and 

• other factors, such as individual 
bondsman preferences and type of 
defendants. 
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The regulatory environment and length 
of case processing particularly 
affect bondsmen's operations. For 
instance, detention rates for surety 
bail defendants may be low in juris
dictions where the regulatory envi
ronment or forfeiture collection 
practices are lax. Likewise, fast 
case processing may offset low use of 
bail bonds and a high degree of com
petition, so that few surety bail 
defendants remain in detention. 

Ironically, detention rates may be 
high for certain defendants in 
jurisdictions with pretrial services 
or recognizance bond programs. If 
defendants are not released on non
financial conditions and are instead 
detained on low bails, bondsmen may 
choose not to offer their services, 
reckoning that such defendants 
represent a greater appearance risk 
to the court and only minimal possi
bility of profit. 

Apart from case-by-case decisions, 
bail bondsmen may also affect jail 
populations through organized efforts 
to alter court policies. In some 
instances, bondsmen have acted in 
concert to express opposition to 
strict court regulations. 26/ A 
decision among local 'bondsiiiein to 
decrease bondwriting activity may 
cause an immediate and drastic 
increase in detention populations, 
bringing pressure on the court and 
other regulatory agencies to alter 
policies viewed as unfavorable to the 
ind ustry. 27/ 

Such tactics may be highly effective 
in jurisdictions which rely heavily 
on surety bonds as a release 
mechanism. They also serve to 
demonstrate the fact that in many 
jurisdictions the bail bondsman plays 
a very important ~nd often underrated 
role in influencing pretrial case
handling and the size of the jail 
population. 

2.10 Extra-System Services 

In some of the preceding sections, 
system actors are credited with 
utilizing agencies outside the tradi
tional criminal justice arena in 
order to alleviate jail space 
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shortages. A great deal of credit is 
due judges, sheriffs, jail admini
strators, prosecutors and other 
officials who have reached out to the 
larger community to make use of 
extra-system services. Even so, the 
willingness of those agencies to 
accept clients referred by police, 
courts, and jails is the controlling 
factor in providing needed non-jail 
options. 

Programs involving extra-system 
services are used by many of the 
system actors discussed in this 
guide, particularly law enforcement 
(in pre- and post-arrest diversion 
and third-party placements), jail 
administration and probation/parole 
(in developing community service, 
restitution, and work/study 
placements). 

--Special Needs Populations 

As demonstrated in the discussion of 
law enforcement and pretrial services 
practices, populations with special 
needs can be diverted or quickly 
removed from jail if services are 
made available. For example, such 
services can handle public inebriates 
and other drug-dependent persons, 
intoxicated drivers, and mentally 
disabled persons. Community services 
for juveniles can also decrease jail 
crowding. 

For public inebriates and the home
less, shelters and reception centers 
can provide food, clothing and tem
porary lodging, as in Connecticut, 
where the state Jail Overcrowding 
Commission successfully advocated 
appropriations for emergency shelter 
beds and other services provided by 
c~urches and community programs in 
lieu of jailing. Detoxification pro
grams, counseling, and domiciliary 
care are other approaches used in a 
number of locales in an effort to 
conserve scarce criminal justice 
resources and halt the inebriate's 
constant cycle of contact with 
pol ice, jailer:s, and judges. Detox
ification and long-term alcoholism 
treatment have been reported suc
cessful in alleviating crowding in 
San Diego, California. The primary 
service provider in San Diego is 
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Volunteers of America (VOA), a non
profit organization. 

Identification of serious mental dis
turbance, coupled with crisis centers 
and long-term counseling services, 
can work to keep the mentally dis
abled out of jail. Pre-arrest diver
sion of mentally disabled persons in 
Galveston County, Texas; Montgomery 
County, Pennsylvania; and Dayton 
County, Ohio, have been discussed 
earlier (see Law Enforcement 
section). The involvement of local 
mental health centers has made these 
programs possible. 

In Monroe County (Rochester), New 
York, mental health assessments of 
jail detainees are performed by an 
independent clinio which also acts as 
a source of mental health information 
for county criminal justice agencies. 
Evaluations are completed on a 24- to 
43-hour basis for jail cases, while 
such assessments may require several 
weeks in other jurisdictions. The 
program screens approximately 1,000 
prisoners annually and is credited 
with substantial reductions in length 
of confinement among pretrial 
detainees. 

The role of Wisconsin Correctional 
Services in Milwaukee County's popu
lation control effort (see the Pre
trial Services section) is another 
example of community agency partici
pation in removing mentally disabled 
persons from jail. WCS provides pre
initial appearance screening for 
diversion and supervision and oper
ates an out-patient mental health 
treatment center. Several other 
jurisdictions have developed similar 
programs to deal with special needs 
populations. ~/ 

Where specific criteria have been 
developed, numbers of youth requiring 
secure detention have been reduced by 
as much as 30 percent without endan
gering public safety or the court 
process. 29/ Alternatives for juve
niles may-rnclude the use of private 
homes such as those used in Atlanta, 
Georgia, to provide temporary shelter 
during crisis situations, probation
supervised home detention, counseling 
services, day treatment centers, and 
family crisis intervention. 

--Special Mechanisms 

Extra-system agencies may also be 
directly involved in a jurisdiction's 
response to jail crowding litigation. 
Since 1979 the city of Philadelphia 
has used a special bail-review proce
dure as part of its population con
trol program, whereby a city judge 
reviews the cases of pretrial detai
nees unable to make bail. To combat 
the incidence of failure-to-appear 
and rearrest by those released, the 
city contracted with a private non
profit organization, Offender Aid and 
Restoration (OAR) of Philadelphia. 
OAR staff. supervise a caseload com
prised of special bail review 
releasees not accused of violent 
crimes, but who may be repeat felony 
defendants with poor court appearance 
records. With the supervision pro
gram, court officials indicate sub
stantial reductions in rearrests and 
non-appearance. 

--Sentencing 

Effectiveness in diverting convicted 
offenders who otherwise would be in
carcerated often hinges on the will
ingness of extra-system programs to 
accept such persons. Interest in de
monstrating rehabilitative success 
(through a low incidence of subse
quent criminal involvement) may cause 
some programs to prefer those unlike
ly to be jailed in any event, leaving 
persons convicted of more serious 
offenses, with prior records, and/or 
lacking substantial ties to the com
munity no opportunity for non-jail 
sanctions. Moreover, though system 
actors such as probation officials 
may recognize many in the latter 
category as potential prospects for 
community supervision, they may be 
unwilling to recommend such sentences 
to the court due to a dearth of 
community services. 

Faced with this situation, probation 
agencies, jail administrators, and 
courts have approached other units of 
local government, large private em
ployers, and service organizations to 
urge their participation in sentenc
ing alternative programs. 

One example of private involvement in 
this area is the New York City 
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Community Service Sentencing Project 
(CSSP). CSSP was initiated as a 
pilot project in 1979 through the 
cooperation of the Vera Institute of 
Justice, a private, non-profit 
organization, and the Bronx District 
Attorney. Program staff specifically 
sought jail-bound cases, targeting 
unskilled, unemployed Black and 
Hispanic offenders with prior 
convictions. In the pilot phase over 
250 offenders were sentenced to per
form community service, cleaning up 
senior citizens' centers and parks, 
repairing community facilities, and 
so on. 

As a result of the successful pilot 
program, the city asked Vera to ad
minister a continuation of the Bronx 
operation and to expand the project 
to the Brooklyn and Manhattan court 
systems. State and private founda
tion monies were obtained to aid in 
the expansion process, allowing 
increased supervision capacity. 

Since mid-1983, CSSP has handled over 
1,100 cases annually, at a cost per 
sentence of $750, which compares fa
vorably with less strictly supervised 
probation. Most important, the pro
gram has continued to handle persons 
fitting a jail-bound profile: pro
gram participants average 5.3 prior 
arrests and convictions, with 44 
percent having previously served jail 
or prison terms. Yet, even with a 
caseload which has more than tripled 
in Size, the rate of successful com
pliance has remained in the 35 to 90 
percent range. 30/ (See this note 
for discussion orCSSp "jail dis
placement" rates.) Further, Vera 
researchers analyzed sentenCing 
patterns in each court in order to 
estimate the number of cell-years 
saved by program operations. Con
sidering pretrial detention time and 
jail sentence time, projected jail 
space savings totalled 114 cell
years, or over 40,000 cell-days. 

--Systemwide Plannin~ 

The experiences of many jurisdictions 
show evidence of the critical and 
often central role played by extra
system actors in implementing speci
fic programs. However, several of 
the jurisdictions surveyed for this 
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pUblication also benefit from extra
system participation in systemwide 
jail use planning. Officials in a 
number of sites have worked to in
volve a wide range of extra-system 
service providers, including: 

• persons skilled in treating and 
counseling juveniles, drunk dri
vers, chronic public inebriates, 
the mentally disabled, and drug 
addicts; 

• profeSSionals and volunteers in 
shelter programs, dispute settle
ment, crisis intervention, and 
emergency relief; 

• vocational education speCialists; 

• employers able to provide jobs and 
community service slots; and 

• church people and other social 
service providers willing to 
supervise pretrial or sentenced 
persons. 

One system which has brought such 
individuals into the planning process 
is Salt Lake County. Salt Lake's 
Criminal Justice Advisory Council 
(CJAC), formed in 1981, is a per
manent body which includes repre
sentatives of local and state social 
service agencies. The 18-member 
Council is chaired by the chief 
district court judg~ and serves as 
the principal jail use planning body 
for the jurisdiction. 

In Mecklenburg County, North 
Carolina, a five-member Citizens 
Committee was created in 1982 on the 
recommendation of a special court 

• technical assistance team. The 
committee enjoys the full support of 
key police, court, and jail admini
strators and has undertaken a wide
ranging study of system operations, 
including the use of jail facilities. 
The group has emphasized the need for 
improved efficiency and coordination 
in case-handling and has worked to 
educate city and county executives, 
legislators, and various community 
groups on the fiscal needs of 
criminal justice agencies. 

The Citizens Committee has also 
helped establish a forum for the 
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heads of agencies involved in 
handling criminal cases. The 
"Criminal Courts Coordinating 
Council" (or "4-C's") holds a 
private, roundtable meeting on the 
third Thursday of each month to 
discuss and seek resolution of 
various issues. 

Mecklenburg system officials, most 
notably the top circuit and district 
court judges and the district attor
ney, give both mechanisms high marks 
for improving systemwide awareness of 
the effects of policies and practices 
and for preventing stagnation in 
policymaking. Where consensus is 
reached on the need for certain effi
ciency measures, the momentum gen
erated by the Citizens Committee and 
"4-C's" discussions works to expedite 
the implementation of new policies. 

Extra-system agencies, those operat
ing outside the traditional criminal 
justice system, are essential to the 
alleviation of jail crowding. From 
the initial decision of the victim or 
witness to the possible revocation of 
non-jail sentences, extra-system ser
vice providers affect numerous deci
sions that determine jail admissions 
and length of confinement. Lack of 
such resources at any point In the 
case-handling process may force the 
jail into the role of "social service 
provider of last resort". Extra
system services may also provide 
crucial resources in the event of 
court-mandated population reduction 
measures. Finally, various human 
services providers and concerned 
citizens often lend the breadth and 
objectivity of analysis essential to 
the success of systemwide jail use 
planning efforts. 

• 

• 

• 

--Summary of Extra-System Services 
Options 

Emergency shelters and reception 
centers (Connecticut) 

Alcohol and drug detoxification, 
counseling, and domiciliary care 
(San Diego County, CAl 

Pre-arrest diversion of mentally 
disabled (Montgomery County, PA; 
Dayton County, OH) 

• Prompt assessment of mental health 
problems (Monroe County, NY) 

• Out-patient mental health treat
ment (Milwaukee County, WI) 

• Tempor~ry shelter for juveniles in 
private homes (Atlanta, GA) 

• Supervision of special review 
releases (Philadelphia, PAl 

• Community service sentencing (New 
York City) 

• Systemwide jail use planning (Salt 
Lake County, UTi Mecklenburg 
County, NC) 

2.11 External Factors 

The local criminal justice system can 
be viewed as a specialized, internal 
environment comprised of legal actors 
and processes. The nature of that 
system vis-a-vis its use of the jail 
is defined by the policies, practices 
and procedures dictated by key agency 
administrators. However, the deci
sions of local administrators and 
agency staff must also conform to 
rules promulgated at higher levels of 
government. Such "external" rules 
establish the basic framework within 
which city or county officials must 
operate. 

Other external factors may affect 
incarceration levels, as well. For 
instance, though the link between 
demographics and jail use is tenuous 
at best (since neighboring cities and 
counties often show tremendous vari
ation in their incarceration rates 
even where culture, crimes and gen
eral population size and character
istics are similar), 311 such 
variables are important in planning 
for criminal justice and social sys
tem service needs. The availability 
of resources--local, state, and 
federal-~also influences incarcera
tion policies. 

Public opinion and media coverage of 
criminal justice issues playa large 
role in local policy, even affecting 
decisions in individual cases. The 
activities of various community orga
nizations (such as the bar 
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association, Chamber of Commerce, 
League of Women Voters, Mothers 
Against Drunk Drivers, ACLU chapter, 
and other civic groups) affect local 
criminal justice policy. Political 
campaigns and referenda may bring 
about substantial shifts in 
practices. And highly publicized 
criminal acts can cause changes in 
confinement practices. 

Still, since local policy parameters 
are set by legislation, executive 
rules and standards, and court orders 
issuing from the state level, those 
involved in developing new jail use 
policies must study these areas most 
closely. Moreover, a thorough know
ledge of state legislative, executive 
and judicial structures is essential 
in determining how crowding allevia
tion strategies may be enhanced or 
constrained by the external 
environment. 

state laws, court rUlings and execu 
tive orders must be carefully 
reviewed to determine their effects 
in a number of policy areas. In the 
area of system diversion, the juris
diction must be aware of legislative/ 
executive/judicial prescriptions per
taining to the treatment of chronic 
inebriates, drug addicts, the men
tally disabled, juveniles, and others 
for whom al ternati ves t·o arrest and/ 
or jailing may be mandated or 
encouraged. Also, state policy may 
prescribe dispute resolution in lieu 
of immediate arrest and ch~rging for 
certain offenses. The use of shel
ters may be encouraged as an alter
native to jailing homeless persons. 
Conversely, incarceration may be 
mandated for such individuals. state 
funds may be available for developing 
system diversion services. 

In the area of bail policy~ planners 
must be familiar with the presump
tions for or against pretrial release 
established by state court rule, 
statute, or constitution. They must 
also have knowledge of legislatively 
authorized release options, such as 
whether citation release, personal 
recognizance, and deposit bail mech
anisms are supported or specifically 
discouraged. state law or court 
rules may call for pretrial preven
tive detention based on predictions 
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of future criminal activity, or such 
practices may be prohibited. Victim 
or witness participation in the bail
setting process may also be mandated 
by state law. 

Regarding legal counsel, jail use 
planners must be aware of the pre
scribed system for appointment of 
attorneys for indigent defendants and 
whether a public defender agency is 
authorized in the jurisdiction. Spe
cific procedures or standards may be 
established to assure timely delivery 
of defense services. Systems of remu
neration may be prescribed for de
fense attorneys servin~ indigent 
clients. 

In terms of sentencing practices, 
local review must include such fac
tors as state speedy trial and speedy 
sentencing standards, guidelines on 
the use of probation and parole (in
cluding authority to create local 
probation and/or parole programs), 
and sentencing guidelines for all 
offenses. State laws may require 
incarceration for certain offenses 
(such as use of firearms in the 
commission of a felony, driving while 
intoxicated, and "habitual 
offenders"). 

Also, community corrections legisla
tion may be in effect, providing for 
state compensation for local custody 
or supervision of offenders who might 
otherwise be sentenced to the state 
prison system, and for penalties for 
state prison commitments when local 
custody/supervision is presumed 
appropriate. Legislation or execu
tive guidelines may govern work/study 
release programs for persons serving 
local sentences. The state court or 
legislature may allow victims and/or 
witnesses to testify or otherwise 
participate in the process of s~n
tencing individual offenders. 

In the crucial area of jail opera
tions, the study process must review 
~esponsibilities of particular 
officials for jail operations and 
whether discretionary powers are 
express or implicit with regard to 
jail admissions or extensiop of the 
limits of custody. Jail standards, 
particularly those relating to capa
city, should be studied, and the 

jurisdiction must also be familiar 
with the function of any state jail 
commissions or task forces. Juris
dictions should also investigate the 
availability of state or federal 
funds for jail operations (including 
per diem payments for holding state 
or federal prisoners locally) or 
capital expenditures and the exis
tence of statewide jail data collec
tion systems. 

Legislation may authorize or mandate 
the use of emergency procedures to 
reduce jail populations. Executive 
powers in such circumstances may also 
be spelled out. Laws or standards 
may call for expeditious transfer of 
persons sentenced to state custody, 
with specific elapsed time rules. 
Special procedures, incentives, or 
disincentives may exist relating to 
cooperative ventures among counties 
in the use of jail space and/or the 
establishment of regional or multi
county jail facilities. Officials 
must also closely examine any stric
tures concerning local authority to 
contract with private firms to build 
or operate jails, or to obtain pri
vate financing for new jail 
fac ili ties. 

Finally, if jail conditions are under 
court challenge, the court may become 
directly involved in jail operations, 
perhaps ordering populat~on reduction 
or establishing new jail capacity 
limits. Court intervention may also 
impinge on practices outside the jail 
(e.g., bail-setting, sentencing, and 
so on), according to the extent of 
crowding and the long-term implica
tions of the court order. 

The state corrections system may also 
have-a-ctTrect impact on the jail 
population through its handling of 
state-committed persons. The U.S. 
Bureau of Justice Stati~tics (BJS) 
cited 19 states holding state 
prisoners in local jails at the end 
of 1983. Six states--Alabama, 
California, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
New Jersey, and South Carolina-
reported more than 250 state 
prisoners held 1n local jails. 32/ 
Even though prison officials in-rhese 
and other states may be hard-pressed 
to assist particular local systems 
beset with crowding programs, many 

are able to find ways to respond. 
Even with significant prisoner "back
up", state corrections personnel may 
be able to cooperate with selected 
jurisdictions to expedite the paper
work necessary to accomplish custody 
transfers. 

These are some of the external 
elements which may affect the size of 
the jail population and influence 
city and county jail use planning. 
This section emphasizes tqe potential 
effects of state legislative, execu
tive, and judicial standards; but 
local criminal justice administra
tors must become fully aware of the 
entire spectrum of external forces, 
including public opinion and the 
media, in order to develop appro
priate jail use policies and minimize 
future jail capacity requirements. 
They must also guard against external 
constraints. Many of the jurisdic
tions cited above as successful in 
implementing new programs and pro
cedures have encountered substantial 
opposition from external influences, 
but have taken advantage of public 
attention and media interest to 
generate support for safe, money
saving innovations. 

The external environment could have 
caused a tunnel-vision approach, but 
these and other communities have 
proved the value of dealing with the 
jail space question as a system prob
lem requiring comprehensive planning 
based on sound information. The next 
chapter discusses specific local in
formation needs and several methods 
of collecting that information. 

NOTE: Appendix B lists local con
tacts for programs and procedures 
listed as options in this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
Information Needs for a Systemwide Strategy 

3.1 Introduction 

Two types of information needs are 
discussed in this chapter: (1) case 
processing information, which is 
information on case- and person
processing through the criminal 
justice system; and (2) jail 
population information, which is 
information on who goes to jail 
(beyond basic identification and 
charges), how long they stay and what 
factors determine their admission and 
length of confinement. Each is im
portant in providing an understanding 
of delay at various stages in the 
system and determining which cate
gories of detainees could be diverted 
from the jail without jeopardizing 
the community. 

Experience has shown that jail 
population information is often not 
readily available and that juris
dictions generally must institute 
special efforts to gather it, while 
case processing information, though 
not usually available from anyone 
agency, can generally.be pieced 
together using information already 
compiled by various components of the 
criminal justice system. 1/ Because 
of the different approaches used to 
gather the two types of information, 
they are discussed separately. 

3.2 Case Processing Information 

As described in Chapter 1 (see pp. 
1-9 and Appendix A) decisions are 
made at numerous points in the 
criminal justice process concerning 
the routing of cases and persons into 
and out of the court system and the 
jail. 

A case flow diagram constructed for a 
local criminal justice system is 
useful in assisting local decision
makers assess the timeliness of the 
various decisions made and the 
availability of non-jail options for 
oertain types of individuals. The 
knowledge gained from constructing 

such a diagram is greatly enhanced 
when criminal justice actors have 
information on the number of cases 
which arrive at each decision point, 
the outcome of those decisions 
(particularly with respect to the 
release or detention of the indi
viduals involved), and the amount of 
time which is taken at each stage of 
processing. 

To enhance the case flow model, 
Appendix C provides a list of 
questions for each criminal justice 
agency. Standard information would 
include law enforcement data on 
arrests and citation releases; jail 
administration data on admissions; 
pretrial release data on referrals, 
interview~ and recommendations, and 
the timeframe involved; prosecution 
data on cases received for screening, 
charging decisions, and the time 
between arrest and the charging 
decision; defense/public defender 
data on cases assigned by the court 
and time between arrest and contact 
with the arrestee; court data on 
cases adjudicated and the arrest
to-adjudication timeframe; and 
probation/parole data on detainers, 
revocations, and time from detainer 
filing to decision on revocation. ~/ 

By answering such case volume, time, 
and decision outcome questions, 
officials can see how their actions 
affect the jail population level and 
whether the system is making effi
cient use of jail space. 

3.3 Jail Population Information 

Local officials, including the 
sheriff or jail administrator, often 
have little information on the 
composition of the jail population 
beyond that needed strictly for jail 
operations and security. Even the 
most accurate jail hhousekeeping" 
information (e.g., what individuals 
are held, their location and security 
classification, movement to and from 
court, etc.) fails to provide the 
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data needed to answer fundamental 
jail use questions. 

Certain defendants may remain in jail 
due to their inability to pay small 
amounts of money to obtain release or 
because of unnecessary delay in the 
court system. A jail may house large 
numbers of chronic public inebriates, 
substance abusers, the mentally ill 
or retarded, or juveniles. Signifi
cant jail bed days may be expended on 
persons sentenced to or held for 
other local, state, or federal 
agencies. 

Yet administrators may be unaware of 
the frequency of admissions, size, or 
variation of distinct segments of the 
jail population or of indicators of 
sluggish case processing. Many might 
be diverted from the jailor dealt 
with more expeditiously, conserving 
scarce and expensive jail space; but, 
without data to clearly define such 
aspects of jail use, efforts to iden
tify appropriate processes or pro
grams for jail population reduction 
will be seriously hampered. 

Several sampling techniques with 
varying levels of complexity can be 
used to gather sound jail use 
information. This section examines 
standard items of information local 
officials should collect and dis
cusses three methods which may be 
used to gather data, depending on the 
level of resources and time available 
to the local jurisdiction. 

--Jail Population Analysis 

A general overview of items of 
information needed for jail 
population analysis follows. 
However, local officials should 
supplement these items according to 
the unique structure of their own 
criminal justice system and the 
research questions being explored. 

To decide what information will be 
needed to supplement the standard 
items provided here, and before 
beginning any data collection effort, 
officials familiar with the process
ing of cases and persons through the 
local system should construct a model 
of system case flow like that sug
gested in Chapter 1. Such a model 
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can be used not only to serve as a 
framework for case flow study, but to 
aid in jail population analysis. 
Using the model, a list of questions 
can be formulated identifying the 
suspected reasons for jail crowding 
in the jurisdiction. 

Key questions might include: 

• Are defendants being admitted and 
released within hours who could 
instead be diverted from the 
criminal justice system through 
early case screening or the 
development of extra-system 
serv ices? 

• Are there specific categories of 
inmates for whom out-of-jail 
placements may be a more effective 
use of resources (e.g., alco
holics, drug abusers, mentally 
illl developmentally disabled 
persons)? 

• Are individuals being uninten
tionally detained before trial 
(e.g., low bail defendants, 
defendants with unverified 
background information, etc.)? 

• Are persons being held ~n the jail 
longer than necessary due 
primarily to administrative 
inefficiencies? 

• Are state prisoners being held who 
could be transferred to a state 
facility? 

To ensure that the jail population 
study is tailored to local practices, 
key actors should be asked to help 
construct the model and propose the 
research questions and hypotheses. 

Inmate Background Information - In 
studying jail population movement, it 
is necessary to collect information 
on inmate characteristics. Indivi
dual background information--includ
ing socio-demographic factors, prior 
criminal justice system contact, pre
trial release history, and history of 
escape--will aid in identifying cate
gories of inmates who may be inappro
priately detained and may also alert 
jail administrators to the need for 
improved intake classification proce
dures and other services. Moreover, 
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when matohed with admission and 
release data (see below), it will 
assist in understanding how quickly 
certain categories of persons are 
processed through the system. 

Specific items of information on 
individual inmates may include: 

• age 
• sex 
• race 
• residence 
• drug and/or alcohol dependence 
• mental health impairments 
• number of felony convictions 
• number of misdemeanor convictions 
• status at arrest 
• pretrial release history (FTA, 

rearrests) 
• history of escape 

When tabulated, analysis of this 
information can provide local offi
cials with an accurate picture of the 
composition of the jail population. 
Information collected on a sample of 
jail inmates can also form the basis 
for examining the relationship be
tween two or more factors. For ex
ample, the factors of residence and 
drug abuse can be examined to assess 
the need for treatment services in 
the jurisdiction. A more detailed 
discussion on analyzing the informa
tion is provided at the end of this 
chapter. 

Jail Admission and Release 
Information - Jail admission and 
release information is important in 
determining the average length of 
co~finement (LOC) for inmates. As 
previously noted, the two variables 
which determine the average daily 
jail pcpula tion are: (1) the number 
of admissions; and (2) length of 
confinement. LOC data is crucial to 
identifying system operations which 
may cause delays in routine case 
processing. Other admission and 
release information will help deter
mine the points at which alternatives 
to incarceration are used. 

Specific items of information may 
include: 

• arresting agency 
• charge 
• charge level 

• detention status 
• release method 
• bail amount 
• arraignment judge 
• length of confinement 
• last court action 
• numbers of days since last court 

action 
• trial judge 
• probation or parole hold 
• other detainers 

Analysis of these items, particularly 
when combined with inmate background 
information, can provide an excellent 
basis for analyzing local incarcera_ 
tion practices. For example, offi
cials may accurately determine the 
size of the pretrial and sentenced 
populations, the percentage of felons 
versus misdemeanants, the percentage 
of defendants held on less than $500 
(or $1,000 or $1,500) bail, and the 
proportion of the sample population 
held on detainers. 

The utility of this information can 
be greatly enhanced by examining the 
relationship between two or more 
factors. For example, much can be 
learned about incarceration practices 
by analyzing the relationship between 
length of confinement and bail amount 
and studying this relationship sepa
rately for felons and misdemeanants. 
Similarly, the analysis of the rela
tionship between type of release, 
length of confinement, and whether 
the inmate had been held on a 
detainer may alert local officials to 
delays in processing probation or 
parole holds or other detainers. 

3.4 Methods for Gathering the 
Information 

If the information discussed above is 
not already available, jurisdictions 
should initiate efforts to gather it. 
Though many local governments have 
found that collection of this level 
of information on every jail admis
sion is too costly, a number of 
methods can be used to collect 
information on a sample of inmates 
from which projections may be made 
for the entire population. 

Sampling methods vary in terms of 
accuracy, reliability, timeliness and 
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cost. l-lhile many statistical sam
pling methods exist, three methods, 
each used successfully by jurisdic
tions faced with jail crowding, are 
described here as possible mechanisms 
for conducting a jail population 
study. They are the "snapshot" 
method, the "exit survey" method, and 
the "admission cohort" method. 

All three are statistical procedures 
designed to collect· information on a 
sample, rather than the entire popu
lation, of inmates. Although the 
procedures differ, much of the infor
mation to be collected is similar, 
including background, jail admission, 
and release information collected on 
individuals sele.cted fo~ the sample. 
Experience has shown that jurisdic
tions using the "admission cohort" 
method generally collect information 
on a larger number of factors and 
gather that information not only from 
jail records, but from the other 
criminal justice agencies. Juris
dictions using the "snapshot" or 
"exit survey" methods generally rely 
exclusively on information available 
from jail records. 

--Snapshot Method 

This is a sampling method that 
tallies inmates processed in a 
typical day. It is used very much as 
the term implies, in two slightly 
different ways--the "in-jail" snap
shot and the "rele~3ed-from-jail" 
snapshot. The "in-jail" snapshot 
pictures inmates who are in the jail 
at a particular moment in time and 
provides information on length of 
confinement. If an "in-jail" snap
shot is taken at 6 a.m. on a Tuesday, 
inmates in jail at that particular 
time would constitute the sample. 
Inmates admitted at 6:15 a.m. would 
not be included. 

The "released-from-jail" snapshot is 
a picture of inmates released from 
jail on a particular~. For ex
ample, a "released-from-jail" snap
shot might be taken during the 24-
hour period from 12:00 a.m. to 11:59 
p.m. on a Tuesday. Every inmate 
released that particular day would 
constitute the sample. Inmates 
released before or after that time 
period would not be included. The 
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"released-from-jail" snapshot pro
vides length of confinement data for 
different types of inmates. Coupled 
with the "in-jail" snapshot, it can 
tell officials what types of defen
dants go to jail, how long they stay, 
and factors which may determine the 
length of their confinement. 

With each type of snapshot sample 
(all in jail at a particular moment 
or all released during a particular 
period), a group of jail inmates is 
selected to represent the whole. 
Background, jail admission, and jail 
release information is then collected 
on those in each picture. (Sample 
forms that may be used to gather 
snapshot data can be found in 
Appendix D. The form labeled 
"DETENTION FORM" should be used for 
the "~n-jail" snapshot, and the form 
labeled "JAIL RELEASE FORM" should be 
used for the "released-from-jail" 
snapshot. These forms~e intended 
as examples--to be revib~d as local 
needs warrant.) 

Because the snapshot sampling method 
is supposed to reflect a typical day, 
care should be taken to assure that a 
snapshot is not taken when an unusual 
event (such as a "sting" operation) 
has occurred to populate the jail 
with inmates not typical of the 
everyday population. Also, jail 
snapshots should not be taken when 
courts are not in session (e.g., 
weekends and holidays in many juris
dictions), unless these periods are 
the subject of separate analysis. 

The advantage of the snapshot method 
lies in the ease of arriving at an 
estimate of the types of prisoners 
incarcerated in the local jail. The 
"in-jail" snapshot can be used to 
compute percentages of different 
types of prisoners (e.g., male/ 
female, pretrial/sentenced/other, 
etc.). This is the method used by 
the Bureau of Justice Statistics of 
the U.S. Department of Justice in its 
five-year census of jail inmates and 
its annual survey of jail inmates. 
The "released-from-jail" snapshot can 
be used to estimate length of con
finement for these different types of 
inmates. 
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The disadvantage of the snapshot 
method is that it portrays local 
incarceration practices for only one 
day. The "in-jail" snapshot is biased 
towards pretrial and sentenced 
inmates who spend longer periods of 
time in jaiL The "released-from
jail" snapshot may underestimate 
length of confinement if the sample 
contains many short-term pretrial 
defendants. However, a series of 
snapshots taken over a period of 
several months can overcome these 
problems. 

The timing of snapshots should be 
carefully considered. For example, 
in a jurisdiction such as Phoenix, 
Arizona, where an influx of transient 
persons during the winter months 
usually presages a substantial jail 
population increase, a July jail 
snapshot would probably be markedly 
iifferent from one taken in February. 
Again, a number of snapshots may be 
necessary to adjust for seasonal as 
well as other local differences. 

--Exit Survey Method 

This sampling method requires that 
information be collected on all 
il;mates released from jail over 
consecutive days. It is, in effect, 
a series of one-day "released-from
jail" snapshots. The exact number of 
days required for the sample will 
depen~ on the number of persons 
needed for an acceptable sampl~ size. 
A general rule of thumb is that an 
exit survey sample should comprise at 
least 10 percent of the entire popu
lation (in this case, the number of 
individuals relaased per year) or 500 
persons, whichever is smaller. 

For example, if County 1 releases 25 
inmates from the facility on a normal 
day (or approximately 9,000 inmates 
per year), given our sampling rule of 
thumb of the smaller of 10 percent or 
500 persons, an acceptable minimal 
sample size would be 500 (since 10 
percent of 9,000 is 900). To obtain 
the sample, the jurisdiction would 
select every person released from the 
facility until 500 individuals were 
selected (approximately a 20-day 
period). As each inmate is chosen 
for the sample, background, jail 

admission, and release information 
can then be gathered. 

If County 2 releases an average ofl10 
inmates per day from the local facil
ity (or approximately 3,650 inmates 
per year), an acceptable sample size 
would be 365 (10 percent of all the 
inmates released during the year). 
To obtain this sample County 2 would 
select every inmate released from the 
facility until 365 persons were 
selected (approximately a 36-37 day 
period). Background, jail'admission 
and jail release information can be 
gathered on those 365 releasees as 
they are selected for the sample. 

The advantage of using the exit 
survey method is that since data is 
collected over a longer period of 
time, it provides more reliable 
length of confinement information 
than that obtained using the one-daY 
snapshot (though a series of snap
shots taken biweekly or monthly may 
provide,a suitable alternative). In 
addition, because the sample is 
selected over a consecutive number of 
days, the exit survey more accurately 
identifies the number of defendants 
who are admitted to jail, but remain 
in custody only a short period of 
time prior to pretrial release. A 
disadvantage of this method is that 
sentenced offenders tend to be 
underrepresented in the sample since, 
as a group, they are released less 
frequently than pretrial detainees. 

--Admission Cohort Method 

Although more complicated and costly 
than either the snapshot or the exit 
survey, the admission cohort sampling 
method gathers more reliable 
information. It requires that a 
systematic random sample of jail 
bookings be tracked through each 
decision point of the criminal 
justice system until final case 
disposition for a period of time, 
such as one year. The sample may be 
taken from the jail's booking/intake 
log or release log. 

For a 10 percent systematic random 
sample, every tenth booking (after 
random selection of the first book
ing) would be included in the sample. 
To randomly select the first booking, 
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the numbers between 1 and 10 could be 
placed in a box and mixed, and the 
number selected would be the start of 
the sampling. If the number 7 were 
drawn, the seventh booking would 
begin the sampling and every tenth 
booking thereafter (Le., 17,27, 37, 
47, etc.) would be selected until the 
entire population (e.g., all bookings 
during 1985) was sampled. 11 
Jurisdictions using this method 
generally have the resources and the 
time required to determine systematic 
random samples, collect a larger 
amount of infor.mation on sample 
inmates, and gather this information 
from a variety of sources. Because 
of the additional work involved, a 
number of jurisdictions have made 
this a special project of a county 
planning agency or have contracted 
with independent consultants. 

The advantage of the admission cohort 
sampling method lies in the accuracy 
and reliability of the information 
gathered. Local officials may feel 
more secure knowing that the infor
mation obtained reflects, with a 
statistically calculated degree of 
accuracy, a wide array of jail popu
lation characteristics which can be 
studied to determine how the jail is 
being used by various criminal jus
tice agencies. 

One disadvantage of the admission 
cohort sampling method can be its 
cost. Data collection, including 
training (and possibly hiring) data 
collectors, computer coding~ and data 
analysis may require sizable budget
ary allocations. However, for juris
dictions possessing the needed 
resources or those which can obtain 
low-cost assistance, perhaps from a 
local university, this method pro
vides the most reliable information 
upon which to base the examination of 
local incarceration practices. 

3.5 Information Analysis 

Analysis of the jail population 
identifies symptoms of jail crowding 
but not causes. However, knowledge 
of the symptoms greatly enhances the 
ability of officials to identify the 
causes and devise appropriate 
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modifications in system procedures or 
determine the need to create or 
expand specific programs. 

Whatever method of information 
gathering is used, once the informa
tion has been collected, statistical 
measures will be needed to conduct 
analysis. The initial analysis of 
jail population data should consist 
of frequency distributions on all the 
factors (age, sex, charge level, 
arresting agency, length of confine
ment, type of release, bail amount, 
etc.) which were collected on the 
sample of inmates. A frequency dis
tribution includes both the number of 
inmates in the sample and the propor
tion of the total sample they 
represent. Table 1 provides a sample 
frequency distribution. 

Frequency distributions of single 
factors provide limited but useful 
information. Examining relationships 
between two or more factors (termed 
joint distributions or cross
tabulations) offers local officials a 
better understanding of why inmates 
remain in jail for the length of time 
that they do. Table 2 is an example 
of a cross-tabulation table using two 
factors, length of confinement and 
type of release. 

An examination of Table 2 shows, for 
example, that the majority (55.7~) of 
sample defendants released before 
trial are released after spending 
from 3-5 days in jail. Forty percent 
of all those released on their own 
~ecognizance (ROR) were released 
during this time period, as well ~s 
two-thirds of all those released on 
surety bail. From this data, policy
makers may question why pretrial 
release does not occur more quickly, 
i.e., why a greater percentage of 
defendants are not released pretrial 
in the 0-2 day range. Such a finding 
such may point to delay in pretrial 
release screening or indicate that 
the jurisdiction might benefit from 
allowing for deposit bail, which 
could reduce the time necessary for 
defendants to secure financial 
release. 

Additionally, the »dismiss/nolle» 
category suggests that the prosecutor 
may not be making a charging decision 
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TABLE 1 

DETENTION STATUS 

NU!1BE R 

PRETRIAL 165 
SENTENCED LOCALLY 60 
STATE SENTENCED 45 
DETAINERS ONLY 30 

TOTAL 300 

TABLE 2 

LENGTH OF PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT BY TYPE 

0-2 3-5 
days days 

Dismiss/Nolle 
Number 1 1 
Row % ( 10% ) ( 10% ) 
Column % (1.3%) ( .6% ) 

Recognizance 
Number 43 36 
Row % (53.3%) (40% ) 
Column % (62.3%) (21.6%) 

Third Party 
Number 0 9 
Row % (0%) (90%) 
Column % (0%) (5.4%) 

Surety Bail 
Number 25 100 
Row % (16.7%) (66.7%) 
Column % (32.5%) (59.9%) 

Cash Bail 
Number 3 2 
Row % ( 10% ) (70%) 
Column % (3.9% ) (12.6%) 

Property Bail 
Number 0 0 
Row % (0%) (0%) 
Column % (0%) (0%) 

COLUl1N TOTAL 77 167 
(%) (25.7%) (55.7%} 

PERCENT 

55% 
20% 
15% 
10% 

100% 

OF PRETRIAL RELEASE 

6-10 10+ 
days days 

3 0 
(30%) (0% ) 
(22.2%) (0%) 

3 3 
(3.5%) (3.3% ) 
(3.3%) ( 15% ) 

1 0 
( 10% ) (0%) 
(2.8%) (0%) 

10 15 
(6.7%) ( 10%) 
(27.3%) (75%) 

4 2 
(13.3%) (6.7%) 
(11.1%) (10%) 

,0 0 
(10) (0%) 
(27.%) (0%) 

36 20 
(12%) (6.7%) 

ROW 
TOTAL(%) 

10 
(3.3%) 

90 
(30%) 

10 
(3.3% ) 

150 
(50%) 

30 
(50%) 

10 
(3.3%) 

300 
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until a week to 10 days after arrest 
or booking. Earlier prosecutorial 
screening, conducted by experienced 
prosecutors who can determine the 
most appropriate charges, might 
substantially reduce confinement time 
for this group. 

Questions involving more than two 
factors, such as the relationship 
between bail amount, length of time 
in jail and charge level for pretrial 
defendants, can provide an even more 
detailed understanding of incarcera
tion practices. For example, if the 
relationship between length of pre
trial confinement and type of pre
trial release were examined separate
ly for thos~ charged with felonies 
and those with misdemeanors, offi
cials might recognize a need to 
modify misdemeanor pretrial release 
policies (e.g., by expanding eligi
bility for citation release). If 
charge level (felony/misdemeanor) 
were broken down further into in
dividual charge categories, the 
analysis could point out the utility 
(in jail ~ed day savings) of esta
blishing alternative procedures for 
handling ce~tain categories of 
defendants (e.g., public inebriates, 
shoplifters, bad check cases, etc.). 

Many more relationships can be 
examined in this fashion to reveal 
the symptoms of crowding and targets 
for remedial action. Generally, the 
statistical analysis of sample data 
will identify subgroups of the jail 
population which may be targeted for 
reduction in length of confinement or 
diversion from jail altogether, or 
policies and procedures which may 
unnecessarily prolong the length of 
confinement for some or all of the 
jail population. 

The ~ell-documented experience of 
Travis County (Austin), Texas, 
illustrates the pivotal role that 
jail population analysis can play in 
crowding reduction efforts. In 1981 
the Travis County Jail Overcrowding 
Task Force undertook a comprehensive 
study to identify possible solutions 
to chronic jail crowding which had 
resulted in a number of lawsuits 
challenging jail conditions. Through 
the "admission cohort" method, the 
county sampled every eighth person 
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booked into the county jail during 
1979. Individual data items (length 
of confinement, type of release, pro
bation status, etc.) were collected 
from court, jail, probation and 
police records. Analysis focused on 
who went to jail and how long it took 
for cases to move through the Travis 
County court system. 

The task force issued its report in 
January 1932, recommending elimina
tion of incarceration for a number of 
offenses, including driving while 
intoxicated, public drunkenness, 
traffic, prostitution, contempt of 
court, and for all persons considered 
emotionally or mentally impaired. 
Recommendations were also made to 
reduce the use of incarceration for 
persons incarcerated solely on appli
cations to revoke probation, and/or 
indigent defendants unable to provide 
bail, and to speed the transfer of 
state-sentenced felony offenders. 

The task force also offered a number 
of recommendations aimed at modifying 
criminal justice policies and 
procedures. These included 
elimination of the second booking of 
arrestees transferred from the city 
to the county jail, earlier case 
screening by the prosecutor, expanded 
use of release alternatives, priority 
calendaring of detained felony 
defendants, and the creation of a 
unified automated information system. 

By conducting a thorough jail popula
tion study, the Travis County Jail 
Overcrowding Task Force was able to 
identify problem areas and formulate 
effective solutions designed to "do 
something with persons who are 
arrested other than leave them in 
jail, and to get the people who are 
in jail out at a faster rate." i/ 

3.6 A Cautionary Note 

An information-gathering effort 
focused on jail population data to 
the exclusion of case processing 
information would assume a criminal 
justice system operating at or near 
peak effectiveness, which is not 
often the case, Solutions based 
solely on jail population data may 
only address the symptoms of jail 
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crow~ing without reaching the causes. 
For lnstanc~, without information 
describing the flow of cases jail 
~ata showing a large number ~f 
lnmates conVicted of first-time 
property offenses might suggest a 
need for an alternative sentencing 
program directed at that group. 
However, case flow information 
showing only a very small percentage 
of first-time property offenders 
receiving jajl sentences would 
suggest that unless strict criteria 
were formulated, the clientele for a 
new program would most likely be 
drawn.fr~m among those receiving less 
rest:lctlve sanctions, rather than 
the lntended jail-bound group. 

~i~ilarly, analysis of data on the 
Jall population might show that most 
pretrial detainees obtain release 
only after 7 to 10 days in custody. 
Taken alone, such a finding could be 
inte:preted as justification for a 
speclal pretrial services program to 
expedite screening and bail review. 
However, introduction of information 
on case flow within system agencies 
might reveal inefficient case
proceSSing in a number of areas 
(e.g., court, prosecution, defense 
etc.) which, if corrected could ' 
reduce the jail POPulatio~ without a 
new program. 

: 
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Chapter 4 
Implementing Strategies To Curb Crowding 

4.1 Introduction 

As information is developed to iden
tify appropriate target groups for 
popUlation reduction measures, the 
types of changes that will be sug
gested may be ~ategorized as either 
"process" or "programmatic." Each 
category carries its own benefits and 
drawbacks. The process/program dis
tinction is used here simply as a 
convenient means of raising certain 
concerns associated with approaches 
to system change. In practice, they 
are not mutually exclusive. For 
example, the creation of a new pro
gram (a "programmatic" measure) may 
also necessitate modifications in 
case-handling or defendant-processing 
procedures. 

4.2 Process Changes 

Process changes as solutions to jail 
crowding tend to be case- rather than 
person-oriented, with the goal being 
that of improving the efficiency of 
the case processing system. Certain 
benefits often accrue when process 
changes are implemented in an effort 
to reduce crowding: 

• more efficient processing of all 
cases--not only those representing 
jailed persons; 

• if the time to accomplish existing 
procedures is substantially 
reduced, additional procedures or 
programs may be unnecessary; 

• average length of confinement 
(LOC) can decrease dramatically as 
process changes are implemented; 

g emphasis on reduced LOC (as 
opposed to number of admissions) 
will not increase the number of 
persons released or diverted from 
jaiL The effect on jail popu
lation size is accomplished by 
releasing the same types of 
persons released in the past, but 
releasing them more expeditiously. 

• 

Consideration of process changes may 
also stimUlate discussion of each 
actor's case processing procedures, 
thus providing better understanding 
among other system actors of current 
procedures. 

Some caution must be exercised when 
considering process changes, however. 
First, process changes, though gen
erating increased efficiency, may 
also lead to short-term increases in 
the jail population as jail-bound 
offenders are more expeditiously 
convicted and sentenced. Second, 
attempts to speed the processing of 
cases could require increased 
staffing in some agencies, with a 
commensurate increase in system 
operating costs. 

Finally, changes in 00urt processes 
may be unexpectedly difficult to 
implement. In a national examination 
of the causes of court delay in 
criminal and civil courts, the 
National Center for State Courts 
identified the "local legal culture", 
the informal norms established by 
judges and lawyers in governing the 
timeliness of case dispOSition, as a 
key variable in attempts to improve 
court efficiency. The report stated, 
"The imr!ct of the loca~ legal 
culture on the pace of litigation 
presents a serious challenge to those 
who would attempt to accelerate that 
pace ••• CA]ny such effort will face 
considerable resistance that must be 
taken into account." 1/ 

4.3 Program Changes 

Programmatic changes tend to be mo~e 
"person-oriented" than process solu
tions; the intent is to identify a 
particular population in the jail 
that could benefit from the inter
vention of a particular program, with 
success or failure measured by the 
number of persons within that target 
popUlation who are diverted or 
released without disrupting the court 
system or endangering the public. 
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As with process solutions, certain 
benefits can be expected: 

• Since program solutions are aimed 
at particular target populations 
(rather than all defendants), they 
can have a direct impact on cate
gories of persons who, but for the 
program's intervention, would have 
been detained. Target populations 
might include persons with drug or 
alcohol abuse histories, mental 
illness, or persons awaiting trial 
on certain felony charges. In 
each instance, a program is imple
mented (~r expanded) to accomplish 
release oT the target population 
either before admission to the 
jailor shortly thereafter, thus 
measurably affecting both LOC and 
admissions. 

• Programs aimed at a specific 
social problem, such as drug 
addiction or alcoholism, may 
remedy individual conditions 
(e.g., chronic drunkenness) 
contributing to criminal justice 
system involvement, perhaps 
leading to a reduction in 
recidivism in the jurisdiction. 

• Unlike process changes, program 
changes may require little 
modification of the surrounding 
case-processing system. 

• Program innovations can more 
easily be evaluated to determine 
their effectiveness in ensuring 
community safety, as well as their 
impact on jail populations. 

At the same time, program changes 
share certain disadvantages: 

• Every program implemented to 
decrease jail crowding has the 
potential to increase jail 
populations. That is, if ineffec
tively monitored, programs may 
draw participants from among those 
who would otherwise not have been 
detained, rather than the intended 
jail-bound group. 

• Program solutions usually require 
a "start-up" period, during which 
time there may be little if any 
effect on the crowded jail. 
Depending on the sophistication of 
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the program design, this period 
might be quite lengthy. 

• Additional costs may be incurred 
by the jurisdiction either in 
c~eating, remodelling or expanding 
a program. 'i./ 

• Programs may be met by strong 
system resistance, since program 
staff will be attempting to 
convince key system actors to 
divert or release persons who in 
the past have been incarcerated. 

• New programs, particularly in 
their developmental stages (before 
substantial public and political 
support are established), are 
highly susceptible to individual 
client failures. A pretrial re
leasee rearrest or a new charge 
against a probationer, particu
larly if violence is involved, can 
easily cause the elimination of a 
recently established program, no 
matter how much impact the pro
gram might have had on the jail 
population. 

4.4 Key Actor Participation 

While the approaches outlined in 
Chapter 2 emphasize programs and 
practices of particular system actors 
(for example, prosecutorial screening 
practices and their impact on jail 
population levels), it would be 
erroneous to assume that appropriate 
solutions for a jurisdiction's jail 
crowding problems might be derived 
from isolated examination of the 
practices of one or two system 
actors. Jail crowding is the result 
of interaction among criminal justice 
system officials whose actions deter
mine the rate of jail admissions and 
periods of confinement. Blame for 
crowded conditions cannot be laid at 
the feet of any single system actor 
or agency, since the practices of one 
are virtually always affected by a 
number of others. Conversely, 
effective strategies to combat the 
problem of crowded jails cannot be 
derived except through such 
interaction. 

Earlier examinations of jail crowding 
have stressed the need to develop 
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collective planning mechanisms. For 
instance, the LEAA-funded Jail 
Overcrowding Program emphasized the 
need for forming "jail population 
management boards" made up of a broad 
range of local agencies. Such par
ticipation was a precondition for 
counties for technical assistance 
and/or program funding. The final 
Program report recommends that the 
following system actors participate 
jointly in studying crowding causes, 
and in formulating and implementing 
recommendations: 

• sheriff; 
• county department of corrections; 
• jail superintendent; 
• prosecutor; 
• court of general jurisdiction; 
• courts of limited jurisdiction; 
• magistrate courts; 
• court administrator/clerk; 
• pretrial services agency; 
• state or county adult probation; 
• state parole office; 
• public defender; 
• municipal police departments; 
• county commission; 
• office of the county executive; 
• director of data processing 

service; and 
• other offices, depending on local 

circumstances, perhaps including 
county counsel, federal government 
agencies or juvenile justice 
agencies. }/ 

The formation of such a broad-based 
group is, of course, no guarantee of 
success. To avoid the pitfalls of 
indecision and stagnation, partici
pants must be prepared to share fully 
in the work of the group and to 
develop a sound work plan and carry 
it out on schedule. Nor is such a 
mechanism the only means of achieving 
sound planning and strategy. How
ever, the accomplishments of such 
boards in jurisdictions throughout 
the country suggest that there is 
much to recommend this approach. 

A chief benefit of collective key 
system actor involvement is increased 
awareness of the impact of various 
actions on other system agencies and 
their procedures. In add i tion, the 
recommendations of a broadly consti
tuted planning group are more likely 
to gain systemwide support and be 

successfully implemented than those 
offered by single system actors or a 
small, closed group. Further, there 
is a measure of political pragmatism 
that accompanies "committee" recom
mendations which may allow some par
ticipants to support more imaginative 
policy options. As one local court 
official said during our survey, "If 
the criminal justice committee de
cides that it's a good idea to change 
(a particular office procedure), I've 
got protection that's non-existent if 
I decide to make the same change on 
my own. That committee allows me to 
be a bit more willing to take a 
chance on change." 

4.5 Strategy Implementation Checklist 

The following list is provided as a 
guide to jurisdictions addressing the 
issue of jail crowding. The nine 
steps listed will require varying 
amounts of time; data-gathering, for 
example, could require several days 
or several months to complete. Some 
steps may naturally take place con
currently, and new jail crowding 
solutions may be developed and 
implemented subsequent to the imple
mentation of initial strategies. In 
either event, it is crucial that ade
quate evaluation of each approach to 
the crowding problem be conducted. 4/ 

1. Involve the key actors. Make 
certain that all officials 
identified as having some impact 
on the jail population level are 
committed to helping arrive at 
solutions to the problem. 

2. Develop the necessary jail and 
system data. While the basic data 
necessary for a jurisdiction to 
undertake a sound planning effort 
is provided in Chapter 3, unique 
local conditions will require that 
the jurisdiction design its own 
mechanism to ensure that the data 
required to answer site-specific 
questions is obtained. 

3. Examine the data for indications 
of possible process changes as 
well as potential target popula
tions for program changes. Begin 
discussions a~ong key actors on 
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the benefits and drawbacks of each 
for the jurisdiction. 

4. Identify those programs and/or 
processes to be implemented. 

5. Develop methods to evaluate the 
impact or the particular changes 
on the jail population. This step 
should take place before actual 
implementation. 

6. Implement the new programs and/or 
processes. 

7. Evaluate the impact of the 
programs/processes on the jail 
population. Also, identify 
unanticipated effects on other 
criminal justice procedures. 

8. Modify programs/processes based on 
the findings of the evaluation 
process. 

9. Inform the public of system 
changes when initiated, and 
successful strategies as they are 
confirmed. 

4.6 Final Caveats 

Many programs that have beco~e 
integral parts of local criminal 
justice systems, such as release on 
recognizance (ROR), diversion and 
community service, were initially 
designed to perform a jail population 
reduction function. In many in
stances it was assumed that with 
program implementation the problem of 
crowding would be solved, that the 
speQific program would serve as a 
panacea in the effort to deflate 
population pressures. But local 
research and experience have revealed 
the complexity of the jail crowding 
problem and the futility of expecting 
one program or process to eliminate 
the phenomenon of rising jail 
populations and crowded cells. 
Long-term success requires time, 
patience, and the attention of the 
entire criminal justice community. 

However, research for this manual has 
also revealed situations in which the 
causes of crowding are evident and 
immediately remedied. Thus one final 
caveat: Nothing in this document is 
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meant to suggest that an obvious re
sponse to a clear-cut cause of crowd
ing should not be quickly undertaken. 
If a particular procedure or program 
emerges as an obvious remedy with a 
predictable impact, lengthy data
gathering and analysis may be 
eliminated. The steps outlined in 
this chapter for developing workable 
strategies are based on the assump
tion that the most obvious solutions 
have been tried--and found wanting. 
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Appendix A 
Criminal Justice Decision Points and Options 

Decision Point 1 - Police 
~r MagIstrate DecIsIon 

Following a report or observation of 
an offense, 1/ the law enforcement 
officer has sever.al choices. Whi Ie 
the most obvious is to make an arrest 
and transport the arrestee directly 
to a temporary holding facility or 
jail (particularly if a violent or 
otherwise severe offense is involved 
or if the safety of the victim or the 
arrestee requires removal from the 
scene), a broader range of custody 
options exists. Depending upon le
gislative authority, the arresting 
officer may issue a citation ordering 
the arrestee to appear in court at a 
particular date and time. Generally, 
citation release is available for 
misdemeanor suspects and, as with the 
court summons (see below), relies on 
the judgment of the official involved 
in assessing the risk of defendant 
failure to appear in court. 

The officer may also decide the be
havior in question does not justify 
formal intervention, but should in
stead be dealt with through informal 
channels. Several options may be 
available (especially for non-violent 
offenses, which are the most common 
in any jurisdiction), including con
tacting the suspect's family or 
friends, a crisis intervention 
center, citizen dispute resolution 
center, shelter facility, or other 
public or private social, mental, or 
health services. 

Although such choices are not part of 
the official system, and are thus 
"extra-system" options, they con
stitute a crucial part of any juris
diction's mechanism of response to 
social problems. Services such as 
"walk-in" counseling, detoxification, 

shelter programs, mental health 
clinics, dispute settlement centers, 
and other helping programs are often 
overlooked in jail "needs assess
ments" and other criminal justice 
planning efforts. Such programs can 
serve many who might otherwise be 
jailed. For instance, in many coun
ties persons arrested for public 
intoxication and driving under the 
influence constitute the majority of 
jail admissions. Diversion of appro
priate cases, such as public inebri
ates, mentally ill, juveniles, per
sons jailed on vagrancy or trepass
ing charges or on other minor dis
putes or nuisance charges, can have 
beneficial impact in conserving 
limited jail space. 

If a warrant for arrest is requested 
from a court magistrate by a law en
forcement officer or private citizen, 
the magistrate may sign the warrant, 
issue a summons requiring the defen
dant to appear in court on a certain 
date to respond to the charge, refer 
the complainant to appropriate extra
system services, or decline to 
intervene. 

Other actors at this stage are extra
system services staff, families, 
friends or others concerned with the 
suspect's welfare. The victim or 
witness can also play an important 
role by urging police to take a 
particular course of action. 

Decision Point 2 - Jailor 
StatIonhouse DecIsIon 

Upon the arrestee's admission to the 
jailor stationhouse, law enforcement 
staff at the facility become the 
principal system gatekeepers. The 
staff may first elect to release the 
arrestee ~nd eliminate the case from 
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possible prosecution, depending upon 
the agency's interest in eliminating 
cases unlikely to stand prosecutorial 
or court scrutiny. (In fact, some 
prosecutors place staff at detention 
facilities to screen arrestees--see 
Prosecutor discussion, Chapter 2). 
This stage of case-handling may also 
offer the last opportunity for di
recting arrestees to extra-system 
services, particularly for cases in 
whiuh an underlying physical or men
tal problem may have been the chief 
reason for field contact and arrest. 
Whether or not system discharge can 
be considered, the policing function 
would include observation for 
possible treatment needs. 

Many jurisdictions recognize citation 
release as an available course of ac
tion at the stationhouse as well as 
in the field. Where the option of 
outright discharge is eliminated, a 
stationhouse citation (also known as 
a "desk-appearance ticket") may be 
issued before or after the booking 
procedure. Law enforcement and pre
trial services agencies cooperate to 
conduct "pre-booking release-" at the 
stationhouse in some jurisdictions 
(see Pretrial Services discussion, 
Chapter 2). The defendant receiving 
a citation would be released without 
supervision and rer.uired to appear at 
the next session of the court to 
answer to the cnarge. 

Another option at the stationhouse 
is to book the defendant and set bail 
according to a schedule determined by 
local court rules. Where particular 
charges are listed with corresponding 
required amounts of bail, booking 
staff can calculate the total bail 
required and immediately inform the 
defendant, who can then arrange for 
payment. Some local courts autho
rize release without a financial 
requirement, i.e., release on recog
nizance, at this point for traffic 
and/or misdemeanor charges, but most 
bail schedules require posting some 
amount of money as security against 
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possible failure to appear in court. 
The full amount may be deposited by 
the defendant, family or friends. 

A bail option which remains in use in 
most jurisdictions, particularly 
those which do not allow deposit of a 
refundable percentage of the bail 
amount directly with the court, is 
the use of a private surety, or bail 
bondsman, licensed by the state to 
guarantee payment of the full bail 
amount in the event of defendant non
appearance. State bail statutes vary 
but generally allow the surety to 
require a non-refundable fee of 10 
percent of the bail amount, plus some 
form of property collateral to be 
forfeited to the surety agent in the 
event of failure to appear. 

Even where a schedule of bail amounts 
(or fines) is available for use, some 
stationhouse personnel also have dis
cretion to refuse to admit the defen
dant to bail. If discharge, citation 
release, and application of a bail 
schedule are unavailable or inappro
priate, the only remaining option is 
detention for magistrate or pretrial 
services review. 

Though stationhouse personnel are the, 
principal decisionmakers at this 
stage, community services staff also 
playa role in considering referrals 
to extra-system services. Prosecutors 
and/or pretrial services staff may 
enter the process in deciding whether 
the defendant will be released or 
jailed. Family and friends may help 
provide the bail amount. Finally, 
the surety agen\ may make release 
possible by offering services to 
selected defendants, producing a 
total of six possible primary or 
secondary participants in the jailor 
non-jail decision at this stage. 

Decision Point 3 - Bail Magistrate 
or Pretrial Services Decision 

In many jurisdictions, lower court 
magistrates or bail commissioners 

---- -----~ ~----------

T 

review law enforcement charges, 
gather basic information on the 
arrestee's background, and determine 
required bail conditions. As an 
officer of the court, the bail magi
strate may act alone or depend on 
pretrial services agency staff to 
obtain sufficient background data for 
an informed bail decision. Law 
enforcement or detention staff may 
also provide information and, if the 
defendant has obtained legal counsel, 
the attorney may intervene to offer 
relevant information. 

Where no bail magistrate is present, 
a court may use pretrial services 
staff to gather background informa
tion relating to the likelihood of 
appearance for subsequent court 
events. In some jurisdictions, the 
degree of threat to community safety 
is also considered. 2/ Some courts 
also authorize the pretrial services 
agency to release certain categories 
of defendants at the staff's 
discretion. Such direct release 
authority is available for misde
meanor and some felony charges in 
certain jurisdictions (see Pretrial 
Services discussion, Chapter 2). 
Otherwise, pretrial services staff 
would gather information collected 
from interviews with the defendant 
and other references and from cri
minal history records for the defen
dant's initial appearance before the 
court. 

Alternative dispositions for the 
magistrate or bail commissioner (or 
the pretrial services director with 
release authority) include release on 
recognizance, conditional release, or 
financial bail. With financial bail 
some defendants may be unable to post 
the required amount, effectively 
denying admittance to bail. Where 
financial bail is required without 
the option for a defendant to make a 
percentage deposit directly with the 
court, the bail bondsman becumes a 
case-handling decisionmaker. 
Finally, depending on the severity of 

the charge, the defendant may be 
denied bail at this point (see dis
cussion of Decision Point 5 for a 
full listing of release options). 

Decision Point 4 - Prosecutor's 
Charging Decision 

In practice, prosecutors who review 
charges prior to initial appearance 
may be in the minority. However, 
many prosecutors are involved in case 
review soon after an arrestee is 
taken into custody. Some perform 
pre-arrest or on-scene review. The 
prosecutor takes information from law 
enforcement officials and, in some 
instances, from the arrestee and/or 
victims and witnesses in order to 
determine whether prosecution should 
proceed on the original charge, a 
reduced charge, or be declined. 
Since charge reduction often leads to 
bail reduction and release and since 
a significant percentage of cases may 
eventually not be prosecuted, expedi
tious screening can yield SUbstantial 
redUctions in average length of con
finement of those detained. 

As another case proceSSing alterna
tive, many prosecutors and courts 
consider defendants for diversion 
from prosecution. Generally, such 
programs identify first offenders 
persons facing misdemeanor charges, 
offering participation in treatment, 
education, or job training programs 
with the agreement that successful 
completion will cause the charges to 
be dropped. Since few clients are 
likely to be drawn from the jail 
population, such programs offer less 
direct effect in efforts to reduce 
jail populations. 1/ 

Decision Point 5 - Initial Appearance 

Initial appearance before the lower 
court is the most critical event in 
determining detention or release 
during the pretrial stage. It is at 
this point that bail is universally 
considered for all defendants. 
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Generally available forms of release 
include: 

• Release on Recognizance - Requires 
no financial deposit and involves 
no conditions other than appear
ance for court and no additional 
criminal charges. 

• Conditional Release - Requires no 
financial deposit, but certain 
conditions, such as regular 
reporting to the court or pretrial 
services agency, continuing 
employment or educational status, 
staying away from the victim, 
travel or curfew restrictions. 

• Supervised Release - Requires no 
financial deposit or payment, but 
requires supervised participation 
in a problem-oriented program such 
as job counseling, or drug 
treatment. 

• Third-party Release - A non
financial release condition in 
which a family member, friend, or 
an independent organization is 
assigned custody of the defendant 
and assumes responsibility for 
assuring court appearance; 

• Nominal or Unsecured Bail -
Similar to release on recogn
izance, with the exception that a 
dollar amount is set by the court 
for which the defendant is liable 
in case of failure to appear. 

• Deposit Bail - Requires posting of 
a percentage, usually 10 percent, 
of the full money bail amount with 
the court that is refunded, some
times minus a small administrative 
fee, 'if court appearances are 
made. 

• Full Deposit or Cash Bail -
Requires posting of the full 
amount of the bail bond, to be 
returned if the defendant appears 
as required. 
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• Property Bail - Posting of pro
perty or other assets in lieu of 
posting full cash bail with the 
court. 

• Surety Bail - Requires posting of 
a non-refundable percentage, 
usually 8-15 percent, of the full 
bond amount with a licensed pri
vate surety agent who agrees to 
pay the full amount of the bond if 
the accused fails to appear as 
required • .!i/ 

The court may also dismiss or allow a 
plea to a misdemeanor charge at this 
point, perhaps after receiving a 
recommendation from the prosecutor; 
or, as previously mentioned, prose
cution may be suspended while the 
defendant participates in a diversion 
program. 

If denied or unable to post bail, the 
defendant would remain in custody 
pending further court events, unless 
a guilty plea is entered 5/ and a 
non-jail penalty is ordered (see dis
cussion of Decision Point 10 for full 
listing of sentencing options). 

In addition to the judiciary, parti
cipants in the initial appearance 
generally include prosecuting and 
defense attorneys (though counsel for 
indigent defendants may not y~t be 
appointed), and may also include 
pretrial services staff, or probation 
staff if sentencing is contemplated. 
Representatives of victim-witness 
programs, perhaps located in the pro
secutor's office, are also present in 
some jurisdictions. 

Other pretrial or sentencing alterna
tives program staff could influence a 
non-jail disposition by accepting or 
rejecting potential clients. Finally, 
private advocacy groups concerned 
with disposition of particular cases 
may also contact the court or other 
agencies to attempt to influence 
bail-setting or sentencing decisions. 
6/ 

.. . .. 

Decision Point 6 - Bail Review 

Generally, review of bail conditions 
is a part of each pretrial hearing, 
but reconsideration may also take 
place in an independent court 
proceeding. In many jurisdictions, 
review of bail conditions within a 
certain period following initial 
appearance is required by legislation 
or by state or local court rules 
(e.g., bail review must be conducted 
within 24 hours of initial court 
bail-setting in Kentucky). The 
defendant who remains in detention 
after automatic bail review may 
request reconsideration at any time. 
Bail review necessarily involves the 
court, the defendant, defense coun
sel, and the prosecutor. Some pre
trial services agencies also parti
cipate, providing further background 
on the defendant and/or suggesting 
possible pretrial release options. 

Court options include reduced finan
cial requirements, or any combination 
of financial and/or non-financial 
conditions calcUlated by the court to 
increase access to bail while assur
ing court appearance. Bail may also 
be increased if the court determines 
that the likelihood of violation of a 
release condition has increased. 

Decision Point 7 - Preliminary 
Hea·ring/Grand Jury Review 

Procedures vary considerably at this 
stage. Figure I assumes that cases 
(generally felony and serious misde
meanor charges) may be taken to one 
or both of these proceedings. The 
preliminary hearing is used by the 
court to determine whether there are 
reasonable grounds to believe that 
the defendant committed the crime. 
If not, the case is dismissed. If 
the charges are not dismissed, bail 
may be set or adjusted, giving the 
detained defendant an opportunity to 
obtain pretrial release by one of the 
methods previously outlined. The 
court may also accept a plea and 

immediately sentence the defendant, 
which could result in release from 
jail. 

In many jurisdictions, grand jury 
consideration follows the preliminary 
hearing. Where grand juries are 
used, the defendant may waive pre
liminary hearing, although the hear
ing might afford the chance to move 
for dismissal of the case. The grand 
jury may either indict or find "no 
true bill", effectively dismissing 
the case. Where grand juries are not 
used or do not review certain char
ges, the prosecutor prepares the case 
for formal arraignment. In some ju
risdictions, neither the preliminary 
hearing or grand jury process is used 
regularly. Instead, the prosecutor 
files the case directly for formal 
arraignment. 

Decisionmaking participants at this 
stage would include the judiciary, 
prosecutor, defense attorney and 
defendant, and grand jury members. 
Others, such as victim-witness pro
gram staff, pretrial services staff, 
private surety agents, and victim/ 
witness assistance agency staff 
monitoring certain cases also par
ticipate directly or indirectly in 
many jurisdictions. 

Decision Point 8 - Arraignment 

As with the preliminary hearing/grand 
jury procedure, a formal arraignment 
hearing may be held for felony and 
the most serious misdemeanor cases. 
Arraignment follows the prosecutor's 
filing of a charge or grand jury 
indictment formally accusing the 
defendant and is the point at which 
the defendant is required to enter a 
plea. (Note: The ini tial court 
appearance constitutes arraignment 
in most misdemeanor cases, since a 
plea may be entered in the lower 
court at that pOint. Felony defen
dants may also enter a plea in the 
lower court, though some juriSdic
tions allow felony pleas only sub
sequent to indictment.) 
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At arraignment the trial court may 
dismiss the case outright, accept a 
plea and order a sentence from among 
those discussed below, set or reset 
bail, perhaps allowing the defendant 
to achieve release through one of the 
aforementioned methods, or order the 
defendant held without bail for 
trial. 

The trial judge, prosecutor, defense 
attorney and defendant are principal 
participants in the arraignment 
process. However, as in the earlier 
procedures, a number of other system 
officials often have some bearing on 
the question of custody. These in
clude program representatives from 
pretrial services, diversion, proba
tion, sentencing alternatives pro
jects, and victim/witness assistance. 
As before, the private surety agent 
often plays a role in release out
come, and private-interest groups may 
attempt to influence the disposition 
of the case or placement of the 
defendant. 

Decision Point 9 - Trial/Adjudication 

Trial holds the possibility of 
dismissal of charges, leading to 
immediate release if the defendant is 
detained to that point. Acquittal or 
mistrial also results in release. If 
neither occurs and the defendant is 
convicted, the court may impose a 
sentence immediately. Release pend
ing sentencing at a later date repre
sents another decision option. While 
this is most commonly accomplished 
through financial bail, the court may 
choose to release the convicted in~i
vidual on non-financial conditions, 
such as supervised release or release 
on recognizance. Conviction may also 
result in detention of formerly 
released defendants, pending 
sentencing. 

The court, jury members (in jury 
trials), prosecution, defense and 
defendant, victim, witnesses, and 
special interest advocacy organiza-
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tions may all participate in deter
mining trial outcome; and, if post
conviction release is a possibility, 
the bail surety agent may again play 
a role in the release decision. 

Aside from possible release or deten
tion before sentencing, the court may 
order a presentence investigation 
(PSI) and/or a special examination, 
e.g., to determine mental condition. 
Though the PSI/examination procedure 
does not represent a primary decision 
point, it deserves particular atten
tion in constructing a useful model 
for jail crowding reduction efforts 
(see discussion of Probation/Parole, 
Chapter 2). Recommendations stemming 
from these procedures may open cer
tain sentencing options but, as with 
all of the processes heretofore dis
cussed, could significantly affect 
average length of confinement depend
ing on the amount of time expended 
for completion of the investigation. 

Decision Point 10 - Sentencin~ 

Among sentencing options, the court 
may first decide upon suspending the 
statutorily presoribed jailor non
jail dispositions. However, suspen
sion of a jail sentence is likely to 
bring with it other sanctions, suoh 
as probation supervision for a cer
tain time, a fine, restitution, or 
some combination of community 
controls. 

The court may choose from among a 
number of non-jail penalties, 
including: 

• Probation Supervision - Requiring 
the offender to report to the 
probation agen~y for a specified 
period of time, during which 
limitations on association or 
movement, treatment or restitution 
to the victim may be required; 

• Suspended Sentence - Holding a 
more severe penalty in abeyance 
for a specified time on the con-
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dition of no further criminal 
activity, possibly requir~n~ 
supervision, treatment, 11m1ta
tions on mobility, or restitution. 

Fine - Requiring cash payment, 
usually in installments, based on 
the damage incurred and the offen
der's ability to pay. 

Community Service - Requiring un
paid service for a certain number 
of hours to a local government 
agency or sponsoring private orga
nization, sometimes as substitu
tion for a fine with hours of ser
vice calculated by dividing the 
fine by the established minimum 
wage. 

Restitution - Requiring cash pay
ment by the offender of an amount 
calculated to offset the loss 
incurred by the victim or the 
community. Services are sometimes 
substituted for cash payment if 
the offender has little or no 
earning capacity. 

Treatment - Requiring the offender 
to undergo a regimen, on an in- or 
out-patient basis, designed to 
address a particular problem asso
ciated with criminal behavior, 
such as alcohol or drug depen
dency, or mental illness. 

• Halfway House - Requiring the 
offender to be confined in a 
residential setting apart from the 
jail, where programs may address 
treatment needs or offer special
ized services, such as work/study 
programs or employment counseling. 

As with the pretrial release options, 
some courts combine alternative sen
tences, e.g., ordering community ser
ice hours with a suspended.sentence 
or strict probation superv1sion. Fi
nally, the court may elect to incar
cerate, either in the jailor in the 
state prison system. 1/ 

The court's sentence often depends on 
information from a variety of sour
ces, including prosecution and de
fense representatives. If a presen
tence investigation (PSI) or other 
examination were reqUired, those.re
sponsible for the report (m~st 11kely 
the probation staff) would 1nfluence 
the outcome. If the offender were 
released before trial, pretria~ ser
vices or other supervisory starf 
would report on pretrial release 
behavior directly or through the PSI. 
If non-jail penalties or programs 
were being considered, appr~priate 
program staff would appear 1n court 
or forward their recommendations. 
Also, the victim and/or witness to 
the offense might present a state
ment in court or through the prosecu
tor, presentence investigation staff, 
or victim assistance agency. 

Decision Point 11 - Appeal 

If an appeal of conviction or sen
tence is filed by the defendant! 
another custody decision point 1S 
created for certain system actors. 
The court must again decide if the 
offender, now an appellant, is to be 
confined or released pending the 
outcome. The trial court is at the 
center of this process, with d~fense 
counsel and prosecutor. Pretr1al 
services staff or others who would 
supervise non-financial release may 
also be involved. The private surety 
could playa deciding role if money 
bail is required. Detention prac
tices pending appeals may have sub
stantial effect on the jail popula
tion, particularly if appeals and 
retrials are not conducted 
expeditiously. 

Decision Point 12 - Parole or Early 
Release Consideration 

In most jurisdictions, modification 
of the jail term is an available op
tion in selected cases. This may be 
possible under established local pa
role guidelines, through a specially 
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created early release consideration 
scheme or by formal application to 
the court for mitigation of sentence. 
Some jurisdictions utilize all three 
procedures. In t~e latter instance, 
the trial court may accept or refuse 
to consider the prisoner's request 
for sentence review. If the court 
should agree to a review, three basic 
options would be open: release on 
time served, release Oil conditions 
such as supervision by the pro~ation 
agency, or continued confinement. 

Early release systems may be created 
by cit~e8 and counties as emergency 
mechanlsms triggered by jail popula
tion levels, as a mere or less perma
nent practice (especially where local 
paroling authority does not exist), 
or as a gesture during certain holi
day seasons. Supervision may be 
ordered for a speaified length of 
time. 

Local paroling authority is usually 
established by state criminal sta
tutes, with a permanent board to 
conduct case review on annual or 
biannual schedules. 8/ The degree 0: 
local involvement in-selection of 
cases for release varies, but selec
tions are generally based on prisoner 
behavior or work performed in thp. 
jail. Schedules and selection ori
teria may be adjusted in an attempt 
to reduce jail time and lower jail 
populations. However, state
established local parole policy is 
generally less flexible than locally 
established early release measures, 
therefore less responsive to city or 
county population reduction efforts. 

Participants in sentence mitigation 
includes the prisoner's legal coun
sel, the court, and the prosecutor. 
In the case of special early release 
the corrections staff selects appro-' 
priate cases for consiueration bv the 
corrections administrator, sheriff, 
and/or court. For parole release, 
the local parole board would decide 
on the basis of its own prisoner 
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interview, review of institutional 
records and consultation with the 
court and/or prosecutor. Parole 
guidelines may also require victim 
contact prior to the parole decision. 

As previously noted, this description 
of a "typical" case-handling process 
does not account for every possible 
d~cision point and case-handling op
tlon which may exisG in the operation 
of a particular local criminal jus
tice system. Those familiar with 
their own city or county procedures 
will find significant variations. In 
fact, a close look at any looal sys
tem may reveal several additional 
critical custody decisions, a larger 
number of "non-jail" and "extra
system" opti~ns, and a broader array 
of participants. 
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6/ Should the defendant fail to appear for any court proceed ing, be arrested 
'On a new charge, or fail to comply with conditional or supervised release 
requirements, the court or other superv ising agency could order the defen
dant's return to custody. While issuance of an arrest warrant is often a 
matter of course in this instance, the supervlslng agency may, wi th court 
permission, attempt to remedy the problem and obviate the need for arrest. In 
the case of failure to satisfactorily complete a diversion-from-prosecution 
program, the suspended charge may be reactivated for trial and the defendant 
returned to jail without bailor admitted to bail under financial or non
financial cond i tions. A number of agencies may be involved in weighing the 
question of pretrial revocation, including pretrial services, diversion, or 
treatment staffj the prosecutor; the defense attorney; law enforcement 
officers; and the court. For a discussion of pretrial services program 
practice3 in this and other areas, see Andy Hall et al., Pretrial Release 
Program Options (Washington, DC: National Institute of Justice, June 1994). 

1/ As in the pretrial phase, serious or repeated violation of conditions 
accompanying a non-jail sentence, or of parole following an abbreviated jail 
term, may result in revocation and confinement. In most jurisdictions, arrest 
on a new charge carries a presumption of revocation. Since considerable time 
may be expended in dealing with the question of revocation, a SUbstantial 
amount of jail space may be used to house persons awaiting the decision. 
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~I F?r example, California law authorizes a three-member local parole board 
to Include the sheriff and chief probation officer and a citizen membe; 
appointed by the Presiding Superior Court Judge. Oregon law allows the 
sentencing judge to parole misdemeanants from the local jail. 
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Appendix B 

Local Contacts for Programs and Procedures 

Law Enforce~ent Options 

--Pre-arrest Diversion of Public Inebriates 

San Diego County, CA: Volunteers of America, 1111 Island Avenue, San Diego, 
CA 92101, (619) 232-9343 

King County, WA: Gene Uno, King County Treatment Center, \oJashington Center 
Building, 1421 Minor Avenue, Seattle, HA 98101, (206) 587-0161 

Frederick County, VA: John Foreman, Starting Point, 112 South Cameron Street, 
Hinchester, VA 22601, (703) 667-8943 

--Pre-arrest Diversion of Mentally Disabled 

Dayton County, OH: Major D. E. Tobias, Dayton Police Department, 335 Hest 
Third, Dayton, OH 45402, (513) 449-1074 

Galveston County, TX: 
Mental Health Deputies, 

Sarah Boyd, Galveston County Sheriff's Department, 
P. o. 2490, Galveston, TX 77553, (409) 766-2323 

--Q~o of Shelter Programs 

Connecticut: Paul Brown, Chief Bail Commissioner, Judicial Department, Drawer 
N, Station A, Hartford, CT 06105, (203) 722-5845 

--Use of Family Dispute Intervention Units 

For information on these units in Oakland, Chicago, Denver, New York City and 
other sites, contact Mark Caplan, Senior Police Specialist, National Criminal 
Justice Reference Service, P. O. Box 6000, Rockville, MD 20850, (800) 851-3420 

--yield Citation (Notice-to-Appear) Procedures 

Duval County, FL: Gary Higgins, Chief, Planning and Research Division, Office 
of the Sheriff, 501 East Bay Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202, (904) 633-430~ 

Genesee County, NY: Sheriff H. Douglas Call, Genesee County Sheriff's 
Department, P. O. Box 151, Batavia, NY 14020, (716) 343-0838 

--Stationhouse Citation Release Procedures 

Washington, DC: Jay Carver, DC Pretrial Services Agency, 400 F Street, NH, 
Washington, DC 20001, (202) 727-2911 

Salt Lake County, UT: Candace Nenow, Salt Lake County Pre-Trial Services 
Division, 460 South 400 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, (801) 535-5100 

Jail Administration Options 

--Access to Defenda,,~s for Pretrial Release Screening and Follow-up 

Frederick County, VA: Hon. David Simpson, General District Court, P. O. Box 
526, Winchester, VA 22601, (703) 667-5770 
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--Access to Defendants for Pretrial Release Screening and Follow-up (cont.) 

Salt Lake County, UT: Candace Nenow, Salt Lake County Pre-Trial Services 
Division, 460 South 400 East, Salt Lake City, ~T 84111, (801) 535-5100 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Herb Mann, Director, Pretrial Release Department, 720 
East Fourth Street, Charlotte, NC 28202 9 (704) 336-2027 

--Defendant Access to Telephone 

Milwaukee County, IH: Lt. Richard Cox, Assistant Jail Administrat,or, 
Milwaukee County Safety Building, 821 West State Street, Milwaukee, WI 53233, 
(414) 278-4759 

--Providing Jail Census Data to Other Key System Actors 

Brevard County, FL: Gary Barringer, Jail Commander, Brevard County Sheriff's 
Department, P. O. Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-8906 

Bexar County, TX: James R. Thorn, Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San P,tonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Chief Jail Administrator Julius Lloyd, 801 East 
Fourth Street, Charlotte, NC 28202 

Campbell County, KY: Hon. Lloyd Rogers, County Judge Executive, 24 West 
Fourth Street, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 292-3838 or Ed Crockett, Director, 
Pretrial Services, Room 308, Third Floor, Covington-Kenton Building, 301 Court 
Street, Covington, KY 41011, (606) 292-6517 

--Special Detention Case Monitors/Expeditors 

Campbell County, KY: Hon. Lloyd Rogers, County Judge Executive, 24 West 
Fourth Street, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 292-3838 or Ed Crockett, Director, 
Pretrial Services, Room 308, Third Floor, Covington-Kenton Building, 301 Court 
Street, Covington, KY 41011, (606) 292-6517 

Bexar County, TX: James R. Thorn, Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 

Shawnee County, KS: Earl Hindman, Jail Administrator, Shawnee County 
Department of Corrections, 200 East Seventh Street, Room 315, Topeka, KS 
66603, (913) 295-4073 

--Direct Recognizance Release Authority 

t1arion County, OR: Jerry Frost, Intake Release, P. O. Box 710, Salem, OR 
97308, (503) 588-5218 

-~Community Development of Pretrial Diversion and Sentencing Options 

Sarpy County, NE: Tom Richards, Sarpy County Alcohol Diversion Program, 1210 
Papillion, NE 68046, (402) 593-2206 

Genesee County, NY: Daniel Hale, Chairman, Criminal Justice Advisory Council, 
County Building 2, 3738 West Main Road, Batavia, NY 14020, (716) 344-2580 

San Mateo ~ounty, CA: Ron Brothers, Director, Adult Probation, Hall of 
Justice and Records, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 363-4244 

Brevard County, FL: Gary Barringer, Jail Commander', Brevarj County Sheriff's 
Department, P. O. Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-8906 
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Perdiem Charges to User Jurisdictions 
__ Assessment of Booking and -

Thorn Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County, TX: James' R. 404, s~n Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 

J ail Space Sharing/Classification system 
__ Creation of Multi-County 

Couiities VA: 'Patricia 
Shenando?-h, an

3
d
17 

wsar~~n Cameron st'reet, Winchester, Clarke, Frederick, Page, 
Flegal, Director, Regional 
VA 22601, (703) 667-6696 

~rosecution Options 

Jail ProJect, ou 

__ Pre_arrest Warrant Screeni~ 
Coordinating Council, 306 

R bertson Prosecuting Attorneys 
Michigan: Tomi 0 MI 48913 (517) 373-6541 
Townsend, Lans ng, ' 

i Of New Charges Upon Booking __ Screen ng -
John District Attorney's Office, 

Milwaukee County, WI: Herman 821' West State Street, Milwaukee, 
County Safety Building, Room 412, 

Milwaukee 
WI 53233, 

(414) 278-4676 
, , , nal Divis ion county At torney's 

Ramsey County, MN: James Kon~n, ~~l~i~o;rl~~. Paul, MN 55102, (612) 298-4391 
Office, 350 st. Peter Street, our , 

d Prosecuting Attorney, 415 East 12th 
Jackson County, MO: Albert Rie e,rer, MO 64106 (816) 881-3555 
Street, Floor 7 Mezzanine, Kansas Clty, 

__ 24-Hour "On-View" Arrest Screening 
fi Lucas County Court 

Lucas County, OH: Kurt Posner, District At~4~~)Y~~5~~70~e, 

. 

House, 710 Adams Street, Toledo, OH 43624, 

Sen ior Staff in Early Screening Procedures 
--Use of 

CA' D. J. Sekany, District Attorney's Office, P. O. Box 
Sacramento County,· 6) 449 5771 
749, Sacramento, CA 95804, (91 -

i i I Processing Court, 595 
NJ '. Robert Zucconi, Central Jud c a 

Hudson County, 6 (201) 795 6400 
Newark Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 0730 , -

I Char es, Additional Char es 
__ Consolidation of Multip e 

y. Jack Miller, Commonwealth Attorney, 219 North Upper 

~~~:;~~ LCeOxUtntit'on ~ KY 40505, (606) 252 -3571 

__ Vertical Case Processing 
District Attorney's Office, Milwaukee 

Milwaukee County, WI: Herman John, West State Street, Milwaukee, WI 53233, 
County Safety Building, Room 412, 821 
(414) 278-4676 

I District Attorney, 26th 
P t S. Gilchrist II , 4 642 

Mecklenburg County, NC: e er Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 37 -2 
Judicial District, 700 East Trade 
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--Priority Handling of Detention Cases 

Salt Lake County, UT: Candace Nenow, Salt Lake County Pre-Trial Services 
Division, 460 South 400 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, (801) 535-5100 

Bexar County, TX: James R. Thorn, Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 

Connecticut: Joseph D' Alesio, Case Flow Manager, Office of the Chief Court 
Administrator, Drawer N, Station A, Hartford, CT 06106, (203) 566-7370 

--Same-Day Grand Jury and Preliminary Hearing 

Lucas County, OH: Kurt Posner, District Attorney's Office, Lucas County Court 
House, 710 Adams Street, Toledo, OH 43624, (419) 245-4700 

--Leadership in Crowding Alleviation Efforts 

Bex"r County, TX: James R. Thorn, Cr-iminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Peter S. Gilchrist III, District Attorney, 26th 
JUdicial District, 700 East Trade Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 374-2642 

Pretrial Services Options 

--~elease Screening at Jail Booking 

Clark County, WA: Jane Johnson, Manager, Clark County Corrections, 703 West 
15th Street, P. O. Box 5000, Vancouver, WA 98668, (206) 699-2436 

San Hateo County, CA: Roman "Skip" Duranczyk, Director, San Mateo County 
Release on Recognizance Project, 234 Marshall Street, Suite 8, Redwood City, 
CA 94063, (415) 363-4191 

Salt Lake County, UT: Candace Nenow, Salt Lake County Pre-Trial. Services 
Division, 460 South 400 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, (801) 535-5100 

--24-Hour, 7-Day Pretrial Services Screening 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Herb Mann, Director, Pretrial Release Department, 720 
East Fourth Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 336-2027 

--Misdemeanant Direct Release Authority 

San Mateo County, CAl Roman "Skip" Duranczyk, Director, San Mateo County 
Release on Recognizance Project, 234 Marshall Street, Suite 8, Redwood City, 
CA 94063, (415) 363-4181 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Herb Mann, Director, Pretrial Release Department, 720 
East Fourth Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 336-2027 

Salt Lake County, UT: Candace Nenow, Salt Lake County Pre-Trial Services 
Division, 460 South 400 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, (801) 535-5100 

Clark County, WA: Jane Johnson, Manager, Clark County Corrections I 703 West 
15th Street, P. O. Box 5000, Vancouver, WA 98668, (206) 699-2436 
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--Felony Direct Release Authority 

King County, WA: Frank Fleetham, Jr., Court Services Section, King County 
Department of Corrections, E-119 King County Courthouse, Seattle, WA 98104, 
(206) 344-4020 

Connecticut: Paul Brown, Chief Bail Commissioner, Judicial Department, Drawer 
N, Station A, Hartford, CT 06105, (203) 722-5845 

--ScreeninK to Divert DWI Arrestees 

Charleston, SC: Sgt. James Doyle,' Jail Administrator, Charleston City Jail, 
180 Lockwood Drive. Charleston, SC 29402, (803) 577-7434 

Fayette County, KY: Linda Johnson, Kentucky Pretrial Services, Municipal 
Building, 136 Walnut Street, Room 201, Lexington, KY 40507, (606) 233-4085 

--Screening to Divert Mentally Disabled 

Multnomah County, OR: Charles Wall, Director, Pretrial Release Office, 1120 
Southwest Third Avenue, Room 301, Portland, OR 97204, (503) 248-3893 

--Expanding Release Options 

Washington, DC: Jay Carver, DC Pretrial Services Agency, 400 F Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20001, (202) 727-2911 

Connecticut: Paul Brown, Chief Bail Commissioner, Judicial Department, Drawer 
N, Station A, Hartford, CT 06105, (203) 722-5845 

--Supervised Pretrial Release 

San Mateo County, CAl Roman "Skip" Duranczyk, Director, San Mateo County 
Release on Recognizance Project, 234 Marshall Street, Sui te 8, Redwood Ci ty, 
CA 94063, (415) 363-4181 

Dade County, FL: Tim Murray, Director, Pretrial Services, 1500 NW 12th 
Avenue, Suite 736, Miami, FL 33136, (305) 547-7987 

Multnomah County, OR: Charles Wall, Director, Pretrial Release Office, 1120 
Southwest Third Avenue, Room 301, Portland, OR 97204, (503) 248-3893 

Mi lwaukee County, WI: 
Intervention Program, 
271-1750 

Jill Fuller, \-lisconsin Correctional Service, 
436 Hest Hisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 43203, 

--Revision of Release on Recognizance Criteria 

Court 
(414 ) 

Bexar County, TX: James R. Thorn, Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 

--Post-Initial Appearance Follow-up for Bail Review 

Milwaukee CO:'::il.y, HI: 
Intervention Program, 
271-1750 

Jill Fuller, Hisconsin Correctional Service, 
436 West Hisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 43203, 

Court 
(414 ) 

Phi ladelphia, PA: Maria Terpolli li, Director, Condi tional Release Section, 
Pretrial Services Division, 219 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107, 
(215) 686-7576 

Hashington, DC: Jay Carver, DC Pretrial Services Agency, 400 F Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20001, (202) 727-2911 
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--Post-Initial Appearance Follow-up for Bail Review (cont.) 

Kentucky: John H d i k 
Administrative ' en I' c s, Director, Kentucky Pretrial Services, 
(502) 564-2350 Offloe of the Courts, 403 Wapping Street, Frankfort, KY 40601, 

--Prosecution Diversion Screening--DWI Cases 

Monroe County, NY: Ms. Lee Wood, D' t 
P T ' I lrec or, Monroe County Bar Assoc l' at ion re- rla Services Corporation 65 B 
14614, (716) 454-3491 road Street, Room 610, Rochester, NY 

--Assisting in Presentence Investigation Procedure 

Cobb, County, GA:, W~nda Stokes, Pretrial Court Services A enc 
PubllC Safety BUlldlng, Marietta, GA 30061, (404) 424-092~ y, P. O. Box 649, 

--Providing Jail Census/System Flow Statistics 

Salt Lake County UT: C d N 
DiVision, 460 South !IOO an ace enow, Salt Lake County Pre-Trial Services 

East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, (801) 535-5100 

Kentucky: John Hendricks D' 
Administrative Office of the ' lrector, Kentucky Pretrial Services 
(502) 564-2350 ~ourts, 403 Wapping Street, Frankfort, KY 40601: 

~udicial Options 

--Leadership in Systemwide Crowding Alleviation Efforts 

Brevard County, FL: Hon. Gil Goshorn, Chief Judge of Circuit 
Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-81.15 Court, P. O. 

~~~de~~ck h Cotunt y , VA: Hon. David Simpson, General District C t O. Box 
, lnc es ei', VA 22601, (703) 667-5770 our , P. 

Milwaukee County, WI: 
Courthouse, 901 North 
278-5112 

Hon. 
Ninth 

Victor Manian, Chief Judge, 
Street, Room 500, Milwaukee, 

Milwaukee County 
WI 53233, (414) 

Salt Lake County, UT: Hon. David B. Dee, Ch 
CounCl'1 Roo 408 C't air, Criminal Justice Advisory' , m ,1 Y and County Building, S It 535-7506 a Lake County, UT 84111, (801) 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Hon. Frank W. Snepp, Senior Resident Superio'" 
Judge, 800 East Fourth Street, Ch I tt NC 3 • Court ar 0 e, 2 202, (704) 373-6736 

--Prompt Magistrate Bail-Setting 

Mecklenburg County, NC: H J 
800 East Fourth Street Ch on. ames E. Lanning, Chief District Court Judge, 

, arlotte, NC 28202, (704) 373-6735 

Frederick County, VA: Hon. David Simpson 
525, Winchester, VA 22601, (703) 667-5770 ' General District Court, P. O. Box 

--Use of Delegated Release Authority 

King County, WA: Frank Fleetham, Jr., Court 
D(epartment of Corrections, E-119 King County Services Section, King County 
206) 344-4020 Courthouse, Seattle, WA 98104, 
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--Court Policy Opposing Detention of Persons Charged with Misdemeanors 

Snohomish County, WA: William B. Harper, Snohomish County Department of 
Corrections, Fourth Floor, County Courthouse, Everett, WA 98201, (206) 
259 -9395 

--Development of Non-Financial Release Options and Programs for Special 
PopulatIons 

Milwaukee County, WI: 
Courthouse, 901 North 
278-5112 

Hon. 
Ninth 

Victor 
Street, 

Manian, Chief Judge, 
Room 500, Milwaukee, 

Milwaukee 
WI 53233, 

County 
(414 ) 

Frederick County, VA: Hon. David Simpson, General District Court, P. O. Box 
526, Winchester, VA 22601, (703) 667-5770 

Shawnee County, KS: Earl Hindman, 
Department of Corrections, 200 East 
66603, (913) 295 -4073 

Jail Administrator, 
Seventh Street, Room 

--Revision of Pretrial Release Eligibility Criteria 

Shawnee County 
315, Topeka, KS 

Bexar County, TX: James R. Thorn, Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-254!J 

--Use of Individual Jail Case Review Procedures 

Brevard County, FL: Hon. Gil Goshorn, Chief Judge of Circui t Court, P. O. 
Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-8115 

Frederick County, VA: Hon. Dav id Simpson, General District Court, P. O. Box 
526, Winchester, VA 22601, (703) 667-5770 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Hon. Frank W. Snepp, Senior Resident Superior Court 
Judge, 800 East Fourth Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 373-5736 

Campbell County, KY: Hon. Lambert Hehl, Chief District Judge, 30 West Fourth 
Street, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 292-6323 

--Administrative Transfer of Pretrial Services Unit 

Lueas County, OH: William Brennan, Regional Planning Unit, 316 North 
Michigan, Room 800, Toledo, OH 43624, (419) 244-5819 

--Overall Emphasis on Reducing Delay in Handling Detention Cases 

Bexar County, TX: James R. Thorn, Criminal District Court Administrator, 
Bexar County Courthouse, Room 404, San Antonio, TX 78205, (512) 220-2544 

Middlesex County, NJ: Hon. George J. Nicola, Presiding Criminal Court Judge, 
One J. F. Kennedy Square, New Brunswick, NJ 08903, (2~1) 745-4155 

--Reduced Adjudication-to-Sentencing Time 

Brevard County, FL: Hon. Gil Goshorn, Chief Judge of Circuit Court, P. O. 
Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-8115 

Campbell County, KY: Hon. Lambert Hehl, Chief District Judge, 30 West Fourth 
Street, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 292-6323 
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--Individual Case Advocacy; Strict Eligibility Criteria' Community Review 
Boards ' 

National. Center on Institutions and Alternatives, Herb Hoelter, Director, 814 
North Salnt Asaph Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, (703) 684-0373 

Comm~ni ty Serv ice Sentencing Proj ect, Dick Ri kkens, c/o Vera I'nsti tute of 
Justlce, 377 Broadway, New YorK, NY 10013, (212) 334-1300 

Frederick County, VA: Charles D. Poe, Director, Division of Court Services, 
112 S. Cameron Street, Winchester, VA 22601, (703) 667-8933 

--Use of Community Service and Restitution as Sentencing Options 

Genesee County, NY: Dennis Whittman, Community 
Officer, Genesee County Sheriff's Department, F. 
14020, (716) 344-2550 

Service/Victim Assistance 
O. Box 151, Batavia, NY 

Salt Lake County, UT: Gwen Rowley, Adult Probation and Parole, 431 South 300 
East J Salt Lake Ci ty, UT 84111, (801) 533 -5545 

--Deferred Service of Jail Sentences 

Campbell County, KY: Hon. Lambert Hehl, Chief District Judge 30 West Fourth 
Street, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 292-6323 ' 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Hon. Frank W. Snepp, Senior Resident Superior Court 
Judge, 800 East Fourth Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 373-6736 

--Use of Special Treatment Programs for DWI Offenders 

S~l ~ .Lake County, UT: Larry Peterson, Salt Lake County Alcohol and Drug 
Dlvlslon, 231 East 400 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, (801) 538-2001 

Quincy, MA: Andrew Klein, Chief Probation Officer Q i , u ncy District Court, Dennis Ryan Parkway, Quincy, MA 02169, (601) 471-1650 

Greene County, MO: Dr. Elissa Lewis, Director, Weekend Intervention Program 
Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield, MO 65804, (417) 836-5802 ' 

--Use of Special Early Release Mechanisms 

San Mateo County, CAl Hon. Thomas Jenkins, San Mateo County Courthouse, 2227 
Broadway Street, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 363-4000, ext. 1679 

Defense Options 

--Staff Enhancement to Reduce Case loads 

St. Louis, MO: Joseph P. Downey Public Defender _ City of St. Louis, 
~~~~)i~~~_g~4fts Building, 1320 Market Street, Room 62, st. Louis, MO 63103, 

--Prompt Indigency Screening; Appointment of Counsel and ,Defendant Contact; 
Early Investigation and Plea Negotiation 

Palm Beach, Passaic, and Shelby Counties--from URSA Institute evaluation: 
Ernest J. Fazio, J.D., The URSA Institute, Pier 1-1/2, S FiCA 
94111, (415) 398-2040 an ranc sco, . 
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--Intensified Review Procedures for Detention Cases 

Mecklenburg County, NC: Isabel Day, Chief Public Defender, 800 East Fourth 
Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, (704) 373-6730 

Jackson County, MO: Sean O'Brien, Public Defender, Jackson County Courthouse, 
415 East 12th Street, Tenth Floor, Kansas City, KS 64106, (316) 474-5811 

--Special Defender Services Programs 

New York, NY: Ron J. Hill, Director, Special Defender Services, The Legal Aid 
Society, 15 Park Row, New York, NY 10036, (212) 577-3400 

--Support of Pretrial and Sentencing Alternatives Programs 

San Mateo County, CAl Roman "Skip" Duranczyk, Director, San Mateo County 
Release on Recognizance Project, 234 ~1arshall Street, Suite 8, Redwood City, 
CA 94063, (415) 363-4181 

Monroe County, NY: Ms. Lee F. Wood, Director, Monroe County Bar Association 
Pre-Trial Services Corporation, 65 Broad Street, Room 610, Rochester, NY 
14614, (716) 454-3491 

Campbell County, KY: John G. Patten, Jr., Director, Public Defenders 
Corporation, 700 Campbell Towers, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 261-7000 

Hartford and New Haven, CT: Lisa Benrlett, Connecticut Center on Sentencing 
Alternatives, 106 Ann Street, Hartford, CT 06106, (203) 525-6691 

--Participation in Jail Crowding Task Force 

Santa Clara County, CAl Sheldon Portman, Public Defender, County Government 
Center, West Wing, 70 West Hedding Street, San Jose, CA 95110, (403) 299-2055 

Probation and Parole Options 

--Pretrial Release Screening and Development of Conditional and Supervised 
Release Programs 

Jackson County, MO: DennIs Agniel, Probation and Parole Services, Jackson 
County Courthouse, 415 East 12th Street, Kansas City, MO 64106, (816) 472-2271 

Genesee County, NY: Sheriff W. Douglas Call, Genesee County Sheriff's 
Department, P. O. Box 151, Batavia, NY 14020, (716) 343-0838: 

--Strengthening the Use of Probation as a Sentencing Option 

Campbell County, KY: Hon. Lambert Hehl, Chief District Judge, 30 \'lest Fourth 
Street, Newport, KY 41071, (606) 292 -6323 

--Reduced Pre-Sentence Investigation (PSI) Time for Jail Cases 

Brevard County, FL: Gary Barringer, Jail Commander, Brevard County Sheriff's 
Department, P. O. Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-8906 

Shawnee Co',nty, KS: Earl Hindman, 
Department of Corrections, 200 East 
66603/ (913) 295-4073 

Jail Administrator, Shawnee County 
Seventh Street, Room 315, Topeka, KS 
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--Reduced Pre-Sentence Investigation (PSI) Time for Jail Cases (cont.) 

Ramsey County, MN: Robert Hansen, Director, Adult Probation and Parole, 
Ramsey County Courthouse, Room 945, St. Paul, MN 55101, (612) 298-4791 

Lucas County, OH: William Brennan, Regional Planning Unit, 316 North 
Michigan, Room 800, Toledo, OH 43624, (419) 244-5819 

Connecticut: Terry S. Capshaw, Director, Office of Adult Probation, 643 Maple 
Avenue~ Hartford, CT 06114, (203) 566-8530 

--?rompt Action on Probation and Parole Revocation 

Brevard County, FL: Gary Barringer, Jail Commander, Brevard County Sheriff's 
Department, P. O. Drawer T, Titusville, FL 32780-0143, (305) 269-8906 

San Mateo County, CA: Ron Brothers, Director, Adult Probation, Hall of 
Justice and Records, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 363-4244 

Extra-System Services Options 

--Emergency Shelters and Reception Centers 

Connecticut: Paul Brown, Chief Bail Commissioner, Judicial Department, Drawer 
N, Station A, Hartford, CT 06105, (203) 722-5845 

--Alcohol and Drug Detoxification, Counseling, and Domiciliary Care 

San Diego County, CA: Volunteers of America, 1111 Island Avenue, San Diego, 
CA 92101, (619) 232-9343 

--Pre-arrest Diversion of Mentally Disabled 

Montgomery County, PA: Naomi Dank, Executive Director, Montgomery County 
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Emergency Service, Inc., Buildinp: 16, 
Stanbridge and Sterigere Streets, Norristown, PA 19401, (215) 279-6100 

Dayton County, OH: Major D. E. Tobias, Dayton Police Department, 335 West 
Third, Dayton, OH 45402, (513) 449-1074 

--Prompt Assessment of Mental Health Problems 

Monroe County, NY: Dr. Jim Clark, Mental Health Clinic for Socio-Legal 
Services, Room 20A, Hall of Justice, Rochester, NY 14614, (716) 428-4530 

--Out-Patient Mental Health Treatment 

Milwaukt:'~ County, WI: 
Intervention Program, 
271-1750 

Jill Fuller, Wisconsin Correctional Service, 
436 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 43203, 

--Temporary Shelter for Juveniles in Private Homes 

Court 
(414 ) 

Atlanta, GA: Angela Welch, Attention Home Coordinator, Georgia Division of 
youth Services, 878 Peachtree Street, NE, Atlanta, GA 30303, (404) 894-4569 

--Supervision of Special Review Releases 

Philadelphia, PA: Milton Berkes, Off"lnder Aid and Restoration (OAR), 219 
North Broad Street, Mezzanine Level, Philadelphia, PA 19107, (215) 557-8131 
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--Community Service Sentencing 

New York, NY: Dick Rikkens, Community Service Sentencing Project, c/o Vera 
Institute of Justice, 377 Broadway, New York, NY 10013, (212) 334-1300 

--Systemwide Jail Use Planning 

UT '. Hon. David B. Dee, Chair, Criminal.. uustice Advisory 
Salt Lake County, UT 84111 (801) 

8 Cl"ty and County Building, Salt Lake Count~, ' Council, Room 40 , 
535-7506 

t S. Gl" ].christ III, District Attorney, 26th 
Mecklenburg County, NC: Pe er ( 4) 3742642 

t T d Street, Charlotte, NC 28202, 70 -Judicial District, 700 Eas ra e 
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Appendix C 
Case Processing Questionnaire 

PRETRIAL SERVICES RESOURCE CENTER 
918 F Street. N.w. SUite 500 Washington. D.C. 20004·1482 (202) 638·3080 

1. HeM many adult arrests were made last year in your jurisdiction? 

2. 

'Ibtal? 

Felony arrests? 

Misdemeanor arrests? 

Traffic/local ordinance arrests? 

Other arrests? 

(nunber) 

(nunber) 

(nunber) 

(nUTiber) 

______ (nunber) 

HeM many citations ("notices to appear") were issued by arresting agencies 
in the last calendar year, eXCluding traffic offenses? 

(nunber) 

JAIL ArMINISTRATIOO 

1. How many admissions were there last year for: 

Felonies? 

Misdemeanors? 

Detainers without'additional charges? 

C...her? 

Total? 

______ (nunber) 

(nunber) 

(nunber) 

(m.rnber) 

______ (nunber) 

2. Does the jail administrator have release authority for pretrial defendants? 
(Please circle appropriate answer.) 

YES NO 

If yes, ho.oT many defendants were released in this way? 

DIRECTOR 
D. Alan Henry 

______ (nunber) 
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ProsECUTION 

1. 

2. 

3. 

In the past calendar year, how many of the following were referred to the 
office of the prosecutor? 

(a) total defendant referrals 

(b) persons with felony charges 

(c) persons with misdemeanor charges 

(d) persons with ordinance violations 

------- (nllllber) 

______ (nunber) 

(nllllber) 

(nunber) 

Of those persons referred for prosecution, "mat percentage of defendants: 

(a) arrested for felonies were charged with 
felomes? 

(b) arrested for felonies were charged with 
a lesser offense? 

(c) arrested for felonies were released 
without charges? 

(d) arrested for misdemeanors were released 
without s=harges? 

______ (nunber) 

(nunber} 

(nunber) 

(nunber) ------

On average, how much t:inte transpires between the arrest of a person and 
ootification to the court of the prosecutor I s fonnal charging decision 
describErl in Question 2 above? (Please circle the appropriate answer.) 

(a) less than 8 hours (d) 2-5 days 

(b) 8-24 hours (e) 5-10 days 

(c) 24-48 hours ( f) 10-14 days 

(g) if over 14 days, please indicate the 
actual number of days 
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DEFENSE 

1. 

2. 

For those cases/persons where defense counsel is assigned ~ th~ court, ~ 
much time transpires on average between arrest and counsel s flrst meetlng 
with the arrestee? (Please circle the appropriate answer.) 

(a) less than 8 hours 

(b) 8-24 hours 

(c) if rrore than 24 hours, 
please specify the 
actual arrount of 
time -------

What percentage of defendants are represented by counsel at their initial 
court appearance? 

(a) 0%-10% 

(b) 11%-25% 

(c) 26%-50% 

(d) 51%-75% 

(e) 76%-100% 

PREl'RIAL SERVICE'S 

2. 

3. 

For questions 1, 2, and 4, please circle the appropriate answer(s). 

Is there an agency or office that conducts pretrial release screening? 

YES NO 

If so, does the pretrial services agency interview arrestees prior to the 
first court appearance? 

YES NO 

During the rrost recent time per,iod for which data is available, please 
indicate the number of the follOWlng: 

(a) number of arrestees referred to the agency 

(b) n\Jlri::)er interviewed 

(c) number recannended for nonfinancial release -------

(nunber) 

(nunber) 

(nunber) 
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4. 

5. 

Does the release program have the authority to effect any releases prior to 
the first court appearance? (Circle all that may awly) 

(a) no 

(b) yes, it can release same arrestees on its own authority 

(c) it can reccmnerrl release to law enforcement officials or court
apJ;Ointed officials with the power to release before initial court 
appearance 

(d) it can contact a judge for approval prior to releasing 

What proportion of the number of arrestees referred to the program are 
released through the efforts of the program prior to the first court 
appearance? 

______ (percent) 

For questions 1, 2, and 6, please circle the appropriate answer. 

1. What is the average time between arrest arrl initial appearance in court? 

(a) less ~~ 8 hours (c) 25-48 hours 

(b) 8-24 hours (d) rrore than 48 hours 

2·. Do initial appearance courts operate at night? YES 

3. 

4. 

On weekerrls? YES NO 

How many judges (or bail commissioners) are setting bail at anyone time? 

(nunber) -------
What is the average time between arrest arrl adjudication (not including 
sentencing) for: 

(a) detained felony deferrlants 

(b) released felony deferrlants 

(days/rronths) 

(days/rronths) 

(c) detained misdemeanor deferrlants 
___________ (days/rronths) 

(d) released misdemeanor defendants 
(days/rronths) 
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5. What is the average length of time between adjudication and sentencing when 
presentence investigations are ordered? 

(a) for felonies 

(b) for misdemeanors 

(days/months) 

(days/months) 

6. Please indicate the percentage of cases disposed of by the following 
methods (circle appropriate number for each): 

(a) Pleas 0-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 

(b) Jury trials 0-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 

(c) Non-jury trials 0-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 

(d) Dismissals/Nolle 0-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 

(e) other 0-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 

PROBATION/PAROLE 

1. 

2. 

Hcw many requests 

Total? 

Felonies? 

Misaemeanors? 

for presentence investigation reports were made last year? 

(nunber) 

(numbar) 

______ (nunber) 

What was the average length of time fran PSI request to delivery to the 
court? 

Felonies? 

Misdemeanors? 

(days/rronths) 

(days/months) 

3. How many probation detainers were filed last year? 

(number) 

4. How many of the filed probation detainers resulted in revocation? 

(number) -------
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

What is the average length of time between the filing of a probation 
detainer and a revocation decision? 

(days/months) 
HaN many parole detainers were filed l.c.st year? 

______ (nunber) 

HaN many of the filed parole detainers resulted in revocation? 

(nunber) 

What is the average length of time between the filing of a parole detainer 
and a revocation decision? 

(days/months ) 

If inmates serving sentences in jail can be paroled prior to the expiration 
of their sentence, 

(a) How many hearings were conducted last yeru:? (nunber) 

(b) HaN many resulted in the inmate being released? 

(nunber) 
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Appendix D 
Sample Detention and Release Forms 

"a 
""I -III 0 
::s 
ID 
""I 

~ 
C ,., 

i -I ,., - :z - -I 
~ -ID 
::s c .. :z -... .., - c n .. :xl 

!:. z 

° ::s 

I 
:z 

i 
! 
Sex 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Mae 
I I I I I I , 

I I , , .. rellile 
Aile 

-Ilf Years 
I-f- - ~-Years 

·-:W-Years 
or .,re -Years 

Res Idl!!Rce 
n-lountv 

OtIt-lountv 
VI 

C"'>ID 
~;;:lf 
Q.""I 0 III 

.'i~" 

~ ChameLeve1 
I I , I I I I I , I I I I I elonv 
I I I I I I I , I I , I I I Mtsdelleanor 
I , , , I , f I I I I I I , , , v;o IUon 

IH! tention Status 
retr a 
entenced oca } 
tate ~entenced 
robaffonlfOld only 
aroTe HoTif on Iv 

Hiler 

:. 
:'""1 
~;Z 

~= :I 
II:! 

Prfthillon ltold 
I I I I I , I I f I I Yes 

I I I I I I , I I I .. I .. 1110 
Parole Hollf , I I , I I T I I T Yes , , , , I I f , I T I .. T --rio 

-UUerlreta1ner -r I T T I I I I I I I I I I I Yes , , , I I I I I 

• 
I I II lio 

Sal II1II unf 
I •• 51 

iO • .50[ 
;0- .~OO 

I.' ill .110.000 -
10.001 or .,re 
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I 
"0 
~ .... 
III 
0 
:> e-III 
~ > -Z ... r-

iti :00 ...... m - r-
a- m 
(I> > :> .." ,.. .... m .... 
n ." 

C> ... :00 ,.. - :It 
0 :s 
:z 

I-.. ., 
I I I I I I I I I II IT I It i !'!!.e 

-41~1~~II+-~'--J~+-t41~I~j~+-1~1~~~+-14,~~r-I+-J~--~tj~B·~le~------------

I I I I I I I I II I II I I I I I I I 
II I I I ! i_it J I Ir I I 
I' 11 ~ i _t J I I I i I I I J I J 

AQe 
C)-IS Years 
9-29 ears 
IU-J9Years 
'1.1 or IIOreYears 

_ItesJgence 

.Jtllt-(;ounty 

. £elony 
"'15 etlelnor 
'10 It10n 

Length of ConTlnellen 
- DlIYs 
- DIY 
- Dj s 

- IVS 
- LVS 
- tYs 

;6+Oays 
Ke ease M!thO!! 

SIIlssealNot Prosecut~ 
elease on Rei:oonlzince 
ercentaoeDeDoslt al11 

Tlllrd Plrty CustOdY 
ISh alll or Bond 

ACquitted 
entenced tonI!! servell 
al Sentence rl1etecl-
ent to Hon-J.l ltnF'ft 

ientenced to State 
e~e.sed from Detalner 

.lie I to Other AUthority 
ther Release 

Ball Amount 

S5 001 - S10 000 
~IO~OOl or IIOrl! 
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